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Sml!1ARY

Despite the numel-Ous surveys of disabled people, there remains at

present a number of gaps in our knowledge and u!lderstanding of the problems

anc. needs of physically cisabled people. This study explored some of the

problems and needs as perceived by the physically disabled themselves.

It was a qualitative study of a small group of 16 ~IS sufferers aged between

16 and 60 years; each respondent was interviewed in depth on up to three

occasions.

One of the major problems from the ~IS sufferer's point of view was

the delay in the disclosure of diagnosis. The significance of the clinical

label for the respondents was that it gavB back to them their credibility

and enabled them to initiate the process of adjustment to disability. It

would appear that there were so~ discrepancies between the medi~al and

lay understanding of multiple sclerosis, in "that, acccrding to the respondents,

the medical profession seems to view it as a tragedy and a medical failure

whereas the ~IS sufferers expressed relier that "it W3.S only MS and not

cancer! It

The study found that a number of the problem;; experienced by the MS

sufferers result from the public's lack of information or misunderstanding

about multiple sclerosis. The respcndents expressed a general feeling that

there is a need to educate the general public by providing informe.tion and

portraying a public image of mUltiple sclerosis in a more positive light.

The expressions of sympathy and pity that a disclosure of MS elicits from

normals, although welcome in the early stages of adjustment to disability,

were found to be limiting and opp:wssive when the respondents were atter.rflting

to "come to terms with it".

The process of adjustment requires the MS suf'ferer to redefine his or

her life style and status within the family. From the verbal accounts of

tho respondents, the inadequacy of supportive services has meant that

many had undergono tensions and strains in their family l.... lationships that

might have been avoided if all had been informed about the effects of the

disease. Respondents round themselves being encoura.led by the family and

in some cases coerced into an acceptance of a disabled role or status.

There was general criticism of all of the 'cal'ing asencies'. The medical

profession was criticised on a number of counts: first the unnecessary delay in

the, doctor disclosin[; the diagnosis to t"e patient and second their abandonment

and failure to face up to the problems of the long term chronic sick. The,

lack of medical back-up and encourangement for the MS sufferers and

their families was reeretted. The respondents seemed
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to have had only limited contact with the community nursing services

and did not feel that it wan appropriate for the nurse to offer advice or

medical information about handling multiple sclerosis. The other agency

to produce criticism was the social workers who, from the respondent's accounts

seemed to be ill-equipped to assess the social and psychological needs of the

disabled. A major problem that arose was the conflict between the

professional's and the client's definition of the situation, and significance

of such terms as 'disabled' which the client viewed as meaningful only in

dealing with administrative bureaucracy and not in their everyday lives.

The process of becOl!ling disabled was closely associated with the

development of the respondents' awareness of the social meaning and significance

of disability, in that they found themselves being stiglnatised and devalued •

A number of coping strategies such as 'passing', 'normalisation', 'pacing'

or 'withdrawal' were used by the respondents to manage their presentation of

self depending on the audience in the social setting. However, the MS

sufferers did find that, in the later or severer stages of the illness, they

were unabl" to conceal their dLJability and were left with the options of

normalisation or withdrawal from social life. Th., patient's ability to

adopt coping strategies a."ld attempt to redefine his or her life wc.S only

possible after they had been provided with a diagnosis •

Many of the respondents comrno;lnted on the fact that their problem stemmed

from the visibility of th"ir disability, which th"y felt had been intensified

and made obtrusive by the various aids and gadgets provided by the medical

and social services, in particular the wheelchair. Some had found ways of

controlling their body image and avoiding the use of such stigma synibols

as wheelchairs, but naturally this was dependent on the stage and severity

of the disease.

The importance of friends and neighboun; as social contacts and support

networks were shown in the study. However, only in one case was thGIe

evidence of a close neighbourhood network. Hany of the respodents had found

that their friendf: had withdra;/n from then at the very time when they most

needed them, Le. immediately after th.. pe!'Son had discovered that he or

she was an 118 sufferer. Host of th" respondents had found that their

friendship circle had changed after the onset of the disuility •

The difficulty of "filling thoa day" with activities was revealed

in th" leisure pattems of the respondents. The majority regularly attended
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a local branch of the !1S Society which fOr'llled their main social contact

and entertainment centre. However, it seemed that the Society failed to

provide enough supportive information and activities for the youn~r members

who would have liked the Soeiet'J to act as a self-help group. Apart from

the disease specific society, many attended clubs for the disabled, and

a few went on various other acti.vities organised for the disabled, such as

swimming or horse-riding. One of the main occasions of their annual

calendar for most of the respondents was their holiday, which both provided

th" MS sufferer with a different environment and new people to meet and also

relieved the family of the btlI'oon of caring for an MS sufferer.

The study has thus found a number of proble1llS identified by the MS

sufferers which, on further research, may prove to be COIlll:lOIl to many other

physically disabled people. If this were shown to be the c<lSe, it would

suggest ways that doctors, social worl<ers and voluntary workers might

improve their services to their clients.
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mTRODUCTION

There has been increasing interest in the identification of and

provision for people suffering from chronic illness and disabling conditions

since the passing of the Chronically Sick and Disabled Persons' Act 1970.

Surveys of impaired and handica!,ped people (for exatr.p1e, see

Harris, 1971; Bennett, 1970; Harren and Knight, 1977) have shown that

SIL .talltial numbers of these people could be helped by the provisioo of

services, but for many reasons such people have not or cannot take the

initiative to seek help and so increase the quality of their lives. In

addition, a significant number of people have been provided with aids and

gadgets, but have either failed or refused to use them (Jay, 1974).

Although these studies have identified the possible number of disabled

people within the canmlUlity, there remains a significant number of questions

to be answered in order to fill the gaps in our present lUlderstanding and

knowledge of disabled people and their needs. For example, the following

kinds of questions: Are there alterations in the patient's conception of

himself and the composition of his reference group as a realisation of

disability occurs? Are these alterations precipited, shaped and perpetuated

by the attitudes, behaviour and "treatment" given by "helpers", family and

friends? Do some of the social problems of disabled people such as social

isolation, result from a stigma associated with their condition? lihat

techniques or strategies do disabled people develop to cope with social

situations in Which they find the~selves stigmatised? Can these techniques

be more generally developed and be incorporated in rehabilitation programmes?

!10st of the studies used survey techniques to gather quantifiable

data about the most immediate and practical consequences of functionable

disability, for example, the problems of self care, mobility and finding

employment. The aim of the present study was to gather qualitative data

to complement the existing body of knowledge about disabled people and their

needs, by focusing OIl the meaning and social consequences to the disabled

persoIl of his impairment, in partiCUlar the problems of social isolation

and stigma. It is important to note that this study differs from previous

studies, firstly in the focus of the project, and secondly in the methods

to be used, Le. lUlstructured interviews to gather qualitative data.

The study was concerned to examine the self-perceived problems and attitudes

of disabled people by exploring three main areas:
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(l) Disabled people's accounts of the impact and effect of

their impairment on their social interaction and relations

with significant others.

(2) Disabled people's accountt: of how they coped with

interaction with strangers.

(3) Disabled people's retrospective accounts of the process

of becoming disabled •

Hence, the present study focuses on problems that arise and are coped

with in the everyday world of disabled peopl",. r4any of these problems

experienced by physically disabled people stem f::'>om the social construction

of disability rather than the physical impairment per se. For beneath

the physical disability is a social definition of the social and moral worth

of the disabled person. In other words, the significance of the disabling

condition is expressed in socia: terms. The significance of the condition

obtrudes into the social relationships and becomes the focal point by

which the persons are jUdged and evaluated. On top of the disability or

impairment is imposed the social and psychological consequences which may

alter his life style and, in some cases, produces a negative self-image •

Hence the stigma of physically disabled peoplG is largely a social phenOl'lenon

based on reciprocities. In other words, the disabled person is USUally

made aware of his differentness and disadvantaged status by the I'('",ction

of 'others' •

One of the major tasks for the physically disabled, in order to counter

the potentially stigmatising devalued status of self-conception that may

be attributed to them, is to be able to reveal their 'normality'. They

have to work to produce a mutually agreed and recognised acceptance of

their normality and this may require resources and training. Since

conceptions of social reality are socially distributed, people may have

difficulty in knowing hCJlo7 to calduct themselves in any given occasion •

The need and the ways in which people who are visibly different can

assert their ordinariness forms part of the social and psychological problems

experienced by the disabled. For them to achieve ol'<1inariness or nonnality

requires their ability to tell others about their experiences in such a

way as to affinn their usual character and the fact that they are 'nonnals'

despite appearances. In the study, respondents are a3ked about how they
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handle encounters with strangers in order to gein some information on

this important topic.

Consequsntly it seems likely that major problems confronting physically

disabled people and their fa'llilies are those of 'managing' not only the

physical effects of the impaiI'lllent and disability but the secial and

emotional consequences of it. It was not just the 'kncM-aboutness'

and obtrusiveness of their disability. but the stigma and social isolation

resulting from it and this is the focus of the present study.
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I1ETHODOLOGY

Definition

Host of the research in Britain (Jefferys et al, 1969; Harris, 1971;

Garrad, 197~; Sainsbury, 1973; Warren and Knight, 1977; Ililliams et al, 1976)

has been concerned to develop operational definitions of the classifications

of handicap ;md impairment with a view to aiding health and social service

departments with the task of identifying and making provisions for handicapped

and impaired people. The definitions of handicap used in the majority of

surveys undertaken in Britain were those defined by Harris in hor national

survey of handicapped and impaired in Great Britain (1971). However, in

this study, the broader tem I disabled' is used to 'refer collectively in

a general way to a populatioo of handicapped people as well as those with

impairments which restrict activities, but who are not currently handicapped',

(for discussion of this dofinitioo and the problems associated with such

definitioos, see Warren and Knight, 1977) •

Selectioo of Cases

The study was established as a pilot descriptive study focusing an

disabled individuals and their views. Although it was acknOWledged that the

family plays a significant and important part in managing problems associated

with one of its members being disabled, family members were not included

in the study. A number of problems arose in connection with selection and

access to respondents. A variety of different approaches were consider€d in

and attempt to collact a sample: for example, an attempt was made to use

the directory of nanes from the CantertJury Handicap Survey, but it >las

decided that, as these people had been contacted on two occasions already,

it would be tmfair to interview them again; secondly, contact was made with

some doctors in a rural health centre but there are m<lIlY difficulties

associated with sampling from general pl'11ctitioners' records (Warren, 1976;

Dawes, 1972) and "gain this proved unsuccessful; so that the decision wns

taken to restrict the sample to !IS sufferers GS contact had bean made with

local branches of the Multiple Sclerosis Society of Great Britain and Northern

Ireland, who were Vbry willing to assist in this study. All the names >lere

taken from the membership list of the local branch of the HS Society. Naturally,

there are a number of methodological problems of bias and a-typicality associated

with such a selection procedure. However, in a small exploratory study it >las

thought that this should not b" a significP.!lt factor as the aim was to explore

methods and gather in-depth data from a small group and not to study f.

representative sample of all disabled people •
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A~though al~ the respondents had the same under~ying medical condition,

their accounts and prob~erns discussed in the report re~ate to the socia~

adaptation to impaiment and disability and hopefully illustrate prcb~erns

that may be conunon to all disab~ed peop~e. Eventual~y a sDlall samp~e of

20 peop~e with mUUip~e sc~erosis and aged between ~8 and 60 were identified,

the upper age ~imit being imposed as it was felt that diSablement in the

elderly or those near retirement age may be regarded as qualitatively

different from disablement afflicting those under retirement age. The

decisial to interview only young disabled people was to enable the research

fel~ow to col~ect information on their recent recollecticns of the ways

in which they had faced a number of crucial life events, such as marriage,

child rearing and starting a career.

Contact with the respondents was made by tl<o methods. First a telephone

call in which the research fellow explained how she had got the respondent's

name, briefly outlined the project and made an ap"ointment to see the

respondent; and second by letter to those members who w"re not on the

telephone. Hence in some cases conta.ct was made with the goodwill and persooal

introduction of the Chairman of the local branch of the HUltiple Sclerosis

Society. There were no refusals but two people died and TIIO more were

too ill to be interviewed. This left a greup of si:<teen people; eleven

women and five men whom the research fellow attempted to interview on up

to three occasions for each respondent •
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RESPONDENTS
,

I I EHPLOYl-IENT I, SOCIAL CURRENT
NAME I I

llARITAL I1AJOR JOB HELDSEX AGE I STATUS
NO. OF CHILDREN

IN OCCUP. CAREER2 CLASS MOBILITY
II

I
Married One 5-year old Lecturer at CCllege Middle Walks with a stickMrs. Apple Female 35 ,

I daughter of Higher Education Class

I
Mrs. Ball Female 511 I~idowed Married son living I Skilled manual worker Wo rl< ing \,heelchair-bound

away from home I Class Uses invalid car
,

tlr. Chain Male 56 Separated I One son and one Pur·ser on P. & O. Middle Uses sticks occasion-
I daughter not living Line Class ally

I with father
•

Miss Dale Female 60 Single I No children lIriter Middle Bed-bound

I Class
I,

Mrs. Earl Female 59 Harried No children Shop-keeper 1I0rl<ing hbe3lchair-bound
Class

Nr. Field ~lale SS flarried No children P-ailway clerk Working Wheelchair-bound
Class

Mrs. Field Female 42 Married No children Shop assistant lIorl<ing Wheelchair-bound
Class

Miss Guy Female 40 Single No children Never worked - Wheelchair-bound

Mrs. Hale I Female 60 Married Two sons living Husband post-office Worl<ing Wheelchair-bound

I away from home sorter Class

I
a>
I
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Mr. Irwin Male I 40 Harried I No children I Architect I lliddle Wheelchair-bound

I i ClassI 1
I

, I

llr. Jolly !1ale 59 tlidowed One married daughter l:anual worker ~Iorking Wheelchair-bound
with \-lhom he livas Class

Mrs. Kay Female 35 Harried One 5-year old I Husband civil ~liddle 'Jses sticks
daughter I servant Class

Mr. Lee ~!ale 50 Married No children Business executive lliddle Wheelchair-bound
ClasS

I

I~!ras • Morganl Female 31 !1arried Three sons aged Husband - school ~liddle rlses stick

I 10, 8 and 5 master Class
!

I
,

Mrs. Owen Female 36 Married Two daughters aged I Husband - skilled Working Uses sticks
14 and 12, me son manual worker Class
aged 16. II

Hrs. Pack Female 53 I Married One daughter aged Husband - manual I/orking tllieelchair-bound
IB, one son aged 20 worker at Paper Mill Class

Mrs. Reed Female 29 Married No children Husband - salesman Middle Wheelchair-bound
Class

1
These are all fictious names.

2
Currently none of the respondents are employed so that, ror the men, the occupation listed above was their major job
held in their working life and, for the married women, it was the job currently being held by their husbands who are
not handicapped.

I...,
I
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Data COllection

Three methods of data cOllection were used, in-depth interviews,

non-participant observations, and the Kelly Repertory Grid Test, so that each

method would complement the other.

In-Depth Interviews

At the outset, it had been decided that it would be inappropriate to

use structured questionnaires or schedules to gather qualitative data on

topics which were both potentially sensitive and personal to the disabled

person. The adoption of the in-depth interview allows the interviewer to

formulate her own questions and ':he respondent to formulate his or her own

replies, so that, in the course ~f the interview, attitudes, opinions

and information about underlying motives are elicited by means of the inter

personal reaction between the interviewer and the respondents (HcFarland

Smith, 1972; Fletcher, 1974; Converse and Schuman, 1974> •

The adoption of non-structured in-depth intervieH technique enabled

the research fellow to develop a good 'rapport' with the respondent and then

to explore areas which have not been covered in the previous surveys of

disabled people undertaken in recent years. The strategy used in this

project was to explore a number of topic areas with the respondent:

(i) Onset of Disabling Condition

When and Iihat symptoms made th" person feel that something

was wrong. nle timing of the decision to seek medical

advice, the experience with medical agencies leading to

the eventual diagnosis and prognosis. wllether they felt

more could have been done •

(ii) The Disabling Condition

KnOWledge of causation and prognosis, and alternative

therapy •

(ii!) State of Health

Self-perceived feelings of present state of health

(irrespective of their disabling condition).
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(iv) Self Perception

Feelings and attitudes about the way the person felt he or

she had changed •

(v) Effects on own Life

Work, leisure, housing, friends.

(vi ) Family Life

The effects of disability on the distribution of roles

wIthin t:1e family and the decision-making process •

Family plans - holid~Js, leisure pursuits. Family social

contact. Husband and wife relations, effect on their

marriage.

(vii) Social Contact

Who they see and how regularly, including friends and

helpers etc. Quality of contact. Discussion of

illness and disability with them.

The aim was to make the interview similar to a conversation between

tl'IO people, although one participant, a multiple sclerosis sufferer, was

involved largely in answering the questions. The pattern and the order

in which the topics were discussed was not standardised. so that a model

of everyday conversation could be follow<?d. The readiness with which

respoodents were prepared to talk to the research fellow on topics known to

be sensitive areas, for example, problems of incontinence and marital difficulties,

illustrate the value of such a method.

Problems Associated with In-Depth Interviewing

The methodological problems encountered in dealing with data which

are reconstructed from evel'Yday conversational and non-verbal activity are

common to all fields of survey technique. However, by the adoption of the

method of non-structured in-depth interviewing, the problem becomes more

acute. The respondents' statements are taken at 'face value' as they are

in any study, nevertheless, it is important to try to ascertain the

interviewer effect or bias on the respondent with respect to the provision

of information in that cootext •

When the interviewer and the respondent encounter one another, they

begin to talk, to respond to various social stimuli, with each inferring from
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the behavioUl' of t.he other (whet-hpr spoech, gestures, posture or whatevGr)

what ideas or feelings the other person is trying to convey.

"When one individual enters the presence of others, he will want to

discover the facts of the situation. W~re he to possess this infomation,

he could know, and make allowances for, what will come to happen and he could

give the others present as much of their due as is consistent with his

enlightened self-interest •••••••• Full information of this order is rarely

available; in its absence, the individual tends to employ substitutes - cues,

tests, hints, expressive gestures, status symbols, etc. - as predictive

devices. In short, since the reality that the individual is ccncemed

with is unpredictable at the mcment, appearances must be relied upon in its

stead. ,,1

Goffman defines as 'predictive devices' such social attributes as

sex, race and education, physical qualities like height, weight, facial

appearance and posture, and a variety of vocal characteristics which

influence the two actors in the interviE:w situation. Hence, physical

disability is potentil'.lly problematic in the situation in which the interviewer

is a non-disabled person and the respondent is a visibly disabled person

and the topics to be discussed cover the concept of disability.

Nevertheless, it appeared that in the present study, the difference in

the visible status of the two actors in the interview situation did not

prevent the establishment of a good rapport between the two participants and

respondents were propared to discuss with the interviewer topics which are

socially recognised to be sensitive and t&>oo areas, particularly in the

oontext of .. social survey interview. The respondents did not challenge

the purpose of the interview - which had been made intentionally vague. For

exanple, "discuss with you some of the problems and difficulties associated

with your illness or disability" •

However, the way and the kinds of replies they give is to a large extent

dependent on their concept of the research worker. In this project, the

research worker presented herself as an interested person IUld stressed her

interest in people and possible improvements to the services for the disabled•

In all the cases, the respondents welcomed her, perhaps because she was a

social contact and a person to talk to and unburden their problems and sorrows

1 Goffman, E. (1959) The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life. p. 249 •
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without the fear of losing face. or they may have seen her as " representative

of an official agency. By the end of the first interview. the research

worl<er seemed to be accepted by all the respondents as a person with whom they

could discuss their problems and needs.

To gather the data required for this type of study. it was essential

to interview and see the respondents on more than one occasion. as. "It

is impossible to try to understand the social context of the respondent at

the time of the first ccntact." (Cicourel. 19611). In the majority of

the cases. the respondents were interviewed on three occasions. However. in

two cases it was impossible to intervie~l them a third time as one person had

become seriously ill at home and another person had been hospitalised.

It took between four and five hours in total to collect the data fre·m

each respondent. It is possible that the information could have been

collected on two rather than three interview occasions. HOl1ever. it must

be remembered that the subjects in the study were multiple sclerosis sufferers

who had to cope with the problem of fatigue and it ,·,ould have been

inappropriate to carry out long (Le. of two or more hours' duration)

interviews with them. Th<J interviews were exhausting and sometimes anxiety

provoking for both participants and it would have been impossible fer the

interviewer and the respondent to have sustained a long interview in which

such difficult and problematic areas as marital difficulties were explored.

The frequency of seeing the respondents was regulated to intervals of apprcxi.mately

two to three months as this period proved 'manageable' in data c0llection

terms and the respondent relIDmbered the interviewer. The method also requires

the interviewer to be able to distance him or herself from the respondent.

Frequently. the respondents attempted to draw the interviewer into a special

relationship with them. other times they wanted her to take sides ~rith them

against an official agency or against their spouse; sometimes they attempted

to develop a more personal relationship with the interviewer and these \~ere

particulaJ:>J.y problematic to handle.

Despite the problems o~· interviewer/respondent relationships. the

advantages of the nature and the qUality of the data gathered by such methods

were evident in the respondents' answers in which they discussed a whole range

of proolems from depression. fear for the future. incontinence. to marital

difficulties. In this study. the method of using transcripts of tape recorded

interviews provided insightfUl and interesti....lg data.
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In the analysis of the data, there do appear to be differences in the

content of the interview, depending on whether the data was from the first

or subsequent intervieH. The differences were evident in the topics discussed

and the amount of critisism and disquiet voiced by the respondents. There

did not appear to be such marked differences between the contents of the second

and third interviews. It is impossible to state whether this was an outcome

of the timing of the interview in which the topics arose in that the interviewer

tended to not mention topics which she suspected would be problenatic or

anxiety-provoking until the second interview. The transcripts provide some

material to suggest that in fact this was the case and that in the first

interviews the researcher was more concerned to establish a good rappoT't

between the respondent and herself and so focused the discussion to exploring

general topics.

However, it must be remembered that this method is expensive in that

one hour's interview takes on average three to four hours to transcribe and

type. The methOd also produces a 'mountain I of data which have to be organised

into topics for the purposes of analysis. The researcher atteq>ted to pick

up CODlDon patterns in the transcripts and produced a number of assumptions

which were then checked against all the data. The analysis of qualitative

data is very time-consuming. Nevertheless, the value of being able to play

back the tape and listen to it and evaluate the varying inflections, intonations,

bewilderment and tensions and other audible clues is a major advantage in

that the researcher was able to 'make sense' of the respondents' utterances

within the context of the discussion and to hear the feelings of the actor

elicited by such a topic. The researcher was also able to see hO~7 the r'Cspondent

led up to a discussion of a topic such as their feelings of depression.

The use of tapes and transcripts enabled research woncers to hear the

voices of their respondents and the ways in which they discussed their own

perceived problems. As this project was concerned to explore the potential

problems of stigma and social discrimination, it was essential to be able

to use such tools as tape recorded interviews. Clearly, it would have been

meaningless to go in with a schedule and discuss such sensitive and emotional

topics. The use of the interview (in the sense of a conversation) is as

part of the real world and it is easier and more relevmrt to extrapolate

from the data produced by such a method about the everyday problems of

disabled people. In addition, it en'3bles the researcher to check for 3lly

evidence of interviewer bias or attempts to 'lead' respondents to give a

'right I answer.
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Non-Participant Observation

It had been anticipated that the research worker would be able to observe

disabled people in a number of social settings. The project had only limited

success with this method in that it was impossible to find sufficient social

settings in which :'Iomal and disabled people came together and where the

research worker's presence would not intrude into the situation and change

it. Two or three very cold days were spent hanging around public libraries,

cinemas and community centres witho"lt success. Eventually, the research

worker arranged to go shopping with a number of disabled people. Shopping

was considered to be an everyday activity and carried out in the social

setting in which the disabled person was interacting with strangers. The

research worker adopted the role of a shopper and equipped herself with a

shopping basket. She walked at some distance behind the disabled person

and noted down the reactions of the other shoppers and shop assistants to

the wheelchair-bound disabled peo;>le and this provided some interesting

data.

Kelly Repert0D' Grid

The Repertory Grid technique was devised by Kelly (1955) and had been

modified by Bannister (1962; 1966). Kelly described a new theory of human

behaviour, the 'personal construct theory', and related it to a new method of

carrying out clinical interviews and classifying the data obtained form them.

The method is designed to explore hO'. people see themselves, hO~1 they order

their experiences, how they appraise and reappraise their experiences and

give meaning to them, or in Kelly's ~10rds hOl< they construct their environment.

The fundamental postulate of Calstruct theory is that "a person's process<ls

are psychol.ogically channelised by th;o way in which he anticipates events"

(Kelly, 1955). This makes man an interpreter, not merely a reactor. It

makes him an anticipator, not merely a responder. Thus each man interprets

in tenns of constructs, i.e. bi-polar discriminations, which Jray b" verbal

labels or operative discriminations • The technique is very simple: the

person is asked to list a number of important people relating to given

categories (in the case of the i'resent study, these included yourself, family

members, friends, like person, diSlike person, disabled person I knoH),

there are the elements. The person is then asked to compare three elements

at a time finding a way or ways which are important and meaningful to the

subject in I~hich two of them are similar and different from the third.

These descriptive terms elicited in this way are called the constructs.
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Once the constructs have been elicited the person is asked to rank all the

elements chosen on each of the constructs providing a grid. Hhat is measured

is the relationship for the subject between sorting categories. the elements

and the constructs.

This method was tried out on a nllll!ber of the respondents in the study

but without success. Firstly it was a very time-consuming procedure. taking

up to three hours to administer and the respondents became bored with the

process. Bender (1974) also found. using the Y.elly Repertory Grid to test

medical stUdents. that the testing time tool< three hours. This length of

time to administer the Grid had to be weighed against the problems of the

Grid alienating the respondent and making it impossible to carry out an

in-depth interview at the same session. Secondly. th'" respondents found

the test inappropriate and in some cases threatening to compare such elements

as ideal self. person I would most like to be like etc. and for the research

worlcer to attempt to explain the reasons behind using the method would have

inValidated the whole method. Thirdly. respondents found it upsetting when

they were asked about their past. present and future with respect to people

they knew.

The problems the research worker in this study had in attempting to

administer the Kelly Repertory Grid may have been associated ,~ith the nature

of the disease such as mUltiple sclerosis in that the patient suffers

from fatigue and in some cases appeared to be depressed at the point at which

she attempted to administer the test. In addition. a greater perusal of the

literature on the Kelly Repertory Grid showed that a nllll!ber of researchers

had experienced difficulty with the process of the selection of constructs

and elements. sOr.>e had resorted to modifying the r.>ethod by provision of some

of the elements but it was felt that this would invalidate the method in

l<eilian terms. In the literature. there seems to have been insufficient

attention paid to standardising the IOOthodology and training researchers to

USe the method. although there has been a great deal of attention to the

statistical analysis of the data. The researcher felt that it would require

a separate study to explore the ways in which the method could be used with

disabled people interviewed in their home&o but that within the Caltext

of the present study it was not useful and it would possibly jeopardise the

collection of data from the interview situation. Hence it was decided to

abandon this method at the pilot stage as it was felt that. to attempt to

continue to use it. would bias the in-depth interviews and might have

reSUlted in respondents refusing to be seen again.
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MULTIPLE SCLEROSISl

Multiple sclerosis, sometilOOs called disseminated sclerosis, is today

one of the main chronic disorders of the nervous system. It is a disease

of early and middle adulthood and one which occurs more frequently in

females. The disablement consequent upon the complaint varies considerably:

from severe paralysis in a fe" cases to no visuully apparent incapacity.

The unequal geographical distribution of multiple sclerosis is one of

its most striking and potentially significant characteristics. The disease

occurs with much greater frequency in temperate latitudes and it is

particularly prevalent on the Islalld of Orlmey where the prevalence rate

is about six times greater than the world <:lverage of 30 peI' 100,000 population

(Donnelly, 1974). In Great Britain as a whole, it is estimated that between

40,000 and 50,000 individualS suffer from the illness, implying a rate of

more than twice the world average figure.

Multiple sclerosis is a disease of unknown causation characterised

by episodes of disfunction in the brain and spinal chord uhich have a tendency

to remit, leaving the patient with no obvious signs of disability. With

the passage of time, however, the severity of these attacks nay increase,

resulting in a less complete recovery of function after each exacerbation.

The areas of damage are apparently scattered in a random manner and the

symptoms experienced by the individual depend on the location of the point

of attack. However. there is evidence to suggest that there are distinct

sites of predilection (the optic pathways, for example. are frequently

involved) and the lesions may present a symetrical pattern, which is encountered

sufficiently often to necessitate a more convincing explanation than chance

alone (Lumsden. 1970). The process of demyelination (the removal of the

protective myelin sheath) is known to both accelerate and decelerate and

these changes are associated with the relapses and remissions "hich

characterise the illness.

Many theories have been advanced regarding the causes of mUltiple

Sclerosis and the mechanisms by which the diSease is produced. There is

a growing body of knowledge concerning the theory that mUltiple sclerosis

may be an auto-iDllllme disease. Auto-immune diseases are thought to be

caused by something misleading the normal protective immune mechanisms of

1 Paraphrase of 01lE pamphl'3t.
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the body into producing antibodies against some of its own tissue. A

viral theory which is closely tied in with the auto-immune theory suggests

that a specific virus latent within t~e nervou~ system becomes activated

through trauma or infection and in turn generates the process of demyelination.

There may be some familial f'lctor and multiple c;lSes of multiple sclerosis

in a family have been described in the n~dical literature.

There is at present no generally accepted specific laboratory test

for multiple sclerosis. This means that the diagnosis is based upon an

initial suspicion, provoked by a case history of remission and relapse and

a wide variety of signs and synptoms, which is then strengthened by performing

tests to exclude other possible diagnoses. The diagnosis can he further

obscured by the failure of an individual to report any symptoms, e. g. an

episode of tingling or numbness, or blurring of vision, until a definite

disability occurs.

The prognosis of multiple sclerosis is notoriously uncertain and

covers a whole spectrum f-rom the chronic stage of being bed-bound, this is

one extreme of the spectrum which relacively few people experience, to a

more benign foI'lll of the disease, in which relapses are mild and infrequent,

permitting active life for roony years. It is extremely difficult to construct

a typical picture of the general course of the disease.

liultiple sclerosis, therefore, poses special problems to doctors

which in part derives from the unique medical i'.spect of the aetiology and

symptomology of the disease. Th" inability to make a firm diagnosis at

an early stage creates problems in informing the patient of the diagnosis

of their complaint and. even after informing the patient of the diagposis, the

doctor cannot give a c18ar indication of the likely cours" of events.

There is no known method of treatment that has had ",'y ccnvincing

effect on the disease. A~ission to hospital for rest is often advised

during an exacerbation of weakness of the limbs and "here there has been

nultiple cranial nerve lesions. Nevertheless, many modes of therapy have

been advocated, claims for success from the various forms of therapy bein[;

based on the asslllllption that the, therapy produced a remission of the synptorns.

Howaver, as the symptoms of mUltiple sclerosis may remit spontaneously,

there is difficulty in being able to prove that the remission ~ras

produced by the therapy and not spontaneously. Drug therapy in multiple

sclerosis is directed towards the control and amelioration of symptoms.
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This s~tomatic Therapy is used to reduce and control spasticity and reflex

spasm, to relieve bladder and bowel disfunction. ameliorate visual disturllances

and help patients cope with emotional stress. depression and apprehension.

Physiotherapy is most often used for patients who have residual motor

disabilities and are in a relatively static phase of the disease. Through

specific exercises. physiotherapy aims to counteract spasticity and maintain

functioning in Imaffected limb and trunk muscles. This mode of therapy

should not be used in the acute phase of the disease •
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RESULTS

,
The Public Image of Multiple Sclerosis

Although this study was not designed to explore the general public's

knowledge and attitude to'..-aros multiple sclerosis. it did gather some infoI'lllation

on the topic. First the non-participant observation study of sorne multiple

sclerosis sufferers going shopping. although only relating to a small number

of observational sessions. did provide some examples of 'noI'l'la1s" attitudes

to MS sufferers.

One exanq>le occurred at the exit of a supermarl<et where it was impossible

for a wheelchair to pass through by the cash desk. so that the disabled

person was required to go to the back of the shop and out in another

direction. Whilst the disabled person was doing this. the researcht:r paid

for iter own purchases and was able to hear cOl!lllents by the shop assistants.

for example. "Oh. that poor lady. It's such a shame. she's got that

terrible disease. multiple sclerosis. you knO~i. It affects their head."

while the other shop assistant commented. "Yes. but she makes the most of

it doesn't she. she gets us to do everything for her. she doesn't try

you know. She just makes you do it."

In the observational study. the researcher also heard t~!O other people

make similar cOl!lllents to the above exaJ!!>le and reveal the nomal' slack

of infonnation about multiple sclerosis. These 'noI'lllals' appeared to be

either misinfonned or to equate multiple sclerosis with suffering from

'nerves' and 'being mental' • There was also some suggestion of a rather

negative iJ!lage of the tragedy of the MS sufferer. although one would not

atteTl'pt to argue that being a multiple sclerosis sufferer was a Pleasurable

experience. it is Imfortlmate that the negative side of the disease sl;ems

to be the one that these shoppers were aware <If rather than the more positive

side of the advantages of the remission years.

There were differing views amongst the respondents with respect to

what these shoppers were reacting to or discriminating against. whether it

was the knowledge that the person had multiple Sclerosis or whether it was

the visible sign of a physically disabled person seated in a wheelchair.

Many respoodents thought it was their visible app8arance of being wheelchair

bound that drew attention to their physical disability and it was the presence

of this that 'noI'lllals' reacted to rather than any knol1ledge of the disease

multiple sclerosis.
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Mrs. Earl: "I don't think so. No, because MS is so wide isn't it?

It strikes different people in so many different ways. You Ci"J}' t say, Oh

that person is MS so thLrefore paralysed in one leg or two legs. I mean,

it takes you so widely. I mc,an, people don't know you've got 115. I Dlt~an,

very often they say to lOO, 'lVhat is it, polio?' or, '\Ihy can't you get

over it? Got arthritis or something?' You know, so unless you wear a card

over you, sort of thing, people just don 't kno~1 that you are 115. Obviously

they know you're disabled because you're unable to walk but, otherwise,

no, I don't think so."

Mr. Irwin: "As I said, if you say multiple sclerosis, that doesn't,

in itself, answer any questions at all. Everyone's different. A person's

different whether they've got multiple sclerosis or not ..... lIell, they say,

you know, 'What's up with you?' sort of thing. If you say multiple sclerosis,

people are getting to know what that is or at least a bit about it, but

normally it's a foreign language to them, you knO~I. You might as well be

saying something in Chinese to them. So I say, 'MS,' which covers a

multitude of sins! MS - multitude of sins!"

Whether the general public are reacting to the disease label or to the

visible sign of physical disability is an area requiring more reSearch.

There is a noticeable lack of research about public opinions 00 chronic

diseases, although some authors do state what they think the public's

reaction to multiple sclerosis is. For example, in a medical joumal,

there was a statement that, "the popular conception of multiple sclerosis

appears to be too often one of a chronic, crippling disease, categorised

in the early stages by relapses and remissions, followed by a chronic

progression to a bad-bound, incontinent, paralysed state, after which

death ensues as a result of pneumonia, urinary infection and/or bed sores."l

Davis noted in her book "Living ~tith Multiple Sclerosis" (1973) that the

majority of the general public I-lere completely unfamiliar with the name

multiple sclerosis as well as many of the symptoms and she contrasted this

with the general public's awareness and sometimes first-hand experience with

one or more chronic diseases such as cancer or heart disease. She claimed

that the general public were faMiliar with these names and had in some instances

knowledge of the symptoms. Unfortunately, neither of these authors quote

any references to substantiate their statements. So that there does appear

to be a need for more research in the area of public attitudes to chronic

diseases such as multiple solerosis, particularly as the 'normals" attitudes

1 British Medical Journal, 12.2 1972, page 392.
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to sufferers of these diseases can greatly affect their quality and style

of life. (This is discussed in greater detail in the section entitled

"Stigma").

Respondents' Suggestions about the Public Image of

Multiple Sclerosis

However, the respoodents in the study did make the positive suggestion

fOr more open discussion about multiple sclerosis and would welcome this

for a number of reasons: firf.t, they would like more information for them

selves and for their families about the disease; second, at the present tire

they felt that the general public did not know or understand the impact

of the disease 00. its victims and, therefore, frequently evaluated and

judged them and their actions inappropriately and stigmatised them; third

to destroy the negative image that is sometimes promoted by the publicity

about th~ disease.

Mrs. Ball: "I really hate it. There was an article in one of the

Sunday papers, 'I Know How I Will Die' '.'lritten by an MS sufferer, and that

<loesn't help anyone does it? It <loesn't help at all."

The general public's, but more particularly their friends' and relatives'

lack of comprehension and understanding of the impact of the disease, left

most of the respoo.dents feeling lonely, misunderstood and isolated. One

man commented, "You've got to have it to understand it, it's a terrible

disease you know, really."

Mrs. Owen (an afflicted woman with three children): "No one talked

to my family about it. Lawrence (the respondent's son) is haunted by it.

He doesn't understand. His school master said, '1 told you your mother would

not be able to do what she used to do.' But he doesn't understand. The

one who understands most is the 12 year old, Julie. That's because she

watches me. The oth"rs don't watch, they just accept me. 'le often have

rows about it. They expect me to go on as b"fore as though nothing had

happened. I have to ask them to do things and they call me, 'Lady Muck' ."

The respondents felt there was a need to educate thE. general public

about multiple sclerosis, as frequently when they met normals and revealed

that they had multiple sclerosis. the normals appeared to be eni:>arrassed and

sometimes the sufferers suspected that the normals feared the possibility
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of catching the disease (this was mentioned by three of the respondents).

The respondents expressed the view that there was a need to uncover and reveal

the problems and the nature of mUltiple sclerosis. and that it should be

publicly discussed. So that many of the misconceptions about the disease

could be dispelled.

In the last fet·' years. a number of changes hav'i! occurred in that there

has been an increase in the radio ant: television progrdJllOOs discussing

multiple sclerosis and disabling conditions in general. Tue groups such

as the MUltiple Sclerosis Action Group has also been actively engaged in

publicising information about multiple Sclerosis. However. it seems that

the ~lultiple Sclerosis Society itself is in a quandaty with respect to

the publicity;:~out the disease. For exa1l1?le. in the report of the worl<ing
..: ; ..

party of the MUltiple Sclerosis Society oi' Great Britain and Northern Ireland.

"\le ccncluded that aggressive lobbying and militant action would jeopardise

existing good relations the Society poSsesses. and indeed. if attracting

unfavourable publicity. such actions could well have the effect of diverting

possible legacies and donations aW<J:j from the Society. Furthermore. while

we are only too conscious of the tragic consequences of the disease upon

its victims.'" particularly the youthful ones. and their inunediate circle

of relations. we believe that the use of the forceful PR tactics to achieve

publicity for thi, disease could well have th" effect of alienating the

goodwill of the public and the media. ,,1 It is interesting that in this quote

the working party stress the tragic nature of the disease and also the necessity

to not become involved in publicity or pressure group action that would in

any way alienate the public. i.e. the normals or non-disabled popUlation.

It seems t.'lat the viet; of the membership may be in ccnflict with that of the

Society in that all the respondents mentioned the failure of the various

publicity programmes to inform the r.:eneral public about the disease and

reiterated the need for more publicity and open discussion of the disease.

Some made the point that there shOuld be more publicity to show the dis8ase

in positive rathar tha."1. negati \oe terms. for e:<c;lOple. the advantaee of the

remission years in ~,hich a person can be I back to norml' or nearly. All

the respondents felt far more shOUld be done to inform the public about

the nature of multiple sclerosis and its problems for its victims.

'" my underlining•

1 Report of the worl<ing party of the Multiple Sclerosis Society of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland. 1974, pe.Be 9.
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The PIQcess of Becoming Disabled

First Symptom - Decision to Seek Medical Attention

One major pIQblem "i th multiple scleIQsis is the IIDclear and changing

pattern of the early symptoms. Frequently, the respondents could see with

hindsight that a numbe~' of the IIDexplained symptoms or pains that they had

experienced were, in fact, the early signs of the disease. It is very difficult

for both the patient and the doctor to ascertain when the symptoms started.

In the early stages. the subjects ten&d to normalise the symptoms by

use of common sense explanations, for eXaJIPle. tingling in the legs was

explained as "been sitting do~m too long", or ''my foot fell asleep";

the development of an IIDsteady gait was explained as "can't take rrry drink

as I used to·"; feelings of extn,me fatigue w"re s"en as the effects of

''having recently had a baby"; stiff joints and limbs were thought to be

arthritis. These COlllDon sense explanations of the symptoms are the main

reason given by a number of the respondents for the delay in seeking medical

attention and advice. They commented that the vacillating nature and appearance

of the symptoms made them think that nothing was wIQng or that it had got

better. One woman who complained of blurred vision for a few days was on

the poInt of going to see her doctor when her vision appeared to clear

up,so She did not bother. Parely was there any sense of urgency or severity

about the early symptoms. It ~las usually when the symptoms returned or

became socially unacceptable, for example, a 19 year old girl finding herself

incontinent, that the advice of the medical professicn was sought.

The credibility of many of the early symptoms was questioned by members

of the family and their irmrediate friends. One woman whose early symptoms

had been an IIDsteady gait and general lethargy had been criticised by her

children and frie'1ds as 'lazy' or 'putting it on'.

Mm. Pack: "I suppose going back over 17 years, I can see when it

happened, I kept falling down. l1y husband thought I was putting it on.

He kept saying, 'It's typical of you. You can't even ~lalk properly n01'l.' "

Infonnation on the early stagas prior to the respondents seeking madical

advice was difficult to gather, although it did appear that all the respoodentz

had failed to seek medical advice for the "early symptoms". This was not

surprising in the light of the findings of DlIDnell anc Cartl'lrif,ht (1972)
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who found that in a survey of a random sample of adults. they :reported on

average 3.9 symptoms each during the two weeks prior to interview. Although

91 per cent of the adults :reported symptoms in the t1~0 week period, ally 16

per cent had consulted a doctor during that period, So that there is a general

reluctance on the part of the public to inte~I'Eot the symptoms as requiring

medical attention. However. one reaction to the early symptoms reported

by about half the respondents was to seek self medication or advice from

significant others about possible t:reatlOOnt. for example. aspirin was taken

to aleviate "their odd aches and pains". Nevertheless. the respondents

appeared to be reluctant to define themselves ".5 sick and in need of nedical

attention at that stage in their illness career. It was usually at the point

at which tneir various coping and accOl!lll!OO.ating strategies broke down that

they -.:uroed to the medical profession.

In the present study. it 1'las impossible ;,!ith such a small sample Md

varying lengths of time since the onset of the disease to eX]?lore fully

the pattern of illness behaviour of multiple sclerosis sufferers •

Nevertheless. there appeared to be some indication of this behaviour in

that there were some similarities in the respondents' accounts of their

health-seeking behaviour. For example. the failure of the cormoon-sense

explanations to account for symptoms. the re-occurrence of the symptoms.

the occurrence of symptoms which were socially unacceptable such as incontinence

and the need to legitimise their sick status at the point at which they

recognised the potential severity of the symptoms were all 'triggers'

to the US sufferers seeking medical advice. ilaturally there are problems

associated with retrospective accounts of health-sE'eking behaviour. as

discussed by McKinlay (1972) such as the fallibility of memory and the question

of the extent to which any respondents' accounts of past events is a I¥JCOn

struction adjusted to suit the presont circumstances and audience. However.

the respondents' accounts of thc reason for seeking medical advice are

in line with the current body of medical sociological knowledge.

A few subjects had visited a doctor and had been told that there was

no physical basis f'Or their symptoms. In fact. one man who cOlil>lained that

he was frequently falling dCMl and was very stiff had been told by a cCXlsultant

that he was malingering and ought to pull himself together. The treatment

by members of the family and the doctor of the early symptoms as 'ims.ginary'

or 'in the mind' reSUlted in a threat to the multiple sclerosis sufferer's

whole self conception•
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Process of being Referred to Consultant - The "lledical Marry-r;o-round"

All the respondents considol'ed that they had experienced "unnecessary"

delay in the process from the t:illle of the synptoms being deemed in need

of medical attention to the time of the final diagnosis. The first phase

between the patients experiencing SY"'PtOllS and identifying them as requiring

medical attention varied from days to y",ars according to severity and nature

of the symptoms. After having sought medical attention from the general

practitioners, there were often delays of mooths and sometimes years before

the patients were referred to a consultant. One man had been told by his

general practitiooer to "go away and relax, you'll find it probably cures

itself". Frot:) the '3ccounts of many of the patients, it would appear that

it was their persictent ~ttendance at the general practitioner's surgery

that ever,tu.::lly made the doctor decide to refer them to the coosultant

ratheI- thSJ' from the general practitioner's mm initiative. In two cases,

it was the c.'i,,~i.sion of a locwn rather than their general practitioner

to send peti'?..',t:> to see the coosultant.

EventUally the respondents had their sick status legitimised hy their

general practitioner (although no diagnosis was given at this stage), but

for several respoodents it had taken a number of surgery visits hefore the

general practitioner had recor.;nised and accepted that they were not

malingering. Th" general practitioner referred the patient to the consultant

and so began the "medical merry-go-round" as one respondent put it.

Once having been referred to the consultant, most patients had attended

at least three out-patient visits spaced-out between months or years before

they had been given a lumbar puncture test und before they had b",en told

the truth about the disease. From th.. patient's point of view, the whole

process was very time coosumin[ and anxiety-provoking.

A fairly typical ex&.~le of the procass is illustrzted in lass

Dale's case.

Miss Dale: "I think that the multiple sclerosis was triggered off

by my carrying something too heavy. I went to Hewr Castle and saw everything

and then suddenly I had an awful pain in my leg, but I waited for it to go

off. It didn't and so I went to see the doctor. The pain dominated me.

It started in June and then at Christmas time the pain suddenly went, one

leg went like ice COld, even when I sat almost on the fire. Then Try hands
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went, then 1 went to the doctor and 1 said, '1 can't feel my hands,' and

1 cried. The doctor just gave me some valium and 1 was furious and 1

just tore up the prescription. He was treating me like a fOOl. So 1

went privately and the doctor sai.d, 'You have stocking and glove anaesthesia.'

Then 1 went on the medical 1·lerry-go-round. First Kent and Canterbury Hospital,

then the Maudsley for a myelogram and lumbar puncture, and the doctor said

1 had nultiple dislocations and he would operate. They tried a surgical

collar for a number of weekS and 1 wore it day and night, but it didn't

get any better and then 1 got suspicious. 1 read an article by Professor

Field who is a researcher in the field. of multiple sclerosis and he described

the symptoms, and 1 thought - they are my symptoms and 1 wondQred about it

for ages. In the article he had mentioned Sunflower oil and 1 thought

what about Sunflower oil: 1 hadn't been near a doctor for three years, so

1 wrote to my doctor that 1 had a strong suspicion that 1 had multiple sclerosis

and 1 wondered if 1 should have Sunflo>ler oil. He came to see me and said

that 1 could have Sunflower oil but he did not acknowledge that I had

multiple sclerosis. But I developed diarrhoea. Then he sent me to the

l~audsley and I had a number of eye tests and electric tests. I knew that

if the eye clue fitted, that was it, and they asked about my waterworks.

It was like a jigsaw. I knew it was just my eyes. Finally, they came to

my bed and it was jUl~t like dictating a telegram. They stood one each side

of the bed and they said, 'Sorry, you have multiple sclerosis'. I thought

I might just have had a common COld, it was so callous to tell me that way.

They could have said, 'we're awfully sorry, but ...... ', not just like that!

They then left my bed, never asked how I could manage when I got home or

anything. I was lUcky, I had a friend when 1 got home. I telephoned her

and she came to see IIl6 and organised a wheelchair and things, but not the

doctors. "

The respondents were most hostile to the ''medical merI'Y-go-round"

that they felt they had been placed on, particularly where they felt they

had been fobbed off by the doctors or where they thow,ht the doctors

were experimenting with them. This process of "being passed around"

from consultant to consultant increased the respondents' anxiety as they

suspected that the doctors were "keeping the truth from them - because it

was bad news!" The delays in the process of the respondents' patient careers

contributed to their uncertainty and frustrated their expectation of being

provided with a 'diagnosis'. One man thought the series of tests that he

was subjected to were a smoke screen to hide the inefficiency of the doctors •
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Ill'. Irwin: "They said I hOld ,flat feet and gave me l'Ilbber soled shoes,

as if you ever did. I saw one specialist after another. It was pure buck-

passing. "

Others thought they had been given a ''make-believe'' 01' inappropriate

label.

Mrs. Earl: "Oh yes, I asked them. I said, 'Is it multiple sClerosis?'

and they said, 'No.' That's the senior neurologist at a London hospital.

I asked him and he said, 'No, it's paraesthesia.' Now that I wori<ed it out,

that meant paralysis of the nerves. Well, surely if that isn't MS? You

know ••••• I mean, I just sort of thougpt it out for myself. Rightly or

wrongly, I mean, I'm not a doctor. But it seemed to me .•.•• you know I

mean I'm not the type to read medical books or anything like that. I don't

do that. I try to wori< it out in my mind. Just a COllDllal sense attitude.

They would insist that it wasn't MS. That it was paraesthesia but if I saw

any different doctors, they said, 'What's wrong,' or something and I'd scrJ,

'It's paraesthesia,' they used to look a bit old-fashioned at you, you know,

as if, 'Oh well, somebody's fobbed her off with something.' I knew it

wasn't right."

Two more respondents claimed to have diagnosed themselves as SUffering

from multiple sclerosis but when confronting their doctors with it found

that this had been denied.

"Eventually I was certain something was very wralg and I suspected

multiple sclerosis. I asked the consultant on several occasions to be told

the troth but this was denied. I had to wait three more years before I was

officially told. Only then did I begin to start accepting the fact that

something was wrong and that I had to learn to live with it." (Female

respondent who had previously nursed multiple sclerosis patients) .

There was some suggestion in the duta that the respondents were attempting

to re-write their medical history and make a coherent and manageable

account of it, in that they began to look with hindsight at earlier events

and attempt to inco:qlorate them as 'fiI'Bt' signs of their illness. For

example, one woman explained that it all started with a fall down staiI'B •

Another woman commented that it was started by her carrying a heavy suitcase.

A man commented that it probably started becaused of ever wori<. Blaxter

(1976) found similar accounts in her study in that "a major feature of tm.
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patients' accOlUlts of their illness condition was their stnmuous atte~ts

to see their medical conditions as a whole, to connect together everything

that had happened to them in an attempt to provide a coherent story in

which effect followed cause in a rational way." In the case of the multiple

sclerosis sufferers, in the pNsent study, the medical profession was unable

to offer any causal explllnlrtion. so that some respondents attempted to

provide their own explanations and attribute cause to environmental and

behavioural cmditions rather than to produce any Physiological explanations.

Delay in Disclosure of Diagnosis

A major criticlsm of the medical profession levied by a number of

the respondents was that they felt that the doctors had known the diagnosis

months and sometimes years before telling them. McIntosh (1977) shows that

cancer patients, if not fonnally given a diagnosis. become more anxious

and uncertain. and seek information to reduce their l.mcertainty. Over half the

respmdents complained that they had found out by -accident or by deliberate

action on their part. For exmaple. one woman admitted to hospital for an

ectopic pregnancy said she heard the houseman talking to a nurse about her,

"Oh she's got MS has she?", and this was the first she knew of it. As

this partiCular patient had been a nurse, she knew what MS meant and its

significance. A few women. after leaving hospital, had opened the cmsultant's

letter to their general practitimer and found out in this way. Another woman

said that she had read an article about multiple sclerosis in a wo_n's

magazine end recognised her own sYJIIltoms. When she confronted her general

practitiooer about it. he told her, ''Yes. you've had it for five yeam%"

Although admittance to hospital was required by some of the respoodents,

even at this point a number of them had not been told the diagnosis. 'Ibe

reluctance of the medical profession to tell patients was illustrated by

the experience of Mrs. Owen.

Mm. Owen: "'Ibey suspected it and they didn't tell me. I've been in

and out like a yoyo (reference to hospital). I saw the doctor at the

hospital and he said. "Are you going to be upset if it's serious?' I was

very upset as I thought I had got arthritis, but I didn't seem to be getting

better. 'Ibey discharged me and I was given a letter to the doctor. I

opened it and it said. 'US coofirmed'. When I was discharged they told me.

they didn't want to ••••• I asked the doctor. 'Have I or have I not got

multiple sclerosis?' And he said, or rather replied with a question. 'What
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do you know about it?' And I said. 'cnly what I read in the book from the

hospital iibrary.' But isn't it silly that the doctors won't tell me but

you can find out from a book in the patients I librazy! But what's all the

mystezy about? All right. they don't know much about it but they can tell

you,you have it. You feel worse not knowing. You feel relieved once you

know. The young doctor wanted to tell me. but the neurologist and psychologist

didn't want to tell me, but I said I really want to know, I must know.

Since I've known evezybody seems to know someone who has got it. H

It would appear that the medical professioo were very reluctant to

either acknowledge the diagnosis to the patien1; or uncertain of the diagnosis,

or feared that the disclosure .of the diagnosis would upset the patient too

much as was shown in the eXallple above. Sometimes there appears to be a

conflict of definition between that of the patient and the doctor, because

of genuine diagnostic uncertainty.

"The prd>lem of uncertainty is a basic ccmponent of many medical decisions,

and evezy physician must learn to live with it. ,,1

However, Davis (1960) distinguished between 'real' uncertainty as a

clinical phenomena and 'functional' uncertainty as a management technique.

In his study of children with paralytic poliomyelitis, he suggested that

'functional.' uncertainty was maintained by both the doctor and the patient:

on the one hand, the pretence of uncertainty serves to reduce materially

the expenditure of additional time, effort and involvement which a frank and

forward prognosis might entail; and CID the other hand, parents tended to

maintain and even exaggerate the idea of uncertainty since it can represent

hope •

In this study, as in Blaxter's study, it was found that 'real' uncertainty

about the diagnosis was almost always disadvantageous as it-was unable to

offer a legitimising label to the patient .

Who Discloses the Dia~osis.?

Not only the timing of the disclosllZ'e of the diagpcsis was problematic,

but the whole question of who told the patient was also difficult. In a

nwrber of cases the consultant or the general practitiooer had infoImE:.d the

lMechanic. D. (1968) Medical Sociology. p. 179.
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spouse of ~he patient of the diagnosis, thereby fulfilling the medical role

of finding out what was wrong with the patient. but leaving the husband or

wife with the decisioo of whether to tell the patient or not. Three of

the people interviewed claimed that their husbands had been told before them.

In two cases. the husbands were present when the wives were being interviewed.

They expressed the opinion that they had been plC'.ced in a terrible predicament

of not knowing whether to tell their wives or not. One husband discussed

how difficult and IDlpleasant it was to conceal the knOWledge of the diagnosis

from his wife for two years. His wife then colllllE!nted that, "It was terrible

that he knew and hadn't told me." She obviously still held some resentment

to both the doctor and her husband for the concealment of her diagnosis.

The most 'successful' disclosure of diagnosis occurred in the two cases

Where the consultant had told the husband and wife together ahd had discussed

with them the inq>act of the disease on their lives •

All the respondents stated that they would have preferred to hava been

told earlier and had a more frank and open discussion of the impact and the

effects of the illness with either the calsultant or their general 

practitioner. As one woman put it, "You can't come to terme with it IDltil

you know what's wrong •.••••• They just wanted to give me a stick. to be a

geriatric, you know, and I knew something was wrong but what?" It is

possible that there is a difference between the medical profession's

definition of the situation that multiple sclerosis is an incurable,

Slowly degenerating disease. a tragedy; and the patient's definition of the

situation that it is an IDlpleasant but not a life-threatening disease.

In the literature. the%'S are many examples of the need for the medical

profession to tell patients the diagnosis as soon as it has been confirmed

and to share with them the I'esponsibility and the management of coming to

terms with the disease. Chevigny (1962) noted, "Adjustment to living begins

at birth and is, in the early years at least, an IDlconscious process •

Adjustment to a condition iluch -as blindness. however, begins only when -the

individual becomes aware that the ccndition will be permanent: The

importance of learning the truth has a profolDld effect on adjustment. 11

Chevigny found that the physicians appea%'Sd to adopt a policy of 'what

you dan't know can't hurt you'.

The whole a%'Sa of disclosu%'S of diagnosis. particularly with %'Sspect

to disabling ccnditions and long-teIVI illness requires lIlOre research. Fox

(1975) and other writers have noted that physicians are not trained to

lIIllIlage IDlcertainty. nor have they had any training in being able to judge

patients' possible %'Sactions to such information and knowledge. nevertheless,
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they are clearly key informants in this context of the disclosure of the

dia~osis. Hence respondents suffered with problems of p%'esentation

of self. as they we%'e uncertain. of what role obligations they were legitimately

allowed to relinguish.

The MS suffe%'ers were vexy ccncemed to know the causes of their

disability. as they retained a great faith in t:ledical science as a curer of

all ills. When the doctors were unable to perform this 'magical' function.

inevitably the doctor/patient relationship became strained.

Uncertainty about prognosis was not so problematic for the patients

to handle. Many of them expressed the view that they were lucky to be alive

and that it could have been cancer. Nevertheless, all the respondents had

gone through a period in which they felt vexy depressed at discovering

that their present state was a permanent state and. in fact. could get

worse. In Blaxter's study. she concluded "that functional uncertainty was

a management tool, if carried on beyond llI'I initial period of adaption • was

ooserved to have disadvantageous effects for the patient." althoUgh she

acknowledged that the manipulation of information can be a valuable therapeutic

procedure in certain circumstances.

In both Blaxter's study and the present study, it is evident that

patients require a label which enables them satisfactorily to explain the

situation as they see it and to legitimate the roles which they were able to

play. If the uncertainty is prolonged, patients found the situation unacceptable

as they were no longer able to define themselves in relationship to theitr -

capabilities. They needed an explanation to be able to give to others with

whom they interacted to legitimate their present status. Ten of the

respondents claimed to have experienced relief once they were given the

diagnosis. It may be that these veIi>al accounts of experiencing relief were

part of the strategies used by multiple sclerosis patients in an attempt to

deny the real significance of the disease. Some of them were clearly unaware,

at that time, of the prognosis and impact ef the disease. although two who

stated that they experienced relief had previously nursed multiple sclerosis

patients and were well aware of the course that the disease could take.

Another woman said, when questioned about why she felt relief at finding

out that she was an MS sufferer, "Well. it's nasty, but it can't kill you."

And another woman cODlllented. "Well, it could have been cancer, that's what I

thought it was, you know." Two had feared that they were Buffering from

brain tUllDUI'S and viewed multiple sclerosis as a "blessed relief';. In

addition to feeling relief, the disclosure of the diagnosis gave back to many
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of the respaldents their credibility and legitimised their strange behaviour

which had p:roviously been labelled as neurotic, hypochondria, malingering

or drunJc. It also enabled them to view themselves as ''better off" than

ether people. For example, being blind or having cancer were seen as

'worse I diseases or illnesses thllIl multiple sclerosis.

All the respondents would have preferred to have been told earlier of

their diagnosis and when questioned why, one replied:

Hrs. Hale: "Yes. Well, there again, the doctor surely should be cille

to when they tell a person they've got MS, they should be able to explain

to them it's quite possible you won't get it..... any feelings about it,

lIIly further movement of it or anything for =y many years. If they were

to explain, I think people wouldn't be so frightened. But if they just say,

'You've got MS,' then people see or hear of somebody that's in a Wheelchair

Who's got MS, they say, Oh well, I'm going to be like that soon. li'hereus

it's quite possible that you get remissions and some people get better, some

people get worse. Some it happens quickly, some it takes years and years.

I don't think you can tell. I think it's ...... if you treat it as you

would a bad cold and think, oh well, it'll either get better or get worse

sort of thing, you know. And just enjoy the good moments."

Factors Affecting 'Good' Adjustment to Disabi1ity

'Good' adjustment to any disabling calditicn and abi1ity to lead as

norlllal 8S possible a 1ife !:laY well be ccnditional on the early colllDUDication

of the diagnosis, and sympathetic and informed discussion between the patient

and the medical professioo on the prognosis Md the impact of such a disease

(Herxheimer, 1976) •

When the patients were eventually tOld, many of them hadrio idea what

multiple sclerosis was. For example, one woman nho was told while she was

in hospital, atte~ted to gain more information about the cooditioo by asking

her children to look it up in the encyclopaedia or medical dictionary. It

appeared from the respondents' accounts that the major!ty of the patients and their

families were not given any information about the disease by either the consultant

or the general practitioner. Many were totally unware of the implications

of the disease and it was only when they had been in oontact with the Multiple

Sclerosis Society that they began to understand what it was and how it could

affect them. It would clearly have been helpful to these respondents if they

had been given some information al multiple sclerosis and preferably some
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counselling to enable the patients and their families to come to tenns with

it and avoid some of the unnecessary suffering and anxiaty experienced

by them. Having reached the diagnosis, it is essential for the calsultant

or the general practitioner to discuss it with the patient and his or her

family, instead of "washing their (the doctors') handS of us •••• We are an

embarrassment, one of their failures". 11any respondents expressed the feeling

of being 'turned out in the cold', ill-equipped to cope with the impact

and future effects of the disease.

In this study only the accounts of the multiple sclerosis patients were

examined and there was no way of validating them. It may be that in a

number of cases patients had been told by thp.ir general practitioner or

the calsultant neurologist, but they did not wish to acknowledge that or

unconsciously rejected it, or they may have been unable at that pcint to

accept it. Associated with this are the problems of memory recall as a number

of studies have shown. Patients' ability to rememer the directions an.d

contents of a consultation with a general practitioner or hospital cmsultant

are often very inaccurate and incomplete; even when questioned a short time

after the consultation and regardless of the severity of the diagnosis

(Houghton, 1968; Ley and Spelman, 1967: Spelman, Ley & Jones (1966). So

that it may be that for these reasons the patients claimed that they had

not known their diagnosis. Nevertheless, the consistency of the content

of these accounts provided some evidence that there are a number of problems

associated with the timing and disclosure of a diagnosis such as multiple

sclerosis .

'!be inability or inefficiency of doctors as informat'ion givers has

been noted in a number of studies (e.g. Fletcher, 1973; eartwrigbt, 1964;

Byme and Long, 1976). The Deed for more effective comr~unioaticns between

doctors and patients is essential, particularly with patients suffering from

long tenn chronic .illnesses where the management of the caldition is mainly in

the hands of the patients and their families coping in their own homes •

Studies of patients' attitudes towards being given full and frank information

about serious illnesses showed that a large majority of them say they would

always want to know the truth about their outlook, and future (Cartwright •

1964; Ley and Spelman, 1967; and Skipper, 1965). The statement •

'Leam to live with it' can ally be accepted and adopted when patients have

been given infol1llation about the illness and its Llanag<:ment. Patients need

to be given infonnation 80 that they can gain a greater understanding of

what has gone wrong with their body and that lack of information about their
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illness and possible trnatrnent results in hign levels of patient dissatisfaction

with doctors and the medical care servi~.

There are in addition to the problems already mentioned, thto problems

of the ambiguous symptoms of multiple sclerosis and the fact that there is

no reliable diagnostic test at p~sent - this hanpers the doctors in coming

to a clea!\ conclusive diagnosis. SOIOO dQctors also appear to hold the

view that as patients with multiple sclerosis can I'emit for a number of years

and live a relatively nomal life, they are reluctant to tell them the

diagnosis and spoil their potentially tro,Jble-fI'ee, synptomltoss I'enission

ye>ars (Office of Health Econcr.d.cs 1975). Nevertheless, respondents in this

study have been very anxious about their symptoms and did not share the view

that "ignorance is bliss" .

For all the patients the full impact of the meaning of multiple sclerosis

on their lives only slowly evolved as they experienced a reduction in thair

normal activities and abilities. It was through the loss of some capability

that the patients >rere made to reapprais;, th..ir condition 8Ild ther.-selves

with respect to who and what they saw themselves to be and what the future

held for them. '111; path towards disability in th,~ majority ef tIE eases

was slow in contrast to a person involved in an accident where injury or

paralysis are more or less illllOOdiate. £0 that in the initial phases, after

having been informed of a diagnosis, the patient only very slowl~' adjusts

to redefinition of him or herself. It is obvious that it takes a long time

to make this adjustment, partly beciluse of the slew progress of the disease

and the fact that to lean> to redefine one's self-conception may be a very

painful and upsetting task. Litman (1962) found evidence that self-conception

and I'esponse to rehabilitation weI'e di:rectly related. In his sample of

patients, he found patients who maintained a positive conception of self

consistently responded well to treatment, >lhile those with negative se1£

conceptions tended to p"r>form below expectations •

In the present study, one >roman who had previously nursed multiple

sclerosis patients in hospital said that it had taken lIer two years to

"come to terms with it". A great de<-.! of the first two years after die.gnosis

had been disclosed had been spent in a depressed state and she had undergone

the reaction of "why me?" and ff,elings of extreme resentment at findinf);

herself "struck down in the ea~'ly prime of life". The bitterness and
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resentment experienced by all the younger MS patients interviewed had

taken at least two years to '~10n< through'. For them the redefinition of

self included the recognition that they would probably be at best in a

changed job or at worst unemployed and unable to cope with their families.

Mrs. Owen: "I think it is something you have got to live through,

principally OIl your own. I think it takes about two years to corre 'to terms

with it. I think it's a mental thing, I think you've got to think it through

and talk it through, but I'm not sure that outsiders can help - perhaps

someone with multiple sclerosis who's had the saw, problems. I think you

feel, Why me? You know, why should it happen to me, isn't it stupid!

Why isn't there anything known about h? llny is there such a great big

lie? And then you think, well it's not as bad as all that. I can cope,

we can get along, we can manage."

It can, therefore, be seen that respondents would lik" to hav," been

prepared firstly for the nmlS of their diagnosis, and s"condly to have been

given more information about the disease and its .,rognosis. Although they

all now acknowledged the fact that th"re was no cure for the disease, they

all felt that theI'b were ways in which the eloctors could have help"d them to

come to terms with and face the prosp.sct of heing a multiple sclerosis

sufferer. A good cxar.;ple of a way in which the doctors' disclosure of a

diagnosis and information about the pattern of the disease would have helped

thE> patients was in tarr.s of the employment that they sought. None of the

respcndents in the study had been offered any re-training or br,en given any

guidance on suitable employment. This seems to be: an ~a which neE>ds more

investigation with ~spect to not just the. communication of the disclosure

of the diagnosis but positive. COUllselling and guidance of the puti"nt5

with respect to their future life-style.

Mrs. Earl: "W"U, I think if the doctors had bcen straight forward

with me and told me, I CO'.ll1 probably hav" really got down to terms with it •

I might have •.••• You S~e it's been going an now•••.• what? •••• 17, le

years? At the beginning I might have learned to do something different,

knowing that I '~ould be in a wheelchuir. But it's been going on all

this time and I kept ••••• as you know, I did help •••••••• at the Forg~t

me-not Centre. Well, that was, you knoo, sort of, it kept me occupie,d. But

had I known, perhaps all those years ago, I could havG gone in to train

for something, to be an extri'l typist or something. I've tallght mys"lf to

type now with two finU'rs but that is no good. You kno~;, I couldn't go to a
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job, though I can do it for my own benefit. But if only •••• I think they

told me then, you see, b"cause when I first started it, we had a business

of our own. We had a shop but there were so many stairs because I lived

over the shop as well and we hud four flights of stairs and with the

basement. lie had to, sort of, sell that up and then we cams: down here. But,

as I say, had I known, I might have r?en able to be trained in that type of job

now it's rather late. You se~. I'm 59 now. It's too late to sort of start

a training for anything like t.'lat. At least I think it is now. And I rother

feel as if I missed the boat. Because I've (1lways been occupied, ever "incG

I left school at lit and I've always worked and been busy and I can't rE>sign

myself to the fact that, well, you just sit back and don't do anything.

Though I I d still rather do that. You lmQ\o1 I still think I cope pretty w1'll.

It's getting a bit more difficult."

Interviewer: "Supposing some young person, you know, somebody now

in their late twenties, early thirties, said, 'I've just found out I've

got ~lS.' What would you say to them, wbat sort of advice wouU you give ther.-.?"

Mrs. Earl: '~;ell. first of all you find out what degree it ho, surely.

and then I would say, 'Fight, think ahead. You probably won't get a lot

worse but you might do. so if there's a possibility that you'll not be as

good as you aro now, then try and look ahead and train yourself or get

yourself trained for something that you can do even then, ,~hen you're not

as agile as you are now.' That, I think. is the important thing because,

when you're physically handicapped, ycu're not mentally handicapped, your

brain still works and you feel, 'Well, I c.ould do that or I could do that

job'. You know, if I was able to, I think the thing is to ly,adjust yourself.

When children leave school nonnally, they go in for training for something.

don't they? Well. if you find tt.at your training, work ••• the job that you're

doing won't be any use to you if you are handicapped, well, could you not

adjust that job, you know, turn it round so that you could still do it but

by being in a wheelchair or something. And I know it seems as if you're

thinking, 'Oh, I I m not going to get ov,,!' it,' all that busin"ss but,

with MS, it doesn't go away completely and there's always a possibility that

it will get a lot worse. But you can raise the flag if it doesn I t get a

lot worse but at least if you're prepared for it, it's not so bad when it

does get worse is it?

Because you'll find th"tt Dost handicappcc people WiJIlt to do <::nythinC,

they want to C:" somethinc. There are vr"ry few that sit back ml'.' sny,

'Oh well. I'm a poor old soul now.'
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You know. 'I'm not going to do anything because I'm poorly.' sort of thing.

Well. that isn't the attitude and I think that if doctors could prepare

patients and also in conjunction with the social services or whoever. the

training officers. colleges. Universities. if they could all J;et together

and say. 'Ri~t. we will help these people to help themselves'."

This was the message conveyed by most of the respondents - "We need

information and advice to enable us to help ourselves".

Social Consequences of Being Disabled - Stigma

The Concept of Stigma

Throughout history. the crippled. the m=ntallY retarded. the poor.

the mentally ill and others have been stizmatised as morally inferior

and viewed as helpless dependents incapcl>le of mastering the element",I'Y

skills essential for engaging in productive social and economic ::lctivities •

Goffman's conr;aptualis"tion of the term stigma Has that "an indiv:!'dual who

might have been received easily in ordinary social intercourse. p03s.;sses

a trait that can obtrude itself upon attent:!.on a11d turn thos.; of ne whO',} he

meets away from hilt, bl",uking the claill'. that his other attributes havp. on

us. He possesses 2. stigma. an undesired differentness from "hat \'Te had

anticipated. The attitudes that We nonnals have towards i'. person wi th a

stigma. and the actions we take in regard to him ar>') well-kno.m. since the3e

responses are what benevolent social action is designed to soft":1 and

ameliorate. By definition. we belic>ve the person with a stigma is not quite

human. On this assumption. He ",,"'rcise varieties of discrin.inaticn through

which we effectively. if not unthinkingly. reduce his life chances. We

const:roct a stigma theory. an ideology to Clxplain his inf",riority and account

for the danger he represosnts. sometimes rationalising an animosi1:'J hased on

other differences. such as those of social class. We use specific stigm"

teI'IDS such as cripple. bastard. moron in daily discourse as a source of m€;taphor

and imag"ry. typically without gJ. nng thought to the original meaninr,•

'Ie tend to i~ute a }·tide range of imperfections on ttle basis of thl? ori<>,inal

one and at the same time to i~ute Same desirable but undesirable attrwut.;s •

often of a 3upernatural cast. such as sixth-sense or understanding. ,,1

1 Goffman. E. (1968) Stigma: Notes on the M~nagoient of Spoiled
Identity. p. 15.
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Goffman's model of stigJna is of a general social process, not peculiar

to specific fonns of deviance or impairment, and physically disabled people

are ale of his categories of stigma bearers. Stigma is a derogatory label

applied to an attribute that is socially devalued and is imputed to the social

image of the individual or group. Stigmatisation shifts from a focus on the

act or caldition that discriminates a person to the actor per se.

Stigma is associated with the idea of lacking in moral worth and respect

ability; to be respectable an individual needs to be perceived by his reference

group and societally significant others as lOOri'llly worthy and therefore

eligible. for signs of personal appreciation (Ball, 1970). The concept

of respectability involves the idea that society produces deviant labels

for the unworthy or disrespectful people whidl can be assif3lled to som

members by others 02' can be recognised i'lnG accepted (self-labelling) by

th" person himself.

The application of labelling theoI".i to an examination of th.. social

position of multiple sclerosis sufferers is complex. First, the diaBOosis

or clinical label, mulitple sclerosis, does not appear to ccrlvey to the

general public the same kind of stigmatising and devaluing image as conpaNd

wi th other diagnoses such as schizophrenia, epilepsy or blindness. It

would appear from the respondents' accounts that there vIas a lack of public

irnaee of multiple sclerosis, se that a disclosure of the dial?]lOsis of MS

would not necessarily have the same sil?Jlifici.Ulce and meaning to the l<1beJ.ler,

the medical practitioner, and th" labelled, the patient. Many of the respondents

had no conception of what multiple sclerosis was and had to seek further

information about the disease. However, it is true that multiple sclsrosis

sufferers are physically deviant, in that th<:y have an impaiI'JThilnt which may

exhibit itself in strange or anti-social b"haviour and necessitate chanp,es

in the sufferer's whol" lifu-styl". The consequences of being a multiple

sclerosis sufferer rncan that they are S<i:conc.ery d"viants as categorised

by Lemert (1967) in that the deviance of thdr physical appearance and

behaviour has resulted in a major alter,:tion in their life-styl" and life

chanc,s, and h,mc<o, has become P"lrt of their lives.

The process of labelling is illl'orta!lt in that, for most socicloEical

writers, labelling is the application of a deviant lab<:l such us crimin2l,

drug-taker, mentally ill etc•• whereas. in the case of the tlultiple scleI"'..lsis

Sufferer, the clinical label is not in itself a derogatory stigmatising

tem, the stigma felt by the MS sufferers seel"ed tp arise fl'Om their
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gradual awareness that multiple sclerosis had or may in the future result in

them being disabled and it was the awareness of the public image and

treatment of the disabled that they found stigmatising.

Who are the Stigmatisem?

The stigmatiser is a person who is aware or knows of a deviant category

and recognises it in people whose behaviour can legitimately be placed by

him into a menbership of a deviant group. For example, it may be the

consultant who diagnoses multiple sclerosis and has to reveal. to the patient

his deviant identity as a disabled person, hence he is no longer like others.

It may take time for the person to become fully aware of the significance of

the disease. The medical profession labels patients and it is from these

clinical labels that the stigma process begins t::> operate. If the label

is pronounced by an official labeller, such as a consultant or general

practitioner, it is much more difficult for the patient to refute it and

it is more likely that the label will stick. However, in the case of MS,

it is the behavioural consequences of being disabled and the application of

the label 'disabled' that the respondents fotmd most stigmatising rather

than the clinical label, multiple sclerosis. This occurred when they were

no longer able to 'pass' as normal and realieed that they appeared in the

eyes of others as disabled. It was the transmission of the derogatory label

•disabled person' that made them aware that they were stigma bearers.

A basic assUllption in the study was that disabled people, in this case

multiple sclerosis sufferers, feel the1llSelves to be stigmatised and that

this is crucial for the whole cmcept of stigma; in other words, people

cannot be stigmatised tmless they recognise that this process is being dale

to them.

Hence it is important to separate stigma as a concept from the calsequence

of being stigmatised. It seens accepted that stigma is a personally felt

inferiority by an individual or a group in relation to a culturally defined

reference group •

In the present study, the public image of multiple sclerosis was not

assessed. However, the multiple sclerosis sufferers' accotmts of the reactions

and attitudes of the general public to them provide some information on this

topic (see page 18 ). Nature.lly. these accounts provide information on

felt xoather than enacted stigma; they have been supplemented by a small number
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of observations of multiple sclerosis pa.tients going shopping in a supermarl<et.

These ooservations, made by the research worker, did provide SOIOO evidence

to show that people behave diffel"6ntly to visibly handicapped people than

they do to normals.

~ti~ of Physical Di~~.J:x.

The stigma of physical disability is largely a social phenoJrenon based

on reciprocity, in other words, the disabled person realises or is made

to feel stigmatised by inter-personal reactions and sanctions to them

(Dinitz, Dynes and Clark. 1969). In addition. th!) person may have knOWledge

of public attitudes to disablin13 conditions. In the case of multiple

sclerosis, it seem'Jd that the general public has a fairly limited knowh,dg,;;

about multiple sclerc,sis, its causes and prognosis etc. and, therefore, if

a person is labelled multiple SClerotic, it S3ems unlikely that the possession

of such a label will automatic:llly b" stigmatising. However, the effects

of the itrqlairment in terms of being wheelchair-bound and thereby adopting

a stigma symbol or exhibiting strange beh,wiour, such as unsteady gal t which

is assumed bo be drunkenness, provide the focus for stigma to be attributed

to the person.

Miss Oal,;;: ','If you staezer across the road because you are arthritic or

have multiple Sclerosis and people doo't want to know because you represent

invalidism and old abe. You feel you am different and it's always in the

back of your mind,because you are incapacitated physically &,d don't w~1k

very wel.l, because you have arthritis or have multiple sclerosis. It's

always in the back of your mind that nerhaps you're not right in the 3.ttic,

you're not all right there. I honestly think this and this is another

reason why I write, I feel I've got to exert myself. I may be crippled but

I'm not mental."

Although in the study it was impossible to explore the attitudes of the

stiglDatisers, there was a great deal of evidence from the respondents I

accounts that they did feel stigmatised in a number of ways. For example,

SOIOO of the respondents coJ!i>lained of being pieE;on-holed or labelled disabled

and being treat"d as a deviant by nonnals Hho failed to realise or appreciate

their individuality. "H", do not want to appear or to be knmm as a label.

We are all individuals, you know.' The imputation of a dero13atory lab"'l is

one exall\1le of the way in which normals focused on the devalued '.!ttribute of

the MS sufferer, thel"'eby attributing a spread of the stigma to tho whole
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person and embodying a wide range of attitudes and views about physical

disability. such as the general public's lr."Jth of equating physical disability

with mental disability';;. For exanple, a number of thE> respondents in the

study described how a'large local store had given peI'l1lission to stay open

two nights before Christmas so that the phys:i.cally d.tsabled peerl" .in the

area were able to coroo and shop with greater easn.: The schemt, wClked very

well and the following year the store decided to "riot only include physically

disabled people but mentally disabled people .. 'This clearly shocked the respon"

dents who felt that the store was stigmatising them by linking them with

mentally disabled people. lIow·3vcr. they failed to see that their action of

differentiating thElIr.lielves from mentally disabled people was. in fact,

stigmatising the mentally disabled •

Many of the respondents gave examples of stigmatisina or discriminating

behaviour tQWards them by nonnals. The story vf going to a tea shop and

being avoided by the waitress who asks the accompanyin" person or friend,

"Does she take sugar in her tea?", or, "flould he like an ice-cremn?",

was stated to have been a CO!lllllon e)Cgerience. The avoidance of contact with

a disabled person and the assumption that onc should address the

accompanying non-disabled p~rson rether than the disabled p':I'5on se"ms to have

been commonly experienced. TIle lIS sufferers felt this behaviour was an

affront to their intelligence, "Just becaus'J I'm in a wheelchair, I' ID not

a luny, you know," In these situations, it appeared th.:.t the waitr'Jss was

assuming that the disabled pElrson ~las either incapal:.le or unable t·) communicate

thedr desires and these had to be conveyed t!:lrough the accompanyin.c: non

disabled person •

The respondents had stories of hotel managGI'S, restaurant: ownars and

cinema managers who had excluded them from their promis€,s. The managers

seem to have always given cOlll!!lon sense reasons for the exclusion, such as

fire risk. Nevertheless, the respondents felt that there WilS i'\ policy of

excluding thElm as IIDwanted and undesirabl,c CustOIiJerB or clients .

Another tactic used by normals and mentioned by the MS l:'3spondents in the

study is that of eye-aversion and avoidance of social or physical contact.

Mrs. Morgan: "Shop assistants won't look i:\t you. Friends who you've

known for a long time won't tiJlk to you, they will say hello to my husband

and ignore me just because I'm sitting in a wheelchair. Quite extraordinary. ,.
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The respondents' accounts of the way they experience non-disabled

behaviour and reaction to them. may reveal mON about their own pre-handicapping

attitudes to wheelchaix-bound people than the attitudes of normals or
. >-~:,·i

strangers. Their interPretation of eye-aversion strategy adopted by nOI'l1lals

as embarrassment or a fear of catching whatever disease result"d in the

person being wheelchaix-bound is ale of a number of intezyretations that

can be placed on such behaviour. For example. alternative intezyretations

could be the ,:;;enel'al embarrassment of normals. they had seen SOmEthing

attractive in a shop window, or they al'tl in the habit of neVer looking at.

people regardless of Whether they are disabled or not. However. tha

patient may intezyret the behaviour as devaluing him as a person ani.f thereby

stigmatising him. whereas he may be stigmatising himSelf by his int"rpretation

of the other's behaviour •

In the obser-.rational study, the res"arch fellow observed that the attitudes

and behaviour of shop assistants ~Iere noticeably different to disabled

people than to non-disabled people. For example. on two occasions shop

assistants failed to res!.>ond to requests for articles rede by the disabled

person and appeared to pretend they had not heard. The behaviour of the other

shoppers in the supermarl<et was also noted by the researcher. This app"ared

to divide into two groups. First. the group of shoppers who were at pains

not to notice th" disabled person in the wheelchair. so that they looked

the other way or becaIOO inVolved in looking for particular packets of peas •

etc. This strategy of eye-aversion was us",d by both the shoppers and the

shop assistants. The secoo.d group was that of being over-enthusiastically

helpful. On one occasion. a shopper ~1heeled one of the respondents to the

other end of the shop mlaY from the shelws where the respondent was about to

select some goods.

The behaviour of normals of avoiding physically disabled people has

also been shown in experimental studies carried out by Corner and Piliavin

(1973) and Kleck (1968) who showed that normals interacting with physically

disabled people tend to terminate the interaction sooner. stand further away

from the disabled person during the interaction. thereby attempting sonle

form of social distancing strategy and showing evidence of feeling less

comfortable emotionally in interaction ~dth physically disabled people.

H"nce the person is phYsically and socially disabled. for beneath th.,

physical disability is a social definition or value judgement of the moral

or social worth of that person. He is discredited or discreditable. not just
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by the disability but because he is socially jUdr:ed to be a different type

of person from nonnals. Various authors (Richardson, 1971; Dow, 1966;

Matthews and Ikstie, 1972) have all found uniformity of reaction to physical

disability. Both child.r<en and parents exhibited uniform preferences in the

ranking of various typos of physical disability in Riehardson' s study

and hc proposes that this ";'3 ~vidence of cultural uniformity .rith l"'espect

to their attitudes to various physical dis?.bilities. He also fotmd evidence

to suggest that physical disability w~ more stigmatising than skin colour

in determining children's preferences, and suggested that different physical

disabilitieS have varying degrees of severity of sociul stigma. Physical

appearance is the only visible clue from whic.':l to infer personal chiiracturistics

of a· stranger, so that the person I s physical disability il!lPutes a d;~valu",d

status based on th.: straIlger's cultural belief of stare.,..types about

physically disabled people.

Explanations for th.., normals exhibitinp.: such behaviour are provided by

Goff-man (1968) Who agr-eed with RicheI'Cison I 5 fin(~in£:s that people react to stereo

types and have expectations of physically dis<J:!led people as stiama bearers.

In contrast, Fred Davls (1961) arguCls that people do not heve stereo-typical

responses .lith respect to physically disabled people, as the physically disabled

do not comprise a distinct minority group or subculture; but that it is the

ambiguity of the situation of disabled 'lUG non-disabled actors meeting

that resUlts in embarrassment and faux pas. For example, Davis claimed

that in mixed encounters, which last for longer than just a n"etins moment,

the disabled person has to deal with problems of the "profotmd stickiness of the

interactional flow and in the 8mbarrassm"nt of the normal by Hhicll he

conveys the all too obvious r.-.essagc that he is having difficulty in relating

to the handicapped person as he 110uld to 'just an ordinary man or woman' •

Frequently he will make faux pas, slips of the tongue, rovealing gestures

and inadvertent remarks I1hich overtly betray his attitude and place the
1

handicapped person in an ewn more delicate situation. ,,-

Another explanation of normals' reactions to tiisiWled people i.s that

givan by Titley (1969) in his stud:; where he claims the general public

appeared to attribute to disabled people th" personality charaeteristics of

alienation and introversion.

----
1 Davis, F. (1961)

Interaction by the
Deviance Disavowal:
Visibly Handicapped.

The t1anagernent of Strained
Social Problems, p. 121.
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Problems Associated with a Spoiled Dody Image

One of the !I'.ajor problems for the discbled person is that of coping

with a spoiled body image. in that this becomes the visible sign of their

disability and a focus of the stigma. The importance of body imar;e is

obvious in that interaction starts off by an assessment of appearance and

the body is part of the equipment for conveying IOOssages to others (B"mthal

and Polthemus. 1975). Appearances. as noted by Ston", (1970). are thClt stage

of social transaction which establishes the identity of the participa~t5•

Imputations of identity are influenced by s90ilc,,~ !-lody imag,.s. The problems

for the multiple sclerosis patient vari8d ~ccorci~~ to·thp severity and

stag" of the disease. For thes,," in the ,,"e.rly or kss seV0re stages. they

were usually able to carry off a normal appearance so that th",y were

discreditable in Goffman' s terms in that they Here able to conceal thei.r

disability. but the respondent3 IIho were wheelchair-bound could be categorisf:d

as discredited a.~d unable to hide their di s2bility •

In ",,"stern society there is a notion of desirable physical appearance •

Outward appearance is particularly important to women and many of the HS

sufferers :regretted the difficulty and the problems experienc,,"d in their

self-care and personal appearance. For mClInple. they quoted the diffiCulties

of getting to the bairdNssers or buying clothes. A nurn))"r of them relbd

on mail order catalogues =Or buying clothes. but this often had disastt'Ous

results :15 many of the cloth<;s advertised for disabled people lacked aesthetic

appeal or often ter.ded to look instituti00al and unfe.shion3ble. NaturC'.lly.

this does not Emhance the HS Sufferers' confidenca in public places or their

self-esteem. The probl,,,m about the type of clothes that disablad people

can wear has been discussed by Nichols (1976) 'Ihem he points oat the f"ct

that frequently disabled people cannot cope with buttons and zips etc.

and that this inhibits the range of garm,mts they C2n buy. One female resi,onJent

suggested that disabled people needed to acquire better or special d~ss

sense1 and she advised the wearing of caftans and lcmg skirts as these more

elegant clothes would enhance the appearance of disabled women. Nevecthe18ss.

it must be remeMb"red that such clothes arE' often ">''Pensive and one of the

major probler.1S faced by disablct1 peopl" is their lack of money.

1 In AlOOrican i'"(!habilitatioo journals. attention is now being turned to
the problems of clothes for th.. handicapped.
Hanselmann and Friend (1976) Rehabilit"tion, October·.
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Those patients who were wheelchair-bound and therefore visibly physically

disabled, clearly con-".,yed a t"essage of a spoiled body image and were unable

to conceal this from strangers. This inadequacy or spoiled body image spills

over from the physical defects and spoils the whole person. HacGI'<~gor's

study (1951) shows that patients \lith facial deformities also experienced

impaired social liVBS and .felt imputations of neeative moral characte:>:>

imposed on them by normals, which had resulted in SOIT.E! of the patients

producing psychiatric disoroers. This was despitr, the fact that facial

deformities are in one sense irrelevant to social interactions in that they

do not of themselves directly hinder or interfr,re ~1ith a person's capa::ity

to interact. Yet they pl'Ovided the basis for imputation of id<.mtity and

stigma. Hence, MacGregor's study provid';s support for the thesis that incapacity

overrides other personal attributes and becolnes c,.,'ntral in the restructuring

of the victiM'S identity, in that the ne~l identity is structuroad by 'the

reactions of others <md r<esults in a stable set of definitions of a person's

conduct and charactGr, aml little connection with th,dr actual physical

limitations. In other words, a generalisation of the deformity to the whole

person is made so that the person has to cope with both the physical ccn

sequences of the impairment and the social and psychological consequ'OIlces

resulting from a spoiled body image and an i;nputation of stivna.

The acquisition of a spoilod identity in the case of the multiple

sclerosis sufferers \-,as slow in that all the I'aspondents stated that it had

taken up to two yeare to realise the full impact of their impairment,

including its social Il'ecminp;. In the case of the !IS patients, it Has not

just the appearance of their body which Has stigmatising, but h W2.S the

way in which the body !'lOved or did not move as the case may be Hhich presented

problems in terms of other people's reactions to them.

Body Behaviour

Body behaviour is ilUport""''!: in any interactional situation. A number

of the respcndents m.=ntioned that they had lear"o<1 ne., ways of performing

activities and regeining independ~nce. One woman explained how she had had

to learn to carry things in h"r mouth, which for her Wim 'th" lOOSt practical

and efficient vlay of conveying things from onc I'<OOm to another. Nevertheless,

sh" feared public disclOSure as she thoug,ht that normals wo1JM nat 'm<:l.arstand

her behaviour and int"rpret it as a sign of mental deficiency.

Another problem associated with US is the loss of sensation in various

parts of the body. such as fin e;ers • For example, o.'1e young woman had eona
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to a party and was offered a glass of wine. She put out her ha.'ld to take

the glass of wi".. and smiled at to'}e hoot. She stood then. for scr.et:'mG

until she realised that her host was looking r"ther embarrassed. shc looked

down a1: her' hand and found that she was still not only holding the glass

but her host's hand as well. She haC. had no sensation of t"is and clearly

this was rather a difficult situi'ticn to explain.

It was these kinds of small probler.lS in everyday interaction that

accumulatively became a burden for the MS patient:.. Individui'J.lly each of

the incidents were small and would perhaps appear insignificant, but

accumulatively over time the MS p",tients began to feel embarrassed and. often

would attempt to withdraw from social settings and the possibility of another

embarrassing encount<;r. It is unfortunate that the respondents viarE, not able

to discuss the problems associated "ith body imar;e and behaviour vrith any

of the caring professions.

Aids and Appliances

By the third interview, a few of the, respondents had begun to fredly

discuss SOIOO of their problems which th"1 felt resulted in their devalued

self-esteem. Ono important factor was the imagery associated with the aids

and gadgets giv"n to disabled people. One wor.JaIl had mentioned how it had

been particularly upsetting to toilet trilln h",r tHO year old dilurhter, "hile

she herself was "xperiencing incontin·~nc". Cne daughter of another respondent

commented to her mother that the incontinence pads looked like nappies.

This innocent, though rc,ther tactless comment, deeply hurt and degraded

the mother ;;ho, ft'om then onwards, refused to wear tbe incrntinence p<1.ds

and has consequently reduced her life-sty!>? by remaining in the house rathr;r

than venturing outside and thcreby possibly experiencing a public display of

a 'little accident'. The relationship between childhood w.d depend9ncY,anc

the social position of disabled people was evi dent by the respondents'

references to the various equiplOOnt ar:d aids given to disabled people.

For exanple, the wheelchair was equated viith a praM; the commode with a potty;

the incontinence pads with nappies etc. TIles;, aids publicly displayed the

stigmatised, devalued and dependent status of the user. Many of the

respondents attempted to either conceal the fact that they Vlere using

incontinence pads from other members c.f their family (however this

concealment was usually for only a limited period), while another strategy

they adopted was to make fun of the situe.tion and take the tension or

embarrassment out of it.
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Sore respondents were not so successful in their attellpts to distract

attention from the aids which visibly reinforced their disabled status.

Wheelchairs produced u great deal of hostility and ."'esentment by the disabled

people. Frequently the local authority had supplied thel:: to the patients

but these had rcmain...d unused. The wheelchair was such a visibla sign of

their devalued status •

l1iss Dale: "I loathe sitting in a Wheelchair, it's such a badge of

invalidism. "

Another problem with wheelchairs was that the people's spacial location

was often 10\~er than the other actors or participants in the social setting

so that at a party a pe!'Son in a wheelchair exp0:r.ienced ether people looking

down and talking do.m to them as they v,ere positioned in their wheelchair•

lw. Irwin: ''Be in.:; in a nheelchair bh::Lits you an awful lot. As I

say. front door steps or transporting T:l8 from here into the cer is ~ost

awkward in bat~ weathel', you kno;" so you'v., got to be really determined

to go out. It's bad enou"h if you'X'G able-bo<.ii"d but, bein8 in a wheelchair,

you've got a horrible slur on you before you even start bbcausu, you know,

if you're in a wheelchcir, you're about nina points mentally retarded.

I think that's a sort of llutomatic reaction. There's another point on

that score, if you l1ent to school \/i.th a person, you'd see them in the street,

you'd recognise them. Sitting in a wheelchah', you're looking up their

nostrils and thinking, 'Is it Joe Bloggs, or isn't it? Surely he's not

that old.' It's hard to identify them looking up at them from a wheelchair.

You yourself are not exactly at ease but they've got a phobia and most people

in wheelchairs have got phobias. I think as far as I can see, I'v." accepted

I'm in a wheelch2ir and act accordingly. But I don't think sitting down

there helps. You s"", when you're in 2. wh",elchair, you're, well, you're not

a free agent."

•-
•

Mrs. Morgan:

the visible signs

"The wheelchair' makes you feel inferior and cnhanc"s

of the pOt~er of others ov.~r you. 11

-
•

-
•

--

It would appear that many of these aids, although given and m3de for

the best purposes and with the best intentions, act quite often in the

opposite direction in that they draw attention to and devalue the disabled

person and by so doing they act as a cue to nonnals who :espond in a sterao

typical manner to 'people in \·,heelchairs' regardless of the condi.tion or
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the disease which resulted in them being wheelchllix-bound. This is not to

say that it is useless to provide aids to disabled people as many rely

on them for mobility. llowevr>l', the respondents' statements do make sense

in the light of the know:1 noll use of sue-I} equipment. It would appear that

there needs to be more research into possible ways of ovprcoming some of the

visual and spatial problens of Wheelchairs and to attempt a programme to

educate the publir;.

Expressed Sympathy

Another problem that the MS patients had to face was the expI"::ssion of

sympathy given by nonnals and their a"ttempts to focus on the impairment as a

pitying object. This reaction was th02 one most dr""ded and fo\IDd to be most

upsotting by the MS patients. "Oh, why can't they just treat us as human

beings and stop pityinl; us." The reaction of friends and neighbours to the

knowledge that a patient had multiple Sclerosis was frequently gloomy and

pessimistic about ~Ihat the future held for them. As Dembo and his colleagues

(1956) suggest, the healthy person expects the injuroa person to mourn the

loss of limb or handicap and to act accordingly. If the patient does not

act in such a way as the healthy person expects, th- healthy observer will

devalue the d.isabled person in som~ way. The normals 1 perceptions and

expectations of th'3 ways in which disabled peo,'l., should b.,have Clr"~ exhibitea

in th'i)ir verbal expressions of sympathy Md clail'lS to unrlerstand th", er"otional

needs of the disabled. However, disabled people frequently are quick to see

through th"se superficial verbal expreseions as was shown in the present

study and that carried out by Stevens (1976).

The respondents 1 need. for sympathy and understanding Has eXl,erienced

in the early staees after the doctor had disclosed the diagnosis to them.

Once the respondents began to adjust and cope with their changed life-style,

they no longer needed or wanted. people to pity them. The respondents wanted

normals to encourage them to live nOl"Tlal lives as opposed to normal'" forcing

the~ into a helpless dependent role.

Studies of bereavement such as Glick, \"Ieiss and Parkes (1974). fOlIDd

that widows disliked bl'ing assigned to the role of marr.;inality - the

implication that widows had entered a form of early retirement - but, althOUgh

they might be protected, deferred to and understood as entitled to special

coosideration, they had lost standing as full members of society. The assigning

of a marginal role or position was also experienced by thE: respondents who

found they were no longer regarded as full members with the family.
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Children's natural curiosity posed additional problems for the; .respondents,

particularly those who were wheelchair-bound, as frequently young children

will stare and question their mothers on, "vihy is the ladY in that funny

chair, what's wrong with her?". All the wheelchair-bound mut;.",le sclerosis

people interviewed had at some time or another experienced this situation

and they conplained that they would have much preferred th" mother to have

just said, "Hello," to them and allowed them to give t."!€:ir o~m explanation

of their condition to the child. Instead, what usually occurred, was the

mother attempted to quieten the child or drag it away. This action may hav<;

encouraged the child to consider disabled people as strange or evil people.

Respondents' Explanations of Ilormals I Stigmatising Behaviour

Towards them

The respondents were questioned about th'oir opinion of the) reasoos for

the normals' reactions to physically disabled people and they gave two rein

reasons:

(1) The embarrassment felt by normals is not knowing how to cope

with the ambiguous :relationship of a stranger who is disabled,

in other words, that normals am ill-equipped with a role

prescript for such situations and,

(2) Fear that \ihatever disease put the person in a whEelchair

might be contageous.

One woman complained, "t:e are continUally having our ego ground into

the earth by the. reactions and the ~rords of other people. It seems to be

embarrassment, thoughtlessness, or fear of catching the disease that explains

Why people treat us this way." Although the respondents gave common senSe

explanations for normals' reactions to them, they were st1.11 deeply hurt by

them and felt stigmatised•

Many of the Mspondents felt that these problems of being discriminated

against or devalued by nOI'lnals could be reduce, cl or overcome by more public

discussion on the subject of mUltipla sclerosis. The cloak of secrecy

attached to disabling diseases, althoue;h often seen as a mechanism used

by normals to protect the disabled person, can clearly have the opposite

result. Many of the ~IS patit,nts interviewed ~Iclre very resentful and bitter

about the way in which society treated them. "lie are not wilIlted and we are
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made to feel not wanted." And they gave lIlilIly examples to illustrate such

points. It was noticeable that younger respon<ients were the ones, who tended

to feel more stigmatised than the older ones who clearly were more resigned

to their condition and accepted the full impact of multiple sclerosis by

adopting a disabled role. Singer (1974), in her study of patients ~rith

Parkinson's disease, also found that younger patients ,o/",re more lonely, bored,

el<perienced greater role curtailment and had negative evaluations of their

health and themselves. She attributed this largely to their cOllparative

reference group, in other words, that these patients canpared themselves

and thEir present situation with their peers. This seemed to '11£0 be the

case with the multiple sclerosis patients, ctnd it is clearly an important

finding that perhaps needs to have greater research carried out into it

because, if it is true that the younger disahled patients feel themselves

to be less socially accepted ond more stigmatised than older patients,

there is a need for more rehabilitation and counselling of these young

people •

Coping Strategies

Coping Behaviour

The disclosure of the diagnosis did not trigger off immediately any

changed identity or acceptnnce of the disabling condition. It took time for

the individuals to admit to themselves that they were disC'.bled and no longer

able to lead their previous life style, and must create a ne" life for themselves.

This long term adaption required the assistance and was influenced by the

attitudes of significant others in the patient's everyday social world

(Zahn, 1973). None of the respondents in the study had boen offered any

form of rehabilitation or retraining, so that new techniques and coping

strategies, discovered by the respondents for carrying out everyd?,)'

activities and their new approaches to their everyday lives, were largely

a result of trial and error.

Coping behaviour is a way of resisting and rej"cting many of the geneI'alised

imputations of deviance and sti81na attributed to deviants by nomals.

The question was, how did mUlt~.ple sclerosis sufferers handle the imputations

that they WAre deviants a1'ld not 'normals'; th", resilondents were aW:1]:"" of the

normals' view of their devalued status and consequently had either to

accept or reject it. Hence a social encounter between a physically disabled
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person and nonnals necessitates the disabled person experimenting with various

role postures and ass'lssing the potential problems of such encounters, e.g.

length of journey, availabilit"' of toilet facilities and the kind of actors

likely to be present in the social setting. Jobling (1977) discusses

how he, as a patient suffering from psoriasis, experimented in the same

way in an att,empt at 'impI'8ssion ;;lanag",l')Snt'. Frequently uncomfortable

interaction is the result of such encounters and this indicated to thEo

physically disabled person that he or she h;;s not been accepted as 'normal'

and failed in their impression management.

The threat of a devalued status exhibited in social interaction can be

influenced by the visibility of the disability. Physically disabled people

are unable to control this Eoxcept in a '!er] limit,,!! way, such as ensuring

that they are seat",d in 11 chair before <my person enters the room or provJ.amg a

COlllllC'n sense explanation for their appearance such as "legs are a bit stiff

today as went for a long walk yesterday". Nevertheless, normals knC1. the

rules of sociability and realise that they should not lle focusing th"ir

attention on the person's physical impaireent and so many attempt to

'talk their way out of it' or disguise their awareness of the impairment.

en occasions, this tactic is successful, but in the mnjority of cases,

it would appear that their overt friendly attitude or over enthusiastic

concern to avoid drawing attention to the physical disability, in effect,

results in the physically disabled ,?erson becoming acutely aware of the rather

crude strategy that the normal is unsuccessfully attempting to operate •

How do physically disabled people cope with these sort of problems in

social interaction? It was not part of this study to consider pe!'Sonality

adjustment of the person experiencing a physical impairoont. Nevertheless,

it was part of the study's objectives to explore the methods and strategies

that patients used in order' to 'manage' their presentation of self and cop"

with any perceived threets to their conception of self. They appeared to be

'passing', 'normalisation' or 'withdrawal'.

Pa,ssing

Th~ strategy of passing is used "hen the disabled person wishes to

conceal from the others in the interaction that aspect of his or her identity

which he knew to be discrediting. Thi~ aspect or attribute that the p"rson

is attempting to conceal is, therefore, known by the individual and regarded

of a lesser value than that Hhich he or she is attempting to 'pass' as.
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Passing is different from the other two strategies of normalisation or withdrawal

in that. in the former, the individual who is passing is aware of the attribute

to be concealed, while the others in the social setting remain unawaI'a. The

respondents in the study provided some examples of instances in I1hich they

had attempted to pass; for example, ale woman, when asked by a stranger

~Ihat was wrong with her foot (she was limping badly ant'! had an unsteady

gait) claimed that she had sprained her ankle. A man who worlcs as an

architect claimed he needed new glasses rather than acknowledge to his

colleagues that he had multiple sclerosis znd was suffering from impaired

visicn •

Urs. Owen: "It depends on the stranger. I suppose. Let's think. one

of my problems is shaking hands with il stranger because my hands are bent

up as you can see and it's very difficult to shake hands with SOlOOon,,-. At

one time I didn't used to tell people I had multiple sclerosis. I used to

hold things in my hand or keep rloves on or SODlE thinr, like that so it was not

possible to shake hands with peeple. bu;; now I say. • It ve got multiple

sclerosis.' That's interesting, isn't it?"

Mrs. Apple: "Yes, so I us"d to go to the adult education. and then

they llPved tc the nisson hut which is jus" l'<'und the corner about a couple

of hundred yards away I suppose. but it's too far for me to ~ra1k to th" leo

and it's a three-hour class, so everytirre I've been there I've hi".d to CQm

out after two hours and tell them that I had to collect Racha,,-!, which was

true but I would never have been able to stay the full length of the class

because I just daren't because there are no toilets there you see in St.

Peters Lane, which again is up two flir,hts and alonr, a corridor. tr

To pass successfully may require th2 assistcnce of a benefactor or

collaborator who will share the patient's secret and collaborate to provide

a public imace or impression of normality. EC,ecrton (1967) discusses the

importance of benefactors in his study of ",,,ntally Y'<-!ta1'<ied patients. and it

was clear in the present study that the C\ssistance of a friend. spouse or

neighbour was sometims needed in order to maintain a public il1lage of normality.

One respcndent had mar.aged to cmceal her recent hospitalisation from

neighbours by the spouse reporting that she had gone on holiday so that,

through the management of the patient's biogr'aphy and concealment of ;?ast

events, she was able to remain normal. One woman Wail able to Dass by eliciting

the assistance of a friend's ann and the friend was able to place the woman

in a chair so that strangers entering the sc.cial settine would not knct{ that
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she was wheelchair-bOl,md. Naturally, this attempt at passing could be

maintained only for a limited period as any deterioration in the patient's

condition increased the likelihood of the visibility. HOI~ever, it seemed

important to the respondents that they were able to 'JPpear normal even for

short periods.

...

...

Mrs. Apple:

and worth all the

"Just to be thought to be 'no!'l1lal' sometimes is wonderful

effort involved! 11

-..
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However, multiple sclerosis patients are usually only able to use

this strategy in the early stages of the disease or when the disease i<; in

a period of remission. So that, when a patient's valued concepticn of

himself is threatened and altemntive conceptions are unacceptable, SQUl(,

MS sufferers use the strategy of passing to forestall any reduction in their

conception of self. Hormals' reactions provide feed-back uhich either

confirms or ~jects th" patient's attempt at passing. Being seen to be

'nermal' or 'lik" other people' enables tb" r€spon<1ento; to deny the necessity

for a changed self identity and slows down tho.ir awareness of the impact

of multiple sclerosis on their self-conception.

Normalisation

Normalisation is an attempt by an individual in a pesitiro of disadvantage

to I adjust' the perspective of the other, so thct it is more compatible

with his m·m; that is to say that the disabled person indicC'.tes in a number

of ~lays that thos," aspects which distinguish him and his situation from

and cause th<!m to be vie~Ted as different by 'nomals' are to be seen from

a more advantageous perspective. In other words, the disablee person is

saying that things <lIe not es they appe"r to be. He challenges the commonly

held expectations ilbout the disabled. n,,, strategy of norr.lalisation is not

a denial of the disability but a rejection that the disnbili ty is the main

attribute or total identity - in other HOrds, his n>jection of the social

significance of thl3 disability rather than a rejection of the disability

per se.

Davis (1961) discussed the process of deviance disavowal and stages

in transactional terms through which ;;. physically disabled ?8rson and a

normal undergo in their negctiation of a d6finition of a situation. The

process of deviance disavowal in which the physically disabled person

refuses to render hi:rself as a 'non normal' and encouraeeS the normal to
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resl?ald to him as another normal and so invoke a redefinition process in

which the disabled person projects images and attitudes and conceptions of

self which encourage the nomal to identify with him. The nonnal is led

into a larger or wider repertoire r.;'" appropriate responses. The problem of

sustaining the normal positicn achieved through deviance disavowal i2. i""Jt

it continually needs renegotiation wi.th ~very new stranger encount"r.·;;: by

the disabled person •

Chevigny (1962) described this more than thirty years aeo in commenting

on his experience of becoming blind. A number of the respondents made the

SaIM point. For example, Hrn Earl: "I usually bring it out into the OpCl!l,

first I say, 'I'm sorry, I can't get up and run about but, if you Qvel'look

that, I'm the same as you,' you know."

Mrs, Dwen: "I think that people an: af!"aid of the wheelchair,

they don't know hO~1 to take it, so I think it is up to me to explain to

them. Julie pushes me along the street and I say, 'H"llo,' to peor-le and

they (strangers) look at me as though, 'I don't know you,' but I feel so

silly. I'm going along so slowly and they're lookin<; at me and they aL'e

embarral'lsed. If you're walking you pass people quickly but the wheelchair

is so slow. They don't say, 'Hello,' they are a bit hesitant. But I feel

I must make the first approach. I'm a friendly pernon and I like to talk to

people. "

Mrs. Field: "You see, you have to make people realise that under this

appearance there is a real person, a normal person trying to g<,t out. I

try to appear happy and pleasant when I meet people and sOIr.P.timos I try to

draw their attention to a topic or a pi,]ce of work (piece of knitting)

that I'm doing. In that way, I hope, I'm making them realise that I am

normal really and no different from them."

However, it is sometimes necessary for the diSabled person to back

down from or retreat from the position of being a normal. For example,

when faced with a request to dance or take part in a sponsored walk, or when

they are unable to pick up a heavy object. It is in these sort of instances

that the disabled person has to retreat back into a disabled status in order

to be able to legitimately request or elicit help from the non-disabled

in the social setting or contract out of the activity. So that physically

disabled people pass in and out of the various strategies or nonnalisation

repertoire within the cootext of their daily lives. The eXnnq:>les of Mrs.
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Owen and Mrs. Field show the ways in which they attempt to 'break through'

the c01llllonly held. taken-for-gr-anted attitude and values of normals towards

diSabled people. so that special consi.deration coulc be ".""1,, without threatening

their normality. No:malisation or att",mpts to cover ,np' their di.siMHty were

sometimes problematic for the respondents and occasionally t:ny had to pay

the price of ciiscovery. On these occasions. it becClllP. essential to re-normalise

the physically disabled person's status and role. by lowering their e:>:pectations

and developing a new set of actions and roles. This new coping 1000cha.Tlism

replaced the old system. The two major problems that they had to face in

their attempts to normalise \Iere firstly the handling of th~ \IDcertninty

of the impact of the disease and seccedly the potential braakdown of the

strategies of passing and normalisation that they w,re using•

Hence. the respondents adopt th8 policy of pacing as described by

Wiener (1975) in his paper on patients '"ith meumatoid 2,rthritis, this is

the wB¥ in which disabled people weave in and out of their normalisation

repertoire. It requiI"ld the patients to wccgnise and identi:fJ the activities

which take time and make allowances for the extra tire to do these tasks •

For example. it took on average three-quarters of an hour for the respondents

to get dressed•

Mrs. Kay: "I fO\IDd out I I d got ~IS in MB¥. and then in August we went

on holiday with my mother and father. my husband said - I wasn't very well

at the time. The first week we had on our own. I came back from the beach

once too exhausted to cook a meal. My husband said he I d get down and do it

himself. He wouldn't necessC'.rily cook what I wanted to cook - but go to

the fish and chip shop but he I d cope very well. Hy mother and father came

down after a few days. And I felt all the time that I hed to keep up the

norm. I I ve got to cook the meals. got to walk where they walk. All the

titre my mother was saying. 'Are you sure you're all right? Do you want to

sit down? I'll do it dear.' There was a constant battle bet>reen mysalf who

didn't want to do these things. fe>eling I had to do them for the sake of

appearances and coping with her over-protectiveness. It

Mrs. Morgan: "It's just that 1wre (reference to the University).

apart from when I'm walking around. I don 't hnve to be an invalid because

I just go a.,d do my own thing and if I want to come back here and read. I do.

whereas at home I just sit in a chair and thincs are done for me. you

could call that protective I suppose. but it 's." totally different life •

I'm not :really a"l invalid here. It
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Withdrawal

Tb" patients who withdrew from social interaction, shared a similar

perspective as 'normals' of the world as an uncaring place and of themselves

as stigma-b",arers or devalued, second-class citizens •

Miss Dale: "lie are an enbarrassment, people want to forget us and shut

us up in geriatric \·1ards. We are not a pretty sight, you see. Tbey don't

w.:-.nt to be r,ninded of us."

Hithdrawal into social isolation can be viewed as a process whereby

the individual increasingly becomes socially and psychologically separated

i!'Om his fanner relations and social activities, with decreased opportunities

for adequat", replacement of old friendships and social activities.

Some patients believed that no one could possibly underst,nd or know

how it f",lt to be a lnultiple sclerosis sufferer or to b", disabl'ld, and so

thEy dithdre\~ from social interaction in an attempt to :.void thre:lts to their

Ql,m self-conception. These patients felt themselV\3s to be completely set

apart from 'normals'. ''W<; are second-class citiz.ens, freaks." N.}ither

did they asscciate or identify themselves ~1ith others who were dis~l..d or

chronically sick.

Mrs. Read: "I didn't want to know. I SUppOSE: I put rrrJ h"'ad in the

sand. I didn't want to see all those others with it."

Withdrawal was also used by the MS sufferers when they found th'lt the

pain had become intOlerable er that they were unlu>le to cope with the

depression which somEoti!ll'3s is associated wi to" mUltiple sclerosis. "Hhen

I feel bad, I just have to go away and be by rrrJself."

Mrs. Earl: "It does hit you and it 5.5 an awful job to sort of snap

out of it. You can''C sort of switch on and off easily. But, as you'v~

just said, most people get depressed, don't they? I mean, fit people get

depressed. It's just, I think, if ...• normally, if you're able-bodied

and you get depressed, you can worl< it off. You can polish the house Lr

you can go out for a long walk or something like that, but when you're handicapped

you can't do those things. Therefore, you've got to try and do something

to break the awful feeling •••• And you see you can't write letters when

you're in a \'lood like that because you sound so sorry for yourself and that's

no good. And you lose interest in books and you don't want to do anything.
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You know, and it's ra:ther like if you've had a really bad dose of flu and

you feel so apathetic and everything's too much trouble and I think times

like that it is rough. But if people were taught to try and sort of cvercome

that you realise that you go through a bad patch. You think, oh well, this

time next week, I'll be all right. Let it go, let it pass. You'll be

all right."

Mrs. Morgan: "All my muscles went inte spasms. I can rernc:mb2;~

reaching down - agony, I just couldn't move - every time I ~Ianted to g"" up

I had to be hauled to my feet from Wlder my armpits and brought up like

Frankenstein's monster, painfully moving - because I can't wa.lJ<., I have to

conscivusly move l1l'J hips to make my legs walk - Hhich was very painful.

Well, it always is, I mean it is never - it always hurts to walk. This seems

to be one catalogue of my catastrophos ••••••• "

Several respondents c01\Jf,ented on the excessive pain they experienced

with multiple sclerosis and, although pain is recognised to be a subjective

feeling (Beecher, 1959; 1955), it was a surprising finding as the majority

of medical text Dooks do not appeal' to comment on the pain of multiple

sclerosis. This may requine further research. A number of the respondents,

partiCularly the women, mentioneil that they experienced depression, although

it was impossible to disentangle whether the depressive episodes l..ere in

sorne way associated with their sex or whether, in fact, this was related

to multiple sclerosis or a more common sense explanation that people "Iho

experience disablement also experience depression. Nevertheless, the

standard text books do not mention depression, although they do mention

the euphoria associated with multiple sclerosis.

It was only possible for these patients to tamporarily withdrc"" from

soci.al settings in which they might experience the ambiguities of their social

status and a threat to their self-conception. It was impossible fer them

to withdraw totally from the social world and it would appear that, as

with the other two strategies, the MS suffer'ers passed in and out of the

adoption of a process of withdrawal.

Sometimes withdrawal was by the friends or acquaintances rather than

the MS sufferers themselves. (See ala" paSe 75). Gradually many of the

multiple sclerosis sufferers lost touch with their old friends who no longer

came to see them. For those patients who experienced the withdrawal ef

their previous friends, this was a very hurtful period and they Here often
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tmable to tmderstand why their frienc.s no longer wished to see -them. This

is similar to the experiences of bereaved wives (see page 47).

Mrs. 140rgan: "I havE less centact with l!12ny of rho people that I

used to kno~1. I found that people I had "ritten to I rwver hearri from ag"in.

TIl., time I lost most of r.JY contact" "'!lS the exact time wh"n I needed them

most. ,meT. '1 felt r was dying. that sounds te!'I'ibly dramatic. but I did.

I really thou~hi; I Wd" dyin~ and I really wanted to see I11Y' friends and it

waa a great so~rce or m~5ery to me that they couldn't be bothered to come.

it may not have been that way to them but it appeared to me as I was lying in

my bee."

For sOlne. it would app.,ar that there was mutual ,·lithdl'awal in that

pa:tients made ne attempt to breach the split in their I"'lationships with their

preVious frien'!s. They were usually bitterly disappoint",d that their

friends reacted as they had and often it was these patients Hho then withdrew

themselves from any secial contact and '~ol1ld not go out or even talk to their

neighbours. but livac. socially isolated li'les. Clearly. a number of pe.tients

had found it very difficult to maintain and sustain the reciprodties in

sociill relationships. as they felt they Here continually en the receiving

end in the relationship and that they were unable to give back anything -

in other words. they saw it as an exchange situation in which they were

greatly disacvantag"d by having nothing to exchange. Thooe nonnals who

continued to define the situation as centring on the patients' disabilities

to the exclusion of their other attributes were after. ~jected by th.,;

respondents as they fotmd themselves unable to negotiate for a redefinition

of their disadvantaged status and did not w<mt to appear in a subordinate

second-class role.

Part of the problem of the patients' inability to maintain th" reciprocity

in a social relationship is that he or sha is no longer abl" to share

similar experiences ,dth norm<;ls. For example. one YOtmg HOInan could no loneer

go out with her friends to a disco and one man could no longer visit his

friends as they lived in a large block of flats without a lift.

Sometimes withdrawal ~'.3.S used as a self-protective response by patients

who founcl that they were suffering from socially tmacceptable symptons

associated with mUltiple sclerosis. i.e. bowel and bladder incontinence.

Frequently the plltients said that they would not eo to a show or to a theatre

as they might have an 'accident'. The women found that the incontinence
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pads would only last for two hours and often journeys or entertainments were

for longer periodsw so that this presented a major problem. A number of the

patients interviewed had experienced at least on one occasial a 'public

accident' and the momo:ry of this occasiCII haunted them. Incontinence made

the patient aware that his or her condition could offend people and produced

profound embarrassment. Withdrawal acted as a strategy to protect these

patients from again experiencing embarrassment from an obvious lack of control

over their body functions, but it was at the cost of retreating further

from the social world•

In addition to social strategies discussed, the respondents exhibited

evidence of Wiener's (1975) psychological strategy in which they juxtaposed

their hopes of relief, cure or remission C'.gainst the dread of progression.

All the respondents found difficulty in handling this and sometimes they

appeared tc be particularly elated because they thought the medical profession

had found the 'key to open the secret to multiple sclerosis' with the current

publicity about the virus theory. However, these moods were rapidly replaced

by feelings of depression and despair (see page 55).

The three strategies of paasillg, normalisation and withdrawal, discussed

in this section, are not unique to persons with multiple sclerosis or even

disabled people. They are used by eve:ryone in their everyday lives and are

part of the mechanisms by which people cope with social interaction in order

to sustain their self-cCllception. Ibwever, the difference is that normals

use strategies only for short periods when their identity is under threat

or stress, whereas for multiple sclerosis patients these strategies are part:

of a caltinuing way of coping with their social environment. Passing, when

successfully used by an MS sufferer, pennitted them to appear 'non-disabled'

to others, although usually ally for a short period of time. NormalislItion

projected attitudes and postures which conveyed an image of normal anG

capable attributes of themselves, which they wanted to be viewed as by

others and seen as essential to their identities. Withdrawal from social

interaction was a maens by which the patient protected themselves from social

settings in which they thought they would be viewed disadvantageously or

negatively. These strategies were used by the ~IS patients to help manage

the impact on themselves of living with a slowly disabling disease.
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MS Sufferer and the Family

"There must hardly be a chronic >lard or residential home that hasn't

a crippled patient who is there simply because his or her marriage partner

has given up "the physical a."ld emotional struggle and walked out. 11 Louis

Battye (1966).

Spouses

Disability, as has been noted by marq writers, <'.ffects not just the

victim but the whole family. The impact and significance of one member of

the family being disabled necessitated alterations and adaptations within

the whole family structure and relationships. A number of writers on

the problems associated with people suffering fro:n disabling conditions have

not"d evidence of marital strain and tension in the husband and ,..if",

relationship, once one partner has become disabled•

In the present study, there Nas a range of relationships, the majority

were married, some were separated, either living alone or with a young

family, and two were unmarried women (s0e pages 6 and ?). It was evident from

the replies of the respondents that they felt that the relationships

and roles within the family had altered as a direct result of thair disabilit'J •

One of the major areas in which the respondents felt that the disease had

affected them was in the husband and wife relationship. Before the onset

of the disability, the respondents were all fulfilling traditional segregated

marital roles. However, the onset of the illness necessitated changes in

these roles. These changes or role reversals have been associated with

the disabled person's adoption, either voluntarily or through the process

of persuasion by the spouse, of a more dependent role.

The Problem of D.,pendabilitv

The problem of depcmdability appeared to develop eradually. There >las

a slow erosion of the patient's previous ,:tatus Md power within th" family.

The dependability tooj< a number of forms, physical, emoti.onal <.md financial.

There were some differences between men and Nomen with I'Cspect to the question

of dependability in that men felt more threatened by financial dependability

througll the loss of their role as br>eadwinner in the family. whereas Nomen

were more anxious about the usurption of their emotional and supportive

roles within the family. The question of dependability is a crucial one
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as every disabled person has to face it. The spouse and the disabled person

have to negotiate chanced or modifi.ed roles and status within the family.

In the sample, a number of successful negotiations appeared tc· ~ave occurred.

but it was also evident that a small number had not. For example. in one

case. the wife had adopted a totally dep.:.ndent role. whereas in another case

the wife had been unable to come to terms l~ith a subordinate role and

consequently the marriage appeared to be near to breakdown.

Social relationships are very fluid and the roles can be ·renegotiated •

so that the disabled person does not have to accept a permanent dependent

role. Nevertheless, once th" disabled person had submittE:d or agreed to

an invalid status in which they accepted a dependf'1lt role, this usually

became iDUllOvable or permanent •

All the respondents acknowledt;cd that their impairment had produced

a major strain on their family. in particular with th", spouse •

Mrs. Morgan: "Sometimes I think you go through a period \o1here you feel,

why should your husband have to put up with this as well, you know. I

did go through a period when I thought, poor' Davij, why should he have to

put up with me. You know. he Cal'l't do this or that anymore because of 11loc."

The MS sufferers did feel a certain strain on their marital relations

due to the burden they placed on their spouses or relatives throurh the

necessity of having to be dependent to a certain extent 011 them and being

unable to maintain their pre-disability role:> •

The price of family harmony seemed to be an acceptance of a dependent

or subordinate role by the disabled person.

Mrs. Field: "I worked in thi! jewelry business and I fell down the

stairs, when I got to the bottom I'd got all diamonds and rubies on me.

I looked lov"ly and I killed myself with la'.lghing."

Mr. Field: "Ho. you see. what shp cone was. she hurt her spine. She

knocked the back of her spine."

-
•-..
-

Mrs. Field: "But I can do marvellous tl1ings now ••••• swimming .....
..
-..

Mr. Field i.nterupts: "She also hit the back of heT.' head. It made

her a little bit ••••• you know ••.••• (laughs).
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Mrs. Field: "He says I'm a little bit, you know, but I can't help

it, poor dear."

In this illustration, the husband seemed to be overtly devaluing the

MS sufferer's self-conception by implying that the multiple sclerosis was

somehow associated with her being "a little hit (funny in the head)".

In another eXaJIi>le, the same husband seemed to wish to convey to the

interviewer the message that his wife was very helpless and dependent on

him. "She can't do anything, not even dress herself. I have to do every

thing - I cook, wash and clean her. It's a life!"

One interpretation of this situC'.tion is that the woman was not allowed

to dress or look after herself and that these restrictions on her activities

were imposed by her husband who failed to take account ef hGr remaining

capabilities. The maintenance of this marital hamony appeared to depend

on the wife accepting the subordinate role, although in fact she was capable

of performing many activities. In other words, she had accepted her

husband's definition of her situation as an inValid.

Mrs. Morgan: "You see, oh it changed IllY identity, one's own identity

is quite great, as time passed then you accept that this is the way you

are now. I mean, it takes a long time to remember the way you were and the

way you are now. It was a question of you can't do it so you accept that

you can't do it. I used -to say, I can I know I can, and then he. IllY husband.-

used to set cross with 11El. and literally physically 1IIOVe me and sit me down,

so in the end, if you can't beat them, join them. And I was never very

keen cc houseworic anyway, so it wasn't so much of a hardship. But we live

in a four bedroolll<ld, largish house and there is a lot of work to do and I

just knew that it is not getting done and this is a constant source of

frustration. I can't do anything about it because literally I can't do it

IllYself. I said to Gearse (1llY husband) if I could just have one wheelchair

set up in the house. I could move mm room to room. but he doesn't agree

with th;rt:. I can't, no that's nc good. So I have got to sit in IllY chair

like an old granny in IllY ccrner and just stew inwardly. and I can see all

those things happening, that want doing and I just have no one to ask because.

you know, 'Aren't I doing enough already,' attitude, which is ccly understand

able. At home my husband tries to protect me and in some ways hE' makes me

an invalid."
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The Adoption of a Subordinate Role within the Family

The subordinate role that the MS sufferers found themselves coerced

into is similar to that found by in-mates in various residential institutions

for physically or mentally handicapped people. For eXilI'lPle, Hiller and

Gwynne (1972) found in their pilot study of rnsidential institutions for

thG physically handicapped that the 'warehousing' residential institutions'"

did depersonalise and deValue the in-mates. This process had also been

noted in the early won< of Goffman where he commented on patients entering

and living in mental institutions in the United States (Goffman, 1961).

In SOt:lC cases, the wives exprnssed til" view that their husbands felt

very anxious about their disability and had become too protective of them.

This was similar to the findings of Wright and Ow,m' s (1976) study of

housewives with rheumatoid arthritis. In the present study, all the

respondents, except the Fields, had developed multiple sclerosis after they

had been married, so that it was not possible to comment on Wright and Owen's

findings that those who had been disabled before marriage fared better than

those where the onset had been after marriage.

All the MS sufferers had experienced feelings of conflict, in that

they felt that their close relatives were rndefining their self-ccnception

for them by limiting the I'allge of activities that they were allowed to

undertake and thereby reducing their roles and degrading their self

conception. Nevertheless, the problem appeared to stem frora the fact that

all of these people were disabled to a degree that necessitated another

person assisting them. In other words, it was impossible :!Cor th'.'m to be

totally independent ef their relatives.

Hr. Irwin: "It's my diagnosis on this sort of point. It always

was my diagnosis that for ,"very disabled person, whatever the disability,

whether multiple sclel'Osis, blindrless, deafness or whatever, when limbs

are affected there has got to be another per"on involved. To push that

person in a wheelchair, perllaps dress them. Hy wife h.:" to dress me now,sort

of be my lackey, if that is not a wrong term, but there has al'/aYs got to be

a second person involved with that initial person. Ther"(, has got to be a

secondary perscn there always."

* The warehousing model of residential institutions, as defined by :t,iller
and Gwynne, ;ras associated with humanitarian values and saw its primary
task as the prolongation of physical life. In contrast to the 'horticultural'
model which was associated with liberQJ. values and Saw its primary task
as the development of the fulfilled capacities of the individuals entering

into the institution.
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Mrs. Irwin: ''Well, you see, it's frustr"ting to watch someone trying

to do a thing. You sort of want to rush to help him, bu-:: you can't. I

mean you mustn't, I mean you (the disabled husband) get cross with me

sometimes when I try to help you."

Many of the respoodents' spouses or relatiVBs were too ec.gcr to help

them and protect them.

- Mrs. Kay: "There are times when I feel that my husband d06sn 't prot(~ct- me enough, and there are times when I feel like caying, 'For God's sake,- leave me alone, I'll lead my own life. If I want to do that and exhaust

-
-
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myself by doin!O it, it's my choice' ."

It is obviously a very difficult problem for the spouse and the disabled

person to become aware of the changes and modifications in the activities

that the disabled person is capable of performing. This is frequently

complicated for the MS sufferers by the very nature of the disease which

can vacillate fr8m day to day, se that an 'unHise' person ll'ay view the MS

sufferer's performance as malineering er nut trying. One husband cc,mmented

about his !fife, "She makes lIlOunt"tins out of mole hills. One day she can do

it, the next she says she can' t •••••• well, I ask you, she makes cwerything

a problem. It's her, not the disease you know."

Naturally, these kinds ef rnisunderstandin8S about the vacillating nature

of multiple sclerosis lead to strain and tensions wi t.'1in the family unit and

many of the respondents reported quarrels and rows with r.l€1lt>ers of their

family which resulted from misunderstandings about the impr.ct of multiple

sclerosis on the patient.

Mrs. O...en: "No, no one talked to my family about it. Tom is haunted

by it, he doesn't understand. His school master said, 'I told you your

mother would not be able to do what she used to do,' but he doesn't

understi'.!ld •••• They don't understand me. I I ve tried to e:<plain it to them,

it's not just me! But they dan't. We need someone to stay and explain

it to them. We have more rows because, being housebound, I get ratty <md

cross and I don't want to be. It's quite exciting beinc taken over to

the shops, that's ridiculous isn't it! Someone to talk to. The problem

is MS changes. One day I can walk and the next I C3Il' t. Tom calls me a

hypocrite. The times he's called me a hypocrite. H"w do I get through

to him? Some days I can walk ..ithout a stick but I have to take it ~dth me

to get from the path onto the grass. I tr"j te' walk ,2. bit but they ':on't

understand. 11
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Extended Family

However, it is not only the innnec.iate family who have problems in

negotiating and coming to terms with ::llle of their rrembers being discllled.

The extended family alsc has some influence in this process.

A nUlli:ler of the respondents colll1llOnte1 that they had managed successfully

to redefine or re-normalise their roles and Sl;rltos within their irom;;diate

family (family cf procreation) but th:lt L[l,oy had found mUeLl 1::0:"" p;;,,,blematic

their relationships ,;ith the family uf origin or the e:,tend€u ranuly, who

seemed to wish tc curtail t:1." ',ound:rries of their ind6pendence und activities.

Mrs. Pack: "My father-in-law 5.s just one of these people. He will

llk"lke me sit down and will do everythinr for me i.f he cun, but I don't

think that's a good thing."

These problems =y stem from the only occasi<Jll,11 contact that the.

sufferers had with their relatives and. th,~ leck of ceumunication tet1'leen these

two groups weut the impact i'.nd consequences of multiple sclerosis. All

the respondents mace significant efforts to show their independence, as

this was important for the maintenance of thdr o,m self-concepti'Jn ~lhich

l~as dependent on being able t" displ~y publicly, through impression

management, the activities that they ·.rare still c:ble to del. Visible signs

of their achievement Were an effective 1'Iay of spelling out anrl red'.lcing

the relatives' devalued view of them.

It is not only the redefinit ions and ne,otiation of the disllbl~2 person's

self-conception that is problematic fer them, but they were very worried

about their marriage relations and in pilrticular the anxiety of the husbC'lld

getting a girl-fI'ien<'. or going cJff ;md leaving them•

Mre. Mcrgan: "But, I m;an, if h(, got hill'.self a girl-friend, I

shouldn't be shocked. I quite expect it. In a way, he is entitled to somethinc.

You see, one Jay soon, maybe, he Hill suddenly think, 'Oh, well, this is

too much,' and get a girl-friend. It pos",s enormous strains on the loyalty

of any marriage. Although wo are both active and independent, I'vG been like

this since I was 30 and that's no age. And the divorce rate for peopl",

with 115 is very high. So is the suicide Y'ate. You do begin to feel, 'Hell,

I don't want to live like this.' I feel that way sometimes. I get seared

sometimes, because if I fall and I can't move, I have to scream and SCreP.lll

for help. I can't do anything."
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The strains and tensions in the marital I'E'lationship may directly

result from bad conununications unc. excha:n,;,,~;f knowledge and information

about the nature anc the problems associated with T:lultiple sclerosis.

Zabn's study (1973) showed that the more visible the imp,tirment, the easier

it was for the non-disabled spouse to legitimise the partner iuto a disabled

role and to accept any role reversals necessitated by this, and

led to better inter-persnnal relations. The probleT:lB already mention'.")

with a dbease such as mUltiple slcerosis meant that it was not until the

disease had been c!iacnosec\ and thereby leeitimised by the medical profession,

that the spouses were fully llble to accept the fact of their partners being

disabled•

The problems faced by many of these MS sufferers and their families

seem to stem largely from their lack of infoI'lllation and ill1derstandinr about

the impact of multiple sclerosis on the patient. It 1I0uld appear that one

way in which these families could have h..en helped, would have been by

providing them with SCr.!C cO'.IDsellin:; service in which un explanati0n of

thc disease woul-l have bi?en given and al"o the op:?ortunity to talk through its

effect on family I'elationships. In a1diticn, it would seem that these families

should have been provided with some back-up and supportive services to

help the spouse cope with the situation of one meIOO"r of the family l,,,ing

disabled. In the present studv it did not appear that there were the-.
supportive netwcrl<s found by Blaxter in her Aberdeen study.

Mrs. Earl: "Y"s, what we need is a bit more backing, I think, because

no one thinks about them (husbands). My husband, he can't go vcr"] f;:or,

he ca.'l't go out and leave me. He doesn't want to do it but that's not the

point. He works nights because of me so he goes to worl< at n quarter to

six at night and comes home at just efter two in the morning. Then, of

course, during the day he's got to do the shopping and all the jobs that

I can't do, but I try as much as I CM. Cl:>viou51y, he's tied dcwn. He

can't go anywhere. He can't sort of join anythinG, because he won't go

without !le, and I can't go to these places. Well, a wife would be in the

same position. You know, if her husband hi".'.d a Gisability. I think, if

people were to think of something to give him a break."

A few of the respvndents cOI:uoonted on the burden of their disability

in terms of its impact on the other family members and felt that SO!'le of

this could be alleviate<l by better back-up of supportiVG services provided
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by~h~ health and SQcial services. These findings are similar t::. ti.ose

discu1;lsod by cTohns'Jn and Johnson (1977) whie,", illustrated the widP.

gaps Del.w"en provision and need for support services •

The MS Sufferers' Effect on Familial 1'<.01" Perfonnar.ce

The roles that people play within the family are determined by a

number of factors; age, sex, occupation, social class etc. '!he significance

of these roles to the patient's self-conception was evident in the reaction

to the threat posed by multiple sclerosis to their performance of any of

them. For exalllJ?le, women Hith young families strove particularly hard to

stop the disease affecting their obligations and cOTllJ;!itments to themselves

and their families. For tL~se paticmts, the pr"ssure to perform in complil"1ce

with the behavioural expectations of one's familial role seemed to be

greatest.

Role of tlle Mother

The rola of the mother is defined here as the major child !'earer and

the supportive agent in the family. In Otho1' words, the mother is the

person l~ho tends to bear the n:ajor social emotional responsibilities for

all the members of the family. In the study, usually the husband or

sometimes a friend bad taken over the physical care of the chil<lron, although

in two cases the mothers had struggled to learn ~ldYS of coping with such

problems as putting on a nappy or filling up a kettle with water with weak

wrist control. However, the problems of behaviour and discipline pI'8sented

by the children to their mothers were viewed by the latter as more problematic

than coping with the physical care of the child. The child'S disruptive

behaviour presented the mothers with their !JP3t serious doubts about the

effects on the child of having a disabled mother. In one case, a mother

thought that her child's vcr"] disruptivG a11d aggressive behaviour was

because the child resented the fact that his mother was not like 'norrral'

mothers. From the mothers' accounts it seemed that th" consequences (jf

a mother having e disabling; illness did affect the children.

The impact was thought to be greatest for those children who had previously

known their mothers non-disabled; in onE: case, the two teenage children

found it so er.barrassing; to have a mother who was wheelchair-bound that

they :refused to go out with her in the 1<he8lchair and would not bring their
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school friends home as they previously had (from the mother's account).

Both the older children in this faMily no longer discussed th~ir school

friends or problems Hith their mother .:md this was given by the r:nther as

an example of the w<rf in which she WClS no loncer able to ~erfonn as Cl

t good' mother. vihether the children felt cheated in some wey, as SUBe,",sted

by navis (1973), it Has impossible to te.ll from th" accounts of the mothers

that Were gathered. Naturally, there are Cl number of possible explanat::'ons

for the disruptive behaviour and secrecy of adolescent children. HO\lever,

the interpretation placed on the incident by the mother inflUence", her

relationship with her children.

It is certainly true that many of these children had to take up a

number of additional roles and responsibilities that Hould not normally

have been required of their peers. For example, shoppinfj, cooking, dressing

one's mother, collection of IIli)dicines etc. and sorne embarrassing and

unpleasant tasks, such as a fifteen year old boy who had to carr"] his mother

to the toiht and ,::ttend to her there. The mothers thought that these

responsibilities and chorus struinec1 the nother/child relationship and gave

examples of the children's accounts of their' frustrations on being requested

to carry out some of these tasks.

It is possible that some of the children feared that a courtesy stigma

would be attributed to them by others. In other words, the children

were afraid that the stigma or devalued sti!tus of their mother would spill

over onto their own self-conception. The, children observed the reactions

of others to their disabled mother on such or.casions as going shoppine

wi th her. For exan>ple, one daughter had taken her mother shopping in the

wheelchair and cOillJOOnted on the shop assistant's strange behaviour to her

mother, including eye aversicn and ab ....1pt conversation. In this study,

it wos impossible to assess whether the hvstility or embarrJ.Ssm('Ut felt

by the children, as "",pressed by the 1'lOthers, resulted fror.l a fear that they

would be oovalued by normals because C.:C their association and relationship

with their mothers. The mothers hope<!. that, because they ~lere aware of

thes", problems faced by their children, they were able to make u:;> for them

by trying to maintain their role as the emotional and supportive agent

in the family.
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The Role of H0usewife

The role of thE; housewife, a traditional female role, appeared to be

a more acceptablE; aY".la of activity for role reversal and adaption than

that of the role of mther (as define'! above), althout;h some 1010100;1 had

maintained many of their domestic activities by the use of special facilities

or by altering the physical environment. for eXFlmpla. lo.rering of sh"lves

etc. Each family hac! tried different Iaethods of accolllllOdating some of

the problems resulting from the incapacity ca'.lsed by the impairment.

For example. four patients ha<1 bought deep freezers which meant that they only

needed to shop on1;' once a week cnd this was usually with their spouse

or relative at the weekend. However, these sort of solutions were expensive

and prohibitive to the poorer families who were unahle to affcrd such

facilities.

Mrs. Kay: "I think my husband has helped because h" has not told me

to sit back and he will do thinr:s. which I think a lot of people do,

so that I have never felt disabled particularly. I have never felt that

I am no good any more. because I have just sort of carried on. I mean,

when it eot to the stage when I cOuldn't ma1<e cakes any more by hood. he

bought me Cl mixer and so now I do everything by mixer Md I've eot the

various attachments. Whom I couldn't I-lind my watch any more and found

this very unneyill& as I held to ask him ever"} day to ••ind my ;ratch up

nnd that irritated me encrr.lously, he bought me an automatic watch - these

things have helped enormously, helped my independence I suppose. II

Social servi""s had provided th" patients with some gadeets and mad.:.

some structural alterations to their hOlOOS but this was a far cry from

the range of aids on the market to help disabled people. 'lll the respondents

claimed that they had been given no guidance on how to cop., with house

maintenance and hOl!le-making, and expressed the opinion that SOF,e occupational

therapy would have greatly aided them in their attempts to mci.ntain thdr

independence and carry out their roles within the fillJ1ily, thereby reducing

their dependence on agencies such as homehelp and meals-on-;rheels etc.

From the accounts of the women in the sar.1ple, it wculd app",ar that they

did not object or feel that their role as home-mak~r had b8en usurped

by an agent such as home help; instead they recognised that their impairment

did present a nUlr.ber of physical problelJS. which meant that they wer" unoble

to carry cut heavy dOlOOstic tasks.
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The delegation of some 1:AAks to the home help had relieved these

women of certn.in activitIes which previously =y had fOlIDd unrewarding.

In the cases ~rhere th" riOajority of dOlCCstic tasks had been taJ<en over by

the husba."'ld, it would appec.r from th" wive's accounts that the husband's

reactionsto this role reversal had been fairly non-committal. HO~lever,

the wives did mention that thq felt the stmdard of domestic housewcn:

was not as hieh as they had pr€viousl,! maintained themselves. This >las

a source of some frustration to many of them and yet they felt unabla to

criticise their husbands as this would possibly endanger the whole family

hal1llony and perhaps lead to the husband leaving the family .

All the wom;n in the study felt a certain strain and tension in their

lII<lrital relationships, because their husbands had to undertake a number of

extra tasks and c'"lores directly as a result of their inability to carry

them out. In some cases, the patients felt that they had been coerced

into a dependent or subordinate rele and that they had to accept this as

they felt unable to reneeotiate or redsfine th"ir situation due to th"ir

total dependence on the spouse.

Mrs. Horgan: hi':y husband has been ever so good but nOH I have to lose

~ identity, because I daren't criticise him, you see. You daren't because

if you criticise you have a row and if yOll :lav" a row he snys, 'Right,

I'm not going to de it again.' And ycu depend totally on the other person

which is hardly fair on the other person. Fortunately my husband d~esn 't

seem to mind but I don't know whethel' hE' really does, but I do kno~1 that

I'va got to sit there and shut up. I mean. I daren't say, 'Oh, my God. tb"

curtains need washing,' or, 'Look at the dust on the window sill.' I

can't do it because h" would say, 'Don't I de encugh for you?'"

A good account of some of the problems ef household mane.gement is

described in EamshfM's study of a number of disabled housndvcs.

All five men in the sample; had been married, although, at the time of

'the study one was widowed and another separated (see pages 6 So 7). CUrl:'ently

all five were unemployed and clearly regretted this state and fEllt that,

to a varying degree, their st..~tus and posi.1:ion in the family had heen

threatened by it. They seemed to feel that u 'normal' husband was of
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necessity the bread-winner and the ware earner. All the lOOn felt that

their loss of j ob or early retir<:ment and cOllfinell'.•mt to home had meant

financial hardship for their families and a rlevaJued conception of

thems<ollws as an unproductive pel"'.:lon. Disengagement from "dOrk was usually

a slow process of :reduction of hours and downwill'<i mobility. All the men

ap?eared to ::aVG been members et fm'lilies in vrhich the lll-J.I'ital roles were

segregated before their disablement, and n?w, as disabled people, they v/ere

unable to fulfill their previous roles, nor were they ,'elcoMed in any

attempt at role reversal. None of t'l" wives of these Men had decided to

seek employmant to supplement the family l s incom" aftar the husband's

disability and UI!lelTployed status, and, in fact, one woman had given up the

worl< she had previoUSly done in order that she might look after her husband.

One major problem experienced by these men was the soUtule <md boredOl!l ef

being confined to home, cnd thi.s is discussed in !CreateI' detail (see pa;}3 73 ) .

The Role of the Father

None of these :respondents were actively participating in the role of

father at the time of the study. as th'2y either had no chil~n or the children had

grown up and left home by the time that they were i.nterviewed (see pages'" & 7).

However. they were able to discuss their feelings about being disabled

fathers with young children at home. There were a number of problems.

apart from the financial hardship the whole family experienced as a result

of the father's disablement; the fatigue and physical inability of the

father to actively participate in family affairs. such as outings, playing

football with son~ etc. One respondent commented that he felt that his

son was very embittered and hostik towards him as. from the father's

account. h" felt that his son thought he did not \lant to pl22 with him

and he compa:red his father with the fathers of his friends who were all

participating in such events. In the latter ~tages. when the patients

found thmnselves confined to home. b0th they and their children fount;

i t difficult. From the fathers' accounts it would appear that the children.

particularly sons. were often rebellious and hosti.k; towards them. The

children recognised that the father's authol·ity in the family had been

reduced and would be openl.y disobedient. The fathers knew that they 'iere

unable to operate their p:revicus form of punishment such as spankinG and

felt that their authoritarian role had been eroded. This is similar

to the findings in Davis's study (1973) When she found that the fathers

felt upset and challenged by their children's reactions to their disability.
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In the present study, the respondents l<ere no longer actively involved in

the role of father. However. they retrospectively worried about whether

they had been 'good' fathers to their children and wcrried whether they

had sOlJ1(!how jeopardised their children's life chances and life-style.

fm Account ofa 'Typical' Day

All the respondents in the study were asked tC' describe 11 'ty--pical'

day. These data provided insightful infoI'!llRtion into both practical and

social problems faced by dis.:'lbled people. It is important to note that,

for the MS sufferers as with many other disabled groups, onc of the major

problems in their lives was fatigJle. ThClY found that they had to learn

to ration out their activities dUI'ing the day in ord'!r to conserve their

energy for activities that they considered important. Hence the patbnts

developed their own timetable to get thxvJugh the day. The process of

redesigning their lives and adopting stmtegies of time conserving and

time schedUling are crucial for the management of life with chronic illness

(Reif, 1973) •

At the tiJ:le of interviewinr:. r.one of the respondents were e~loyeJ and

all the men were s<lverely disabled so a major part of th" clay \las spent at

home. There was some similarity between the patterns of activities

for both men and women. In the sample, a whole spectrum of activities

and levels of independence and capability were evident in that two women

'managed' to live a fairly 'normal' life as moth",rs of young children,

whereas, at the other extreme, there was one Homan who was bcd-bound and

incapable of total self-earn.

Most respondents ros" bet,~"en 7 and 6 (i.m. and spent up to th:ree

quarters of an hour getting dressed. They all viewed self-care activities

of dressing and washing themselves as i~ortant to the maintenance of their

self-conception, even though in a number of cases dressinG themselvas

was a painful and often difficult task. Som'3ti:nes the patients neaded

to ask their children or spouse to assist them in this activity and this

assistance was rationalised as important to keep sr'me ener:;y, for

eX~le, exercises at the Day Centre, for writing their poetry, etc.

All but one man could either manage to get downstairs by themselVbs er

lived in a bunGalow, hence the stairs were not a prob~em.
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Although many of the activities engaged in were similar for both men

and women, there were some differences relating to their specially defined

roles of wife IIDd mother, or husband and father. A few women :?repared

breakfast for the family but, in the majority of cases, bI""cl<fast was

prepared by the SpOUSE: or relative and was brought in fC'r the patient to

eat.

After breakfast, most of the patients I husbands left to go to ;fork

and the children went to school, so that for the remain.ler of the day, at

least until foUl' o'clock, they were left OIl their own. SOIllQ of thew

washed up the breakfast thinGS and tidic,d up, attemptir.g to (v, sone light

housewcrk, but fer the o?.jcrity of them, househcld chores were carrie':1.

out either by t):eir spouses or by th" home help. The hOr.le help visited

over half the patients in the study anG, apart from her jomestic role,

she provided an important scci:ll contact for these people. In two cases,

she was regarded as 'part ef the family' end in no cases was there any

evidence that the l-/omen felt resentment towards th", home help as the usurper

of their domestic role within the family. Instoad, she was usually regarded

and accepted as a 'treasure' •

It seell'.ed that once the HS sufferers had acknOWledged that the disease

had produCo-:ld a number of physical limitations on them, they r.:)odily accepted

the need to off-10ad some activities onto ether agents such as home helps,

thereby enabling them to conserve their energy for the morc 'import<:'Jlt'

tasks of listening to their children learning to read or thdl' husbands'

wurries and generally retaining the; Ilnternal role in tho; fanily. The men

stated that they noeded to schedUle their day to enable them to do the

household accounts, as the role of "treasure" was important to them in

maintaining their position in the family.

For th" :rest of the mondng, thcsa respondents who ~ler" ambulant

(both men and women), either went shopping by themselves er with a neighbcur

and the remaindcr who wer" not mobile spent the morning listening to the

radio or watching television er rea"Ung the: newspapcr. The respon(lents had

their lunch between 12 and 1; only four out of sixteen preI'ared the meal

themselves and the rest ate meals prepared by a relative, a ntlighb·,ur,

or a home help or, in two cases, by a voluntary crganisation' s meals

on-wheels service. Th" afternoons were usually spent at various <lctivities •

For example, a number attended clubs for the disabled and some attended

the local day centre. One 1l0IDan attended adult education clnsses and tl-/O
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other young women were leading relatively I nonna!' social lives ill that

they spent their afternoons going to "'e~t i.ngs such as mothers I muetings,

or having tea with friends, and picking up their chil~n from school.

Nevextheless, it was clear for all the patients that their life Rtyle had

been affected by multiple scleJ:":)Qis, in particular by the fatigue experienced

by all of theL1 which curtailed the range of activities they wel>e able to

enjoy and participate in •

Many suffc!"ers were bored and experienced feelings of social isolation

similar to those expressed by other groups, such as housebound mothers of

yOlmg child.."'en (oakley, 1975). The main difference was the lack of choice

of activities for thE. MS sufferers, partly due to problems of mobility a'lC

partly to the fatigue associated with the disease itself which curtailed

to a very lar::e extent their social life\ whereas the mothers in the Ockley

study wer"" physically able to leave their hores. For most of the respondents

whose sight had not been impaired by the MS, the television was the answer

to their pursuit of leisure and they spent a great deal of tilOO w<3tching

it. A few regularly took rests in th." afternoon and they all IOOntioned

that they had to have cat naps sonetimes during the duy to recoup their

energy.

Most of the I\:'spondents went to bed fairly early, between 9.30 and

10 in the evaning. Usually their evenings were spent watching the television

(like the majority of 'normals'), or sometimes they attended metings such

as those of the I1S Society. All the respondents had curtailed their social

engagelOOnts in the evening, on the gl'Ounds of fatigue or difficulty

of going out in wheelchairs. Some acknowledged that they felt bitter or

jealous at seeing people dance, play badminton, act, etc., activities that

they could no longer do.

!1rs. Morsan: "Then on Friday nip,ht I used to phy badminton and my

husband was playing in a mixed match. and I did an unforgivable thing.

something I thought would never bother 100, but it all calllO back. I >ras

upset and jealous of the thing because they had been playing and I can't

even wall< - dreadful!"

Mrs. Kay: "But I can't dance, and people do try to heave me around

and I usually end up on the floor - but pe.o;.>le - some of the young staff

(at husband's firm) do come and make me gat on my feet and hold me under

tha ann-pits and I do get aI'Ound, so I don't miss out, but I do get upset
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because I want to dance the same as everyone else. you know. havine been

very fit J miss it. ! still do. ·I1le only thing I miss out on is badminton

and squash and that sort of thlng. of course. no one can hold me up to do

that."

Weekends

For some respondents. the monotony and boredom of their ever<Jduy lives

was relieved at the weekend when their spouses or relatives took them

shopping, to the sea or visiting friends etc. Unfurtunatley, not all the

respondents \<ere able to look furward to the weekends as times of company

and entertainment. For thos" respondents who lived alone, and were housebound

the weekends were frequently periods of acute loneliness. They missed their

contacts with such people as home helps, milkmen. postmen or attendants

at the Day Centre. Ins·cead they were marooned in their hOlO"'(l. '!'hc lack

of social contact and attendant problems experienced by these respondents

wera particularly noticeable at times of public holidays.

Hiss Gay: "I ~rould put it in order- of priority sustai.ned care. by

which I mean there are all the weekends and an awful lot of them. I

would like to stress that I do not think that people shouldn't have holidays,

of course they should. but I do think that nine days' holiday (referenro

to Chrismas period) is too much. You cannot run a body like this, I mean

you may be abl" to stop a factory or a shop, but he are 1>OOi"s. A farm<;r

cannot l<.c.ve his cow, they must be milked morning and "vening, because the

milk gets re-cycled back into the blood stream. The body goes on a11d it's

just as well if it does otherwise we "ould all be dead. You can't quite

treat a human being in the same way. If you are a handicapped P'3rson , you

do need some help. I tr.ean. sometimes I can't move. When I ~ms fi 1: I

could pick up a pail or a dust-pan or brush or do something. But not now.

I man. it's very frightening to be lying in bed and know that no one will

C0100 to see if you are all rig.':It until Honday. Like last summer. water

dripping down from the first floor rooms. And there was nothing I could

do about it, it's just got to come throuV1 until Monday morning. I think

people; should just check if one's all right."

The variety in the accounts of a tjrpical day reflects to >;0100 extent

the severity in the stage of the disease but also the personality of the

patient. Two patients (one man and one .,roman) stated that they spant every

day 't<orldng'. One wrote children's stories and the other ,rrote poetry;
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this activi't'J was viewed by them as wori<, althou;:;h obviously it did not

provide any form of adequate incon.e. It may have been an 'escape route'

in which they "eI'e able tc. work through their frustrations and fantasies

(Cohen and Taylor,l977). '!'wo other women were ver".' activ" ':m a number of

local charities and committees and again they vie~led this as their worl<:.

The concept of work to these people is defined as a 'reason for living' 

activities that ea"" significanc'il and meaning to their everyday lives.

It enabled them to no loneur feel second-class citizens or under dogs,

non-productive in a capitalist and materialistic sociaty. For they

felt that they could now contribute to th" community rnn were performinG or

worl<:ing towards the social good. The respondents who did have 'a reason

for living' whether it was writing poetrJ, listening to their friends'

problems, helping out at 11 reri<::.tric day centre by feeding the elderly

patients, or performing as a mother wit.'lir. the family unit, these were the

patients who had 'successfully' come to terms with the disease. T'ne cther

respondents whose everyday lives were to some extent stripped of n-eaning,

were more embittered about the impact of the disease und ..ould often

make fairly depressed s·tatements about, "I don't know why I bother to live •

I'm just a burden to everyone." Naturall,', the ability of the llS sufferers

to fill their days in some meaningful way, not only reflected the stage ·:;,f

disease and of personality, but also the resources available to them in

terms of transport, money and friends.

Friends and Neighbours

The multiple sclerosis sufferere, in common with other groups of disubled

people, experienced social isolation, although they needed social contacts

to help both 'filling up thdr day' <md 'k-nowi.ng ;~hat was i:oin~ on around

them. Social isolation can be viewed as the process whereby the individual

increasingly becomes 30cially and psychologically separated fron his or her

former relationships ilIld social activities, with decreasing opportunities

for adequate replaCtlment cf old relationships and social activities (Davif\ 1973).

The process b:;' which these multiple sclerosis patients had becom., socielly

isolated ~las gradual and not sudden. For example, cne Y')UIl?, womar. had

written five lettere to a former friend who failed to reply to any of th"m.

At first she had rationalised this and made excuses for the fact that th"

friend had not replied, 'the post is bad, the letter got lost in the post,

she must be away on holiday'. Only gradually did she realise that her friend

no longer wished to be i.n correspondence with her and this deeply hurt her.
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As has been previously stated (page 56). similar processes have been

found in studies of bereavement. For eXaMPle. Glid<, l/eis5 end Murray

Parlces (1971+) found evidence of beth pemilIl"nt and temporary disruption of

relationships of widows with their fanner friends. Many of the tddows

couq>lained that a particularly painful aspect of their period of reorganisation

of their individual lives Has the Hithdrawal of SOIOO ef their friends and

social contact with them after having sworn steadfast solitude. H"ncu,

they found that their flrevious social netHor!< had been reduced, particularly

friends who had formerly been friends')f the couple. By th" end of the fil'St

year, they had established a very 'lifferent S01'1: of friendship networl: from

that which they had maintained during their I:'.arrie,C;C. In the present study,

the respondents and their families experi.enced il very similar process, th"t

of a changed friendship networlc •

Underlying the gen"ral process of sociel isoliltion, is th" ch',nee in

the patients' relationships Hith others. Frequently the patients were

unable to sustain the reciprocities in a relationship sufficiently to

maintain it, in SOIre C2..,es the ethers defined the situation to focus on the

patients' disabilities to the exclusion of their other attributes, and

these relationships were rejected by the patients if they \,.,re un"ble

to normalise or redefine the situation to their own advantao,:e. Part of

the problem is the patients' ability t,~ maintain reciproci ties and share

similar experiences with the others. For example, one young woman could

no longer go Hith her friends to a dis(~ or play badnintun or act in the

local amateur dramatic society; 2Ilother young 'I:man was unablb to look

after her friend's children so that it woulcl al,mys nppear that she Has on

the taking or receiving end of the relationship; and another man could no

longer visit his frienc!s Hho lived on the second floor of a block of flats.

- 11rs. Earl: 11 ••• you do lose your social activities - Hell, I think they

----------

don't come because - for insti'lllce, friends w" have [at, \o1e have got two

friends down at Heme Bay - they are always asking us to go and see them but

for me to go there, they liv", l'ight or. top of a hill, there are about five

stone steps up to their front door, then a flight of stairs up to the toilet,

which is very difficult. It is much c:!Sier for them to come to~. If 1

go and see my sister, this is quite a problem, so of course it sounds m,ful

but, if people ask you to go and see them, yeu imnediately say, well, wl-!·3re

is your toilet? Is it upstairs or down? If it is upstairs, I am sorry I

can't come. They think you are just b,dng funny •••••• it is just silly

really. lo/e find that, we came here to live on this estate. \oIe th~ught it
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would be nice and we like Faversham, but it is very lonely he:t'e because you

never see any neie;..bou:'S, the nei@lbours never come to you, they never

knock on the door and say, I How are you? I because they know that I have got

rtrJ litt:e car and they see me go out and about and I suppose they think, 'Oh,

she's al.:. right.' But th",y never, even at Christmas, didn't knock at the

door and say, I Happy Christtlas' , 3ccause it is an estat," with young people

with young children. They aI'G busy - thGy lead very full lives."

Disabled people have a great need of friends for acting as sounding

boards or people with \.,hom they can talk through their problems, bClth

medical and social. The need for a listener was mentioned by a number of

respondents V1ho found that th",ir spouses or relatives were co.ther reluctant

or unable to listen to their problems beca~." of b"ing too closely involved.

Mrs, Ball: "Lots of qwstions I think, to be able to talk to your

friends about it or SODCone who is not emotionally involved is a good

thing. They make you pull yourself togeth,~r, they sa)' I Don't be so

stupid' ,"

The HS sufferers I need for such fri.ends were often unmet as people

were reluctant or embarrassed to become too involved with them and yet

clearly there was a need for sp<:leial sorts of friendship or counselling

of these patients •

The study I s findings ware similar to those of Davis (1973) in that

those patients who developed multiple sclerosis in middle life maintained

batter rel::ltionships with others as they did not feel tnat huving probl",ms

in health was incompatible with their e><pectations of this phase of their

lives. ,fuen 1I!.l1tiple sclerosis did occur in this age group, it generally

did not progress as rapidly as it Cid in younger adUlts and it seelOCd to

allow fur fewer discontinuities in relationships with others, \lork and th'dr

self-conception.

A number of respondents in the study had changed their ciI'Cle of

frbnds since the onset of MS to incl'ld" a significant number of multiple

sclero"is sufferers. The changed circle of friends was partially explained

by the disablad person '3xpressing the opinion that they felt happier and

mora relaxed with their I own I, as they were undarsl:ood and did not have to

maintain all the sociel norr~" and reciprocities of social interaction.

They felt that their 'own', other MS Sufferers, accepted their definition of

the situation and their conception of themselves, instead of coercing them
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to reduce their self-conception or redefine it as was the case with nonnals.

Sometimes the need for these special friendships did develop with members

of the MS Society and other MS sufferers themsel'les •

Occasionally. these needs were filled by neighbours, although tht!

majority of respondents tended to be fairly non-committal in terns of their

views and reliltionships with their neighbours. Only one far.lily who had

lived in Faversham all their lives felt thernsdves part of a social network

of neighbolll's who they had known for 'donkeys' years and would do anything

for them. In cootrast. one problem appeared to be that three of the families

had been rehoused by the local authorities into !'lOre sui table ilCcornrnodat ion ,

Le. single storey buildings, but they had :ililed to establish neH relation

ships and frienc'ships with their neighbours and 110>1 felt i.ntensely socially

isolat<:d. It was evident that the majc.rity of the respondents t"ere not

liVing in close-knit c0mrnunities (in contrast tc Blaxter's stuey in

Aberdeen) nnd that, although the neighbours were pr-;pared occasionally

to perform such tasks as shopping for them, they H~,re reluctant to ~ecorne

emotionally involved in any way. Thr,re >Ias veT:'j lir.:ited evidence of

community or neighbourhood supportive networr.s.

Leisure

Barker et al (1953) showed that disabled people "18re not involv"d

in as many physical and social settings as non-disabbd people and consequently

experience reductions in their oP?orttmities fbr initiatulg social relaticn

ships. The variety ef leisure activities available to cny disabled person

related directly to their resources, financial, and trnnsport and the

facilities offered by the local comaunity. In the study area, the loca.l

cornmtmity offered a rnnge of clubs, including those specific2lly ca~ering

for the disabled or specific cisease groups, for ex,unple, th.., US Society.

In nddition to these, there Here we',kly swimlning sessions at a local indoor

swilll1ling pool, Adult Education classes and, for the More severely disabled,

attendance at a local day centre.

Swimming was fbund to be particularly beneficial to the t1S patients.

Mrs. Field: 11 I get on smashing, I'm a good swimmer and I love it.

You use all your muscles. In the water. you look like everyone elsel"
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Respondents attending the swimming sessions cOJIlllented that it brought

back to them a sense of independence and freedom as they found swimming

mentally and physically relaxing. Studying for the Open University degree

was an activity undertaken by two respondents who found it gave structure

and meaning to their day such as watching Open University programmes and

writing essays. They felt that they w~re involved in th" whole educational

process and that they were in some sense 'rehabilitating' themsalvos;

in other worns, they were in th(, process of redefining and restoring

their self-conception •

Clubs catering specifically for a disease group, such as the local

brmch of the i-lS Society, were for the maj ority of the respondents one

of their main sources of leisure entertninment, partly beciluse the club

provided transport and partly because the club functioned for an identifiable

group with whom the respondents had or faced similar problems.

Mrs. Owen: "I find being with MS people a help. I go to th" local I1S

Society. Last time we went for an outing to Aylesford Priory. How that I

have got multiple sclerosis I go out illld I meet people. Before (prior to

disclosure of the diagnosis) my world was 41 Westmoreland Avenue. I like

talking and listening to those people. At the other meeting I did get a

helpful hint. I spoke to Mrs. Lee about incontinence and she asked me

how I was getting on. You know, what they were like (reference to the

incontinence pads). 'Well,' she said, 'Put the pad inside your pants.'

That was a helpful hint. You can talk about these things, it's nice if

someone can hel:;> you with it. That's what I want."

The clubs which specifically cater for the disabled, for example,

the Kent Association for the Disabled, the Physically Handicappped and

Able-bodied Club (PllAB), attracted a number of the respondents in the study.

All the clubs appeared to provide a soco.al centre and entertainment for

disabled people. Ma.'1Y of tho respondents, l)articularly the older ones,

stated that social contact was the main I'8ason for attendance at slloh clubs.

In contrast, the younr:er MS sufferers attended thE! clubs in order to be able

to gain information and support from others who Here their 'own kind'.

These clubs did provide sorne information and welfare support for their

members. However, a number of the respondents had rejected the clubs as

places catering for the old and/or providing activities -chat they were not

int6I'ested in. One woman cOl1illCnted that "playing bingo. having E. cream

tea and a nic6 sing-song" was not her idea of a jolly af"ternoon.
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The MS. Society was divided in its role and goals, for, at headquarters

level, it was mainly involved in .=und-raising and promoting public and

professional education, whereas local branches functioned to a lir.dted extent

as a self-help group and social centre for patients. The MS Society in fact

performed both supportive and educational functions identified in Gussow's (1976)

paper on the growth of self-help groups in America. Th" problem with the disease

specific groups such as the MUltiple Sclerosis Society is that the commonality of

the group is based on the fact that they are all mUltiple sclerosis sufferers,

rather than any other factor such as a common interest in gardening or drama etc.

SOIIlE:times there did appear to be conflicts between the expectations of the

members and those of the MS Society. However, the Society clearly did

perform an important function of proViding infonnation to recenty diagnosed

MS sufferers. All the respondents in the study had ccmtacted the headquarters

of the Society in order to ascertain more infonnation about the dise:J.se.

It was noticeable that the respondents claimed that they had had no information

or advice provided to them by the medical profession. The act of contacting

the headquarters of the Society did not however automatically result in

them attending meetings at the local branch of the Society. Often there

was an interval of at least two years between being told the diagnosis and

contacting the MS headquarters for information and joining the local branch.

l~iss QJ.y: "I wouldn't join the Society.... I didn't want to know, I

was an ostrich I suppose, putting my head in the sand, I dirln't want to know

and I cGlrtainly didn it want to join any handicapped club or anything like

that because I wasn't as bad as that. I was better than them."

--
•

Brs. Apple: "You see I know a lot of people

sclerosis but thGly don't belong to the Society*.

but I think it's because they haven't I"oally come

round here who have multiple

Now I can understand it

to terms with it themselves."

-
•
-
•-
•
-
•
--

The respondents' ability to face up to the fact that they he.d multiple

sclerosis clearly took time and it was not until they acknOWledged the social

meaning of multiple sclerosb that they considered joining the local t1S

Society. Some had bGlen reluctant to go to the club as they did not wish

to see other llS sufferers who were more severely disabled and >lould provide

evidence of what their future pl'Ospects were liable to be. Nevertheless,

* The respondents are referring to the local branch of the 11ultiple
Sclerosis Society
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all the respondents in the study had at least on one occasion attended a

meeting at the local MS Society.

A few respondents did feel that membership of and attendance at the

115 Society was stigmatising in that this was a club specifically organi.sed

for disabled people who were labelled and differentiated from 'nomals'

or the able-bodied. One person would not acknowledge to her neighbours

that she was going to the MS Society meeting. Outings ~Iere organised and

seats reserved for the MS group and, although in practical terms it is

necessary to make special arrangeID<>nts with theatres etc. to cater for

disabled people, this organisational factor was thought to be s-tigmatising,

particularly by the less severe MS sufferers. R2spondents \o'ho attended

regularly the club meetings, did Sf<em to gain Information, for example,

handy hints on managing problems such as how a wheelchair-bowd young

woman could wash her baby or advice on the most comfortable kind of

incontinence pads to buy. It also enabled som" of the respondents to try

out various strategies and to gain cnnfidence by experimenting with activities

within their 'own' group.

Mrs. Enrl: "Everyone does something, or most of them do. They start

with, 'Oh, I don't think I can do anything because I'm disabled,' and I

say, 'Well, so what? \le' re all disabled but we all do something. You

don't have to do it but if you'd like to you're welCome,' and they usuall:>'

ask me, 'Cnn I do this?'. I met a new lady yesterday and she said, 'I

don't think I can do anything, I'm not very good.' So I said, 'Well, ha'"e

a look rowd and see what you fancy.' And you know she ended up in the

painting class. I fitted her up with a painting outi'it and she wae well

away. She loved it. People don't know what they can do. TheY'I'6 afraid

to attempt i t themselves but if they see someone else th..,y think we11, if

he or sh" can do it, perhaps I could, you know. And they end up doing it

and they're quite good at it. Anyway it doesn't mattar if they're not

good at it, they've tried."

Another activity that clearly did go on at these clubs ~Ias the exchange

of information on the success and failure of new ideas and troat:'lE!nt for

multiple sclerosis. For exar.:ple, there was SOlllE: discussion of gluten-free

diet. Experimentation with various diets and exerciSeS were cOl!llllOl1ly tried

out by the respondents who stated that, "If the doctors have given us up,

we must try and do something. And SWlflower oil can't hurt you, you know,

in fact, it might help. It helped my friend at the club." These various
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self medication strategies adopt..d in the ideology of self help, are part

of the MS sufferers' ways of coping and managing with their illness. All

the respondents expressed the attitude that, "You can't just ignore it, you

know. You must fight it, otherwise you're done for:" Clearly multiple

sclerosis was seen as a disease that had to be fought and if the medical

profession. as perceiwd by th.. patients, had given them UP. they h,o.d to

find altarnatives in the fom of diet or exercises. These activities were

important to them as they ware oun;ard signs to their family and friends

that they were 'fighting it' and trying to manage the disease.

Holidavs---'-
The high spot of many of the respondents I annual calendars ,Iere their

holidays. Holidays were the opportunities of getting away from it all,

and for sorne of the respondents they were the opportunity to give their

family a break. The respondents' discussion of holiday plans revealed a

great deal of infonnation en the 1:tr·ains and tensions which they felt they

imposed upon their families by being disabled members of the family.

Some saw their holidays pal"tly for their own enjoyment but also partly

to enable the other members of the far,uly to have two Weeks without the

burden of caring for them. Host of the older respondents and the more

severely affected younger respondents, had taken the opportunity of going to

a caravan of the local MS branch at a caravan park close to the seaside, or

to a holiday centre catering for disabled people. All appeared to have

enjoyed this experience immensely and mentioned that it had been a change

to meet new people. The social contact of the various holiday centres was

particularly appreciated by th.. more severely disabled people who were often

socially isolated in their everyday lives. The respondents did not appear to

find attendance at a holiday centre specifically catering for disabled people

as a stigmatising experience, instead th,'y praised the facilities that were

laid on for them and the consideration that had be..n tabm to cope with the sort

of problems that they had. Also, they claimed that it was sometimes a relief

to interact with their 'own I as they found this form of interaction more

comfortable and less strained.

A few of th.. younger respondents had taken 'normal' holidays with

their families but they had often experienced a number of difficulties.

For example, long car journeys, the foed offered at the hotel if they were

on gluten-free diet, spatial arrangement of the hotel, e.g. width between
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tables in the. dining room. and the stairs etc. One family had taken a

cottage on a self-catering holiday but the patient had fOlmd the. strain

of cooking and going out on excursions had totally exhausted her. Multiple

sclerosis tended to force people into the adoption of certain routines

which enabled them to cope with their everyday lives. For example. taking

fairly frequent rests or only going out for two hours as that was the length

of an incontinence pO'c'.. and hence these were interrupted \~hen th.~y went

on holiday. and sometimes proved disastrous and t<:o stressful for the patients

to cope with.

Caring Agencies

The two agencies with whom the respondents had most contact were the

general practitioner and social worker (apart from the hore help service

which has already been discussed in another section). However. this contact

was not always viewed very favo\lI'iJbly by the clients; the main criticism

levied by MS sufferers at both agencies was that they did not understand

what it was like to have multipL, sclerosis omd attetlpted to push the patient

into accepting their (social worker's or general practitioner's) definition

of the situation based on their stereo-types of the disabled.

Mrs. Earl: "I thir.l<: doctors need to get to know the difficulties of

patients. You see. they only knml the actual physical reasons for your

disability but they don't know always the problems behind it. You know.

the silly little thin[lS like. 'Oh. I C1'L'1't get my shoes on or my stockings"

that sort of thing. you know. They d"n' t actually know ••••••••• the silliness

behind it because you do. ... when you're in a wheelchair. you CM' t reach

certain things. And you tend to get a bit frustrated becaus9 you can't

reach. but c: dr;ctor doesn't ..... he's not behind you and he doesn't know

all these little details iU1d you can't I-laste. his time by saying. 'Well.

you know. this is ~l!'ong or that's wrong.' You've got to try and cape yoursclf.

But if you had. as I say. a discussion group. they would get to know thes'"

things more. Den' t you feen"

In the literature. there are a number of exanplos of conflicts between

the expectations of the clients and the caring agents. For eX<"ltlple.

Mayer & Timms (1970). Byme & Long (1976) 2nd Blaxter (1976). In the

present study. one woman who was currently at the University. was asked

by har social worker. "Can't you find something else to amuse yourself
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with at heme instead of going to Kent?"

Mrs. Morgan: "No one will take me seriously - if I were all in one

piece I dOll't suppose they would bother to question my metives, but because

I can't walk properly, I suppOSe I could find sOlOOthinS tC) amuse IT\Yself

at home instead, but! don't want to. I want to be independent."

Other writers such as Scl,eff (1966) and Scott (1965) have both pointed

out the ways that aeencies use ste~o-types of their clients which depend

not only on the agency's goals and historical development but the market

from >Ihich it seeks its resources. Scott found in his study of agencies

for the blind in the United States, that there was an excess of services

for children, employable adults and the totdly blind, and an absence

of services for the partially blind, the elderly and the multiply disabled.

Fund-raising campaigns were necessarily projected in terms of stereo-types

conceming youth, work c:nd hope. Scott's description of the overall attitudes

of society towards minority groups such as th", l:>lind ~'r disabled etc. appeared

to fairly accurately match the picture in this country (as discussed by

Blaxter (1976».

"Social welfare problems are, therefore, set >rithin and responsive to,

a variety of organisational and community pressures which are highly

determinative of programmes, policy and implementation •••• The causes

of the specific problems, and therefore the needs of a handicapped person

are not the same factors which determine what kinds of welfare services are

offered to them. Cliemts' needs and the kinds of available welfare services

run in two separate orders, which may coincide at certain points."

(Scott, 1965).

Mr. Irwin: "We are all indh'idU2~s, you can't pigeon hole t\s."

Although the disabled are now recognised ru; not being a homogenous

group, it would appear that the various agencies operating in the field

of caring for disabled people are cmtinuing to use e global approe.ch.

The process of referral to social work agenci"s W<J.S usually via the! general

practitioner and hence meant that these profession<J.ls were operating in

the context of a medical definition of the client's situation. Associated

with this is the fact that fe\'! conditions or problems are static and unchangin""

especidly multiple sclerosis whose very nature and distineuishing feC'ture

is its vacillating ever time. This meant that the patients, their fmnilies
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and the caring agents v/ere continually involved in the need to redefine

and renegotiate the patient's situation. Clearly this is problematic for

the social workers and general practitioners who may prefer to use static,

permanent concepts and definitions of their clients' situations. The

problem is that the /.lultiple sclerosis sufferers, in oorrancn with other disabled

people, have nominally accepted cate;::ories offeI"~d by medical and social

WOlK professionals in order to claim th(;ir various benefits and legitidse

their status. However', this definition is not the definition which is

meaningful to them or used by them in their everyday lives, i.e. they do

not think of themselves as disabled, but as people, men, woren, llPthers

etc., who happen to have a disability. Neverth",less, social workers, the

madical profession and local. authority administrators, in their attempt

to meet the 'need' of various disabled groups, require and produce static

definitions which enable the administrativ.,; process to carry out the required

activity, i.e. to meet the needs of the disabled.

The major problems appear to be thi1t the professionals' assessment

of the needs of disabled pe.ople aTE! not necessarily shal:'ed by the

clients. There appears to be a danger c,f tl,e professionals taking over the

initiative from the disabled person. Ideally the disabled person sh~uld

determine the timing and initiate the help-seeking process. It is illlJ!ortant

for disabled people to be able to articulate the problelllS as thev perceive

them and not have to accept a professional definition of their problems and

solutions to these. Professionals n",ed to be available to adviSe end discuss

matters with their clients, but they should not decide what these problems

are for the clients. The danger is th"t the professionals beC01Th1 involved

in both stigmatising and deValuing disabled people by coercing them

ineO an acceptance of a stereo-type - the disabled person.

Mrs. Morgan: "It is no use trying to .:>xplain what ItI'J problems are

because, you know, there was this barrier anc. she wcsn' t prepared to sort

of lean over backwards to hear my side, and the sort of problell's I had, the

fast that I psrhaps did have higher expectations for myself and for my

children for the future - tal<" no part in it, it's amitrary, it has got

to be black or white - there aren't ;my sha.des ef grey •••• That's not

so good •••• Social workers are not so gOod I den't think."

In addition, there is a shareJ assumption amongst the professionals

that the family ./ill be the me.jor coping and caring agent. However, this

is not always upheld in practice and in two cases in the study, the fol!!'ily
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were very resentful at th", pressure they fal t "as brought to bear on them

by the medical profession and the social workers tc de their duty by the

I1S patient •

Doctors

Attitudes to the hospital doctors were generally unfavourable, all

the MS sufferers were cross and embittered by the delay of the disclosure

ef their diagnosis (as they perceived it) and the process of buck-passing

from one specialist to another (see page 25). After the specialist had

eventually announced that the patients had multiple sclerosis, the patients

felt ignored, abandoned and forgotten by the medical profession. "We are

an embarrassment to them, they want to forget about us. l~e are the forgotten

chronic sick, filed away under incurable. ,.

A number of the respondents stated that they would like to have had

regular visits to the hospital to see the consultant. However, it is

questionable what the outCOlllb or value of regular consultations at th."

hospital would have been. Cleilrly the respondents felt that it would have

kept them in touch with the medical profession and when the 'break through'

occurs they .Iould have been one of the fivst to benefit from it. Nevertheless,

the ways in which hospitals cp"rate would hil.ve meant that the majorit"'j of

them would have only been (leen by the junior medical staff. a group of people

who are usually chanGing ev-ary six months, and he would have probably only been

able to tell them t.l}eir condition was the same or worse. It is questionable

the v,,~ue of this information to the multiple sCl"1"Osis sufferer. Jobling (1977)

discusses his own experience of psoriasis and attending numerous out-patient

clinics "Over the y"ars, I saw a bewildering succession of younger, junior doctors

who reli"d heavily on the 'notes' and a few standard questions for their assessment

and conduct of my case. Not only was responsibility fur the failuroe of the

therapy diluted and dissipQted thereby, it neant that no single. recosnised,

known individual with whom one could build up suffieiemtly clOSe relationship

to broach difficult questions." 1 However, the I'=quest for regul:or hospital

consultations can be s",.-m in the context of the respondents' feelings of rejection

by the hospital consultants.

,
... Jobling, R. (1977) Learning to Live with It.

ads. Davis, A. &HorobL" G. p. 76.
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Mrs. Morgan: "Generally speaking, doctors aren't interested in diseases

they can't cure, not really. My consultant is very very nice but I don't

think they're really very interested in diseases they can't cure - whether

it's any psychological reason I'm not sure but that's the irrpression I

have."

Mr. Irwin: "The medical profession - they d')n't know what multiple

sclerosis is. They don't know what the commcn cold is even, you know.

It's as sirrple as that. I'm a cynic of the first degree, and if they don't

know what's wrong with you - multiple sclerosis. You know. It's a good

way of chickening out for the medical profession. You know, whether you've

got multiple sclerosis or not is another thing. Perhaps I'm doing them

an injustice but I would like to have known that I'd got multiple sclerosis

earlier but they fobbed it off - arthritis, neuritis, and some nervous

disease and it must be crarrp and all sorts of things they fobbed m(' off

with, you know. If they delay in saying it, straight out, they are just

fishing you see, and buck-passing.!l

The majority of the rEsentment and hcstility was addressed to the

consultants rather than the general practitioners. The general practitioner

remained the family's friend for most of the respondents, although two

had changed th"'ir family practitioner after feeling that he had not taken

their early syrrptorns seriously and had been unhelpful in adVising them

the best ways of coping with the disease.

A study by Firth (1975) illustrated the lack of knowledge seneral

practitioners had of the services for disabled people provided by both

statutory and voluntary bodies. The majority of general practitioners

will have had little experience of coping with mUltiple sclerosis patients as

they are unlikely tG have more than tlm or three patients on their pr~ice

list and this would involve them in between 10 to 12 consultatiofls per

year (Office of Population Censuses and Surve}!;, 1974). Th"re appeared

to be an agreed view that something more ourht to be done by the medical

profession, but apart from th" sUl:gestion of an annual check up and a

suggestion by three respondents that general practitioners spend more time

coumunicating with them and co'mselling on their problems, these ideas

were largely unfonDulated and unspecific in the minds of the respondents.
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Nurees

Nurses act as important 'caring agents' in the cOl!llll\mity, however the

respondents in this study seem to have had only limited and spasmodic ccntact

with the ccmmunity nursing services. The services of a dish-iet nurse were

usually provided by a referral of a general practitioner rClther tha.'l patient

initiated. Hence the contact was made on the basis of a 'medical need' . For

example a respondent comlllOmted "She only comes in, gives me an injectioo - she's

in and out in a few minutes". The respondents claimed that th"y weN rarely

visited by a district nurse; and that on the occasi~s when the nurse came, she

only stayed for a short time and carried out some minor medicel procedure. This

finding is in contrast to those of Blaxter (1976) and Sainsbury (1970) who both

found that patients were benefitting from nurses extending their role into the

provision of s(orvices which might be defined as social ruther than rredical. such

as running errands, contacting agencies on the patients b-ahalf, or givin~ the

patient personal advice. These tasks were tiJOO cons\lllling and had littl", to de

with medical treatment •

The patients in the present study did not seem to have ..stublished the

same relationship with the district nurse as noted in Blaxter's (1976) and

Sainsbury's (1976) studies. This meant that with a scarce rescurce such as

district nurses the HS sufferers, unless at the s"vere stages of thE; disease,

had very little contact with this agency •

The respondents were generally favourable to the nurse and felt that they

were receiving appropriate ccmmunity nursing c<,re. although their appraisal of

her was from the viewpoint of her skillfully undertaking minor IOOdical procedures

such as giving injections. The only criticism to be voiced about the district

nurses was by two women who felt that the nurses lacked sensitivity and und<!r

standing in discussing pati.;nt' s problems such as incontinence. One woman

described how the district nurse had openly and loudly discussed this 'waterworks

problem' and displayed the incontinence pads to her while two council men were,
putting up a ri'.il in the S<:llllH room. The respond,mt expressed her eni:>arrassment

and discomfort, firstly at having such a problelll, rmd secondly at th" public

disclosure of it by the nurse.

Although the district nurse was defined by the respondents as acting as a

medical rather than a social agent; they had a Hmited conception of her role.

For all the patients the doctor remained the key figure in relation to medical

problems associated with M.S. They did not want to discuss in detail either

their medical or social problems with a nuree. <:

* The general public's limited boundaries of the role of the nurse in the
general practice setting are discussed in a paper: Cunningham (1977)
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Social Workers

There was a great deal of criticism about social workers who appeared

to 'carry the can' for everybody. This can partly be attributed to the

respondents' confusion and inability to distinguish between soci<1l security,

social work departments and voltmtary social services etc. Many respondents

misunderstood the functions of Social worl<e.'s and this is similar to the

findings in Blaxter's study (1976) and may have accotmted for the high level

of dissatisfaction mentioned in the study by Johnson and Jobnson (1977).

The social workers' infrequent visits and lack of knowledge and understanding

of the problems faced by disp.bled people V1ere mentioned by all the ~spondents.

Many rospondents felt that the social w"rKers did not provide enough

assistance or a correct evaluation of bath th" practical and emotional

adjustments to disability. For eXcJ11')le, one coupl" were rehousarl in c:.

btmgalow heat"d by coal fires, neither the Hife suffering from multiple

sclerosis, nor the husband with a heart condition could carry the large

quantities of coal into the house or easily maintain thr. fires •

SOIre respondents felt that the Social workere devalued and stigma.tised

them by 'bringing everybody down to a C01ll!C;on denominator."

Mrs. Morgan: "By the time she (the social worker) had gone, I wished

I could have hidden the colour television and that sort of thing. She

made me feel as if I was too materialistic ['Dd I had no business to haw:

things as I was ill and must cut my coat according to 110/ cloth. She piled

the onus of my house. onto the Shoulders of my children. I think she must

be all in favour that by hook or by c."'Ook I should be dragged down, the.t

110/ children shouldn't gc to piano lessons and ballet lessons because I

can't afford it now 'lDd I thought, 'well, that's my business' and I thcug), t

they ought to go. I don't see why th"y should suffer. I thought, 'Well,

really, it's no !lood trying to explain 110/ problems to her'."

l1rs. Kay: "This must be se because you Jm't - yau are not told about

the things you see, and if you happen to find out, by chenee usually •••••

you are usually f;>bbed off hy somethinG or other. People rarely say, 'Ab

yes, I know about that.' They s;ry, 'Speak to Hr. so and so, of such and

such departrnant,' so you get put through to this department. ' 11.'1, it is

nothing to do with me, you must speak to so and so of so and so.' 'Oh, it

is nothing to do with me, try so and so,' and by the time you have been

put through to about six people, none of whom hava any idea what you are
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talking about. you think. why do I bother? I I phoned up about my home

he.lp when I first couldn't walk - the voice at the other end said, 'What

size of house was it?' 'Four bedroomed. I 'Oh. quite a big house. ' And she

said. 'it was a pity 1 didn't live in a one-roomed flat Hasn't it,' which I

thought was gross impertinence but 1 didn't say so at the time."

Mr. Irwin: "They don't want to knoH you. that I s the social workers.

I>9ally I'm sure some of them are helpful but they say we ''le over-spent our

annual expenditure and that's it."

Mrs. lrwin: "1 think the thing that really gets my back up

about the social worker is that she \'laB talking about going in and she said,

'Of course, you're ver"} fortunate. you kno-w.' And I said. 'Yes, thanks

to us looking into the future and moving \'Ihen we did.'"

Mr. Irwin: "Yes. you see. 101" anticipated this."

Hrs. Irwin: "Because we tried to help ourselves financial.iy

and not go begging. pGople just don't want to know. People but social

workers as well. take synq>athy on thos8 that live in council houses and

try and get everything."

These respondants stated that the social workers were unsympathetic

to their plight and 1.mable to understand the sacrifices that they had made

in their attempts to prepare for the future. For example. moving from a

house to a bungalow. The attitude that, "You're all right. \-/hat are you

worried about?" was clair.Jed by the respondents to be expressed by a number

of social workers who clearly had not been very well informed about the

problems of multiple sclerosis. Hence there was a great deal of criticism

of social workers who appeared to be trained to be problem orientated. to

solve the problems identified by them (in some cases rather than by the

client) through case work. Whereas. for a number of ~isabled people.

the problel!ls can be solved by the allocation of dds and finance to enable

them to improve the qUality of their lives. Clearly social worke!'S are

not trained in the counselling of disabled people and there is a great need

for them or oth"'r qUalifi"d professional counsello~ to meet this need

experienced by disabled people •
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Voluntary Agencies

The agency found to be most helpful was the voluntary associations;

for example, the local branch of the MS Society, whose activities a'ld

services differed from those of the doctors and social workers in that the

fonner discussed everyday problems in detail with the MS sufferers and negotiated

or provided a lay version of the meCical explanation. They did not encourage

an acceptance of the disabled role, nor did they provide an altemative

to the official morality. Instead they taught the members to recogniSE:

the existence of external problems but not necessarily to accept them.

To fight multiple sclerosis seemed to be the slogan of the IOOrrbers of the

MS society and that is e:mctly what they did! Other voluntary organisations

such as Red Cross, Women's Voluntary Service, 'Meals on Wheels' were

praised by t!le small number of respondents who received their services •

Possible Solutions to some of the MS Sufferers 1 Unmet Need!)

TherefoI'e, it would appear that theI'e is clear evidence of a need

for self-help groups who would be involved in self education and would be

disease specific groups. The majority of the Multiple Sclerosis Society's

local branches seem to provide social contact for their members rather

than a forum for discussion for the ilL'less with which they all suffer.

although some resppndents mentioned exchanging ideas and advice about ways

of coping with the pI'Oblems of disability. There is a need to explore .:ays

by which multiple sclerosis sufferers and other people suffering from

chronic diseases could meet regUlarly to discuss the problems that they

experience. As has been stated, the regular attendance at out-patient

clinics would not appear to be the answer. However, foI' a self-help club

to invite a consultant to come and discuss with the members the neurological

pI'Oblems associated with multiple sclerosis would appear to hilve some value,

in that most of the respondents mentioned the fact that they would have

liked more discussion about the disease. Th" MS Society did provide

a great deal of medical infonnation about this disease. Never:t:heless,

the respondents would have liked to discuss the significance and meaning

of this information with a qualified person. It is possible that a rugister

of diseases should be kept by general prectitioners so that they wculd be

aware of the patients on their lists who suffered from these various chronic

disabling illnesses. In addition, there is a need for an infonnation dc,curnent

such as the one produced by the Spinal Injuries Association in which a whole

range of medical and social problems are discussed (Fallon, 1975).
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kn alternative solution currently being tried out in America is the

establishment of a centre designed to cope with the rehabilitation in the

broader sense of multiple sclerosis sufferol'S (Harting et al. 1976). The

centre is staffed by neurologists and clinical psychologists uith access

to a consultini; physician. It aims to r91ate the medical management of

the patient's condition to the tmderstanding of the disease and its

implications and expectations. It also attempts to clarify the pati€nt's

family's understanding of multiple sclerosis in terms of the impact on

family life. vocational planning and inter-familial relations. Th" staff

discusses practical problems stemming fronl the multiple sclerosis condition

such as physical control. mobility. fatigue. bowel and bladder control. to

sexual functions and ftmctional adjustment. It provides HS patients l'lith

an opportunity to share their experi.mc~s with other l~S p"'-tients. The

centre adopted the belief that by communicating and giving accurate information

to multiple sclerosis sufferers and allOl,ring them to share the:ir emotional

experiences and discuss common problems has resulted in the r15 sufferers

making more informed. adjustive responses to their disability. Harting

produced evidence to ShOH that H<i sufferers quicklY cohese as a group and

discuss the common characteristics of their condition a'1d its ir.pact on

their lives. Frequently. these individuals were able to gain a more realistic

perspective on the condition and sense of belonging to a group who were

also experiencing similar problems. The establishment of such a group is

in line with what Goffman called 'own' group in which alternative definitions

of their situation are offered to the merrbers. Although the scheme has

only been operating for a short vhile. already physicians and psychologists

are claiming its success.

In Britain at present. there is to my knowledge no such scheme as

thi'it reported by Harting. HOHever. the MS Action Group h1!6 set up a telephone

counselling service for HS sufferers. It has b"cm in operation for a year

and it claims to have helped a large number of victims to solve or even

talk through problerr.s r2.'1ging from ho>'l to get an attendance. allo>lance

to coping with feelings of bdng blue and suicid,'11.*

In addition. the MS Society has recognised the need for establishing

local self help groups and has launch8d the CRACK proerccmme which is

* Personal Communication - Sally O'Connell. secretary of the MS Action
Group.
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specicifically to set up local groups for the yotmeer 1-IS sufferers. These

groups aim to provide social contact such as meetings in pubs 01' visiting

each d\:her's homes and opportunities for young MS sufferers to discuss

their probler.Js. The idea is to exchange ideas and share experiences.

In addition :l number of articles have appeared in tha newsletter produced

by th", Society in which problems faced by young sufferers are discussed.

for example, the pros and cons of having a baby if you are an MS sU£ferer

and what to t'~ll the children about their father having mUltiple sclerosis.

(Davoud, 1975) This scheme is at present in its initial ste.ITe and it is

impossible to conunent on wheoth"'r it is fulfilling some of the needs expressed

by the MS sufferers in the study•
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CCNCLUSION

This study of (l small group of !IS sufferers has thrown some light en

problems experienced and perceived by the physically disabled themselves.

These include changes in family membership status, the seeking and social

significance of a diagnosis, felt stigma and attempts to cope with it,

social isolation and alteration of friendship networks.

One of the most significant problems to be voiced by all the respundents

in the study was that there had been unnecessary delay between the time the

medical profession reached a diagnosis and the tine the consultant er G.P.

told the patient. Although, in this study, it was impossible to validate

such statements, the finding that the: majorS- ty of the respondents spon

taneously complained of the delay itl the disclosure of the diagnosis, and

that some had even rescrted to opening the consultant's le~i:ter to their

general pructi tiooer or self-diagnosing after having read an article on the

disease, provided some support for the identification of this as a problem

area. Also a number of studies (Fletcher, 1973; Byme and Lone, 1976) have

shown the inefficiency of doctors as infomation givers. The respondents

explained that it was only after having been told the diagnosis that they

were able to begin to adjust or accolllllodate to their disability. The

diagnostic label was important as it legitimised their strange behaviour;

such a::; fallin~ down, inability to pick up smull objects, and unsteady gait,

and gave back to the patients their credibility. There was a general

cOllsensus amcngst the respondents of experiencing r-elief on hearing the

diagnosis, and one woman said, "Well, it's nasty, but it can't kill you. It'::;

not cancer!:; Although the uncertainty of the diagncsis in the early stages of

the disease and the public inage of the disease as always crippling raises

problems for the doctor, there is a case for furthEr consideration of how best

and when to infom the patient about the diagnosis.

All the respondents challenged the idea that they had altered their

self-conception as :l result of their realisation of their disability. They

all claimed that, although their bodies wero disabled, it had nut affected

their minds or their perscnalities, "1 am just the same under all this."

Although they all categorically claimed that they had not changed as a result

of being a multiple sclerosis sufferer, they did feel to a greater or lesser'

degree that relatiVdS, friends and professionals had all atteopted to get

them to accept a dependent, subordinate role Nhich implied the internalisation

of a disability identity and an exhibition of dispcdr' at their plieht.

Balding (1960) suegested that the self image of a multiplG sclerosis

patient is a compromise between the present state and the feeling that

ultimately he will become a helpless, deValued persoo, unacceptable in
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the eyes of the person(s) to ~lhom he looks for much needed support. Bolding

found his patients acutely concerned about the possibility of future loss

of somatic or intellectual functions b<:causej of the progression of the

disease. In the present study, the respondents l'c'1.rely expressed such 11

view, most of them lived for the present a'ld refused to fnce or consider

the future. It is possible that, in 11 non-structured interview, it would be

very difficult to explore the psychological feelings and motivntions of MS

patients and that, in fact, it requir-os a psychologist to e;<ploro this area.

However, patients did discuss th"ir concern about the impact on their children

of having a mother or fath"r who was disabled. They discussed the maj.:>r

problerns resulting from the two unusual featuI"1s of multiple sclerosis,

the remission or exaceri>ations which cause enormous adjusment probleI:lS

for the patient and the patient's family and close friends. This placbd

a major strain on marriages and married respondents in the study discU"sod

this at great length, and stated that they had not been assisted in their

marital difficulties by any profession'lls.

The provision of informntion and professional counselling ef mUltiple

sclerosis patients and their families woul,l have been welcomed by the patients

and might have alleviated a nwber of their problems. At the present time,

any counselling or advice ghring to 1-1S suff<;rers seems to be done on an ad

hoc basis with no one professional gI"mp taking responsibility for it.

The ~fultiple Sclerosis Society is performing a valuable service by providing

for its meubers information and guidance about the disease. Nevertheless,

the respondents would have liked the opportunity to discuss this information

and perhaps local I1S branches should begin to question whether their

function is to provide an entertainment and social centre or establish

discussion and self-help groups. The MS Society has established a rr.ovement

for its younger IDell'bers, CRACK, which may fulfill this purpose. However,

it is too early at the present time to examine this. Even if it does,

there remains the responsibility for a professional, either consultant,

general practitioner, district nurse or social worker to take up the t~k

of infonning the family about mulitple sclerosis and its inpact on the

·patient. Pemaps the lIS Society should consider its role in influencing the

understanding and knOWledge of the professionals and in identir;ing locally

professional worl<:ers ,·,ho would be prepared to r.leet groups of MS patients.

In the study, it was found that a medical tliagnosis such as multiple

sclerosis was significant to the patients ooly at the e~rly stage or the

disease as a ~lay of legitimising their strange behaviour. It significi'lllce
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became marl<edly reduced cnd in sorae cuses almost marginal us they bp-gan to

learn to live with it. The majority of respondents found that on the whole

the general public's lack of knowledge of and the pessimism of the public

image of multiple sclerosis have mecnt that to acknowledge the fact th;tt

you were a multiple sclerQsis sufferer W&; in most cases Wlhelpful, and in

some cases only produced e1q'ressions of gloom from the 'normals I. 'The

general public seemed to have very limited infornation and understanding

of this disease ane. its impact on the HS sufferers. This wus regretted

by the respondents who thought that there ~Ias a need to educate the general

public to view multiple sclerosis from a positive and optimistic view-pcint

rather than from the negative image of a 'wheelchair-boWld, incontinent

cripple'. 'The patients felt that, if the public had a more favourable public

image of multiple sclerosis, they would not view the patient us such a

tragedy and >rould be less inclined to pity or feel embarrassed in social

encounten; with them.

All the respondents had foWld that there had been changes in their

social network of friends in that sone fl'iends had withdrawn from them and,

on occasions they had withdrawn from their friends. The respondents had

found the experience of their friends no longer maintaining contact with

them to be very upsetting; particularly as their need for friendship and

understanding was greatest in the period immediately after they had been

told the diagnosis. The MS sufferers felt that the breakdown of these

relationships had often been caused by their friends' embarrassment 2I'ld the.

resultant strained interaction betHeen them. liS sufferers also found

difficulty in r.>aintaining the reciprocities of social relationships. Here

again, the respondents thought that some of the embarrasslOOnt and difficulties

in social encounters that they experienced could be overcome by more

education of the general public about multiple sclerosis and that this

publicity should st:r>ess the pOSitive rather than the negative picture of

the disease, for example, by dra>ring attention to the remissicn yeare.

'The concept of disability and its relevance to the liS sufferers was

to a large extent self-defined and self-fulfilling. Le",s and Shaw (197«)

noted in their book that. in a number of surveys of handicapped people,

respondents had declared themselves non-impaired when they had had obvious

impairments. Respondents in the present study acknowledged that they we~

I1S sufferers in the first instance and that they were disabled mainly in

the context of medical and social service definitions. In other words,
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the concept of disability seemed to be an administrative tenn without any

real significance or meaning for them. The label Has used by them 00 occasions

when the respondents were faced with administrati lie bureaucracy, of, for

example, the Health and Social Services, when applying for alterations to

home, provision of wheelchairs, or attendance allowance. The MS patients

accepted that they had a disability but would not accept that they were

disabled people, rether they saw themselves as men or women who happened

to have a disability. They rejected the attempts by relatives and

professionals to impose onto them and their way of life a stereo-typical

concept of a disabled person. This study has shown that there are differences

between the social meaning of disability as perceived by official bodies

and by the patients themselves. The professionals' use of clinical or

administrative definitions of disability may result in differentiating

the disabled from the non-disabled and thereby stigmatising them.

Some of the problems exper,ienced by the MS patients sterntned from the

social construction of disability rather than from the physical disability

itself. The physically disabled person is made aware of his devalued status

by the reactions of others and he has to learn to face and to cope with

the social and l'cychological consequences, of his disability, which Jllay

necessitate him changing his life-style and friendship nett<orl<s. The task

of learning to cope is not always successfully achieved and in many instances

the respondents withdrew from social contact rather than face a situation

in which they felt themselves to be stigmatised. The disabled need to be

able to show the normals tbeir ordinariness and this requires self-aHar"ness

and resources in that they have to be able to 'break-through' the embarrassment

and hostility exhibited towards them by normals; some manage to do this and

yet others fail and become socially iSOlated. This study was not able to

explore in great depth why some fail and some manage to cope. However, it

would seem that this cannot just be related to personality traits and there

is a need for moI'.l research to explore the possibility of training disabled

people to cope in social and psychological tert's with their disability as

part of their rehabilitation.

There was some ambiguity about attundance at clubs; Dli!Il.y of the respondents

attended clubs for the disabled, although they did not sec themselves as

disabled and did not associate the club members as I their own I • In other words,

the club was seen as a place that offered ? social centre and certain

facilities, but this did not mean that the""C was a sense of identity

between the US sufferers and the other members. ~lhereas, their attendance
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at the Multiple Sclerosis Society was viewed as interacting with 'their own'.
"We understand it and help each other, you know. We've all got it."

The danger as perceived by the MS sufferers with an acceptance of the

label 'disabled' was that it stigmatis",d them, by allowine people tc treat

them as second-class citizens and non-productive members of the community.

Nevertheless, their rejection of the label did produce its own problems in

that some of their actions were misunderstood by nOIW1ls and sometimes

normals failed to respond to their non-verbal requests for help. HS

sufferers had the difficult task of deciding whether to ccnceal or reveal

their disability. They weaved their way in and out of the coping strategies

of passing and normalisation. depending on the social context in whiC'h

they were interacting. The use of coping strategies largely depended on

whether the social event was perceived by the members as marginal or central

to their own personal social world. The severity of the diseaso is another

factor as MS sufferers in the Clore severe stages would be unable to attempt

to pass. Evidence from other studies (Jordan, 1973; ?abn, 1973) showed

that relatives and caring agents were able to cope much better with disabled

people once they had acknowledged their devalued status and accepted their

reduced life-style. In the present study, there was some evidence that

spouses had attempted to coerce the respondents into a dependent, subordinate

status within the family unit.

The MS sufferers were found to experience felt stigma and saw their

disability as a potential threat to social interaction. The vacillating

and unpredictable nature of the dis8ase sometimes resulted in the exhibition

of unusual and unpredictable behavioun which disl'L'Pted the customary

pattern of everyday life and drew attention to their disability. It was

this that the MS sufferers found problematic and ;,hich r.Jade necessary a

decision whether to reveal or conceal the true identity of their disability.

It is interesting that the MS sufferers did feel themselves to be socially

stigmatised and provided a number of examples of behaviour that they interpreted

as prejudicial against them. Blaxter (1976) found that "the perception

of stigma appeared to depend very much upon the nature of the impairment,

it was strongest in all those cooditions which threatened the taken for

granted world of everyday interaction. ,,* The people in her sample who

felt most strongly their disability was a stigma were those Buffering from

* Blaxter, M. (127131 Meaning of Disability. page 198.
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ataJdas. spasticity. severe multiple sclerosis. deafness, blindness and

epilepsy. The respondents in the study stated that they had become aware

of the stigma attached to their disability and that it was problematic in

an interactional context. in other words it was when they were coofronted

with other people, particularly strangers, that they were made aware of their

inferiority and devalued status. Hence it was on such occasials that the

respaldents had to consider the potential problems of encolmters with

strangers; for example, an invitation to supper or to a theatre required

the respondents to pay attention both to the practical problems of length

of journey. availability of toilet fadlities etc. and also to consider the

sort of people who would be there with respect to the respondents I potential

for the adoption of various coping strategies to either cooceal or display

their disability which was based on the actors I essessrnent of the situation

and of the other actors in the social setting. In extreme cases, thE> HS

sufferers' decision to conceal their devalued attribute had resulted in

them withdrawing from all social settings. so that in some cases the social

isolation of the MS sufferer resulted directly from the stigma they felt

was impeeed on them by 'normals' •

The circumstances Imder which impairment is recognised as disability

varies according to the capabilities of the individual and the situational

requirements. such as flexibility of role requirements. availability of

alternative role occupanUl and willingness of reciprocal role members to

accept modifications in their role r:quirements. Al!li' is one of tha important

variables as it is related to respondents I evaluation of their capabilities and self

con::eption; Haber (1970) found that older disebled men have a lower evaluation

of their workinG ab.ility and s~lf-esteem compared with younger disabled

men. In the present study. the attitude of the MS sufferers did vary by

age, in th!it the older respondents were more resigned to accept a dependent

status and more concerned with being cared for. while the younger respondents

were concerned to find a cure and were more likely to feel stigmatised.

Similarly. Hyman (1970) and Singer (1974) found in their studies that younger

people were more likely to feel stigmatised than older people.

Haber (1970) found that women. older people. the less educated and

unskilled workers had the least adaptive capacity and ability to face the

demanding requirements caused by disablement. He found that functional

limitations were a primary consideration in the evaluation of disability

and in a later paper he and Smith (1971) argued that the focus of rehebilitation

services should be on an elabor1'.tion within the existing role relationship

rather than a proliferation of special role repertoire. This requires a
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successful renegotiation of definition of the situation between the husband

and wife and Fink's study of a group of disabled women (1968) shows that

role ambiguity and ambiguous unshared ex;>ectations were often related to

reduced need satisfaction and marriage satisfaction. The severity of the

physical impairment was not the crucial factor, but what appeared to be more

important was the state of the relationship within the marriage.

In the present study, all the married respondents felt that their Illilrital

relations were strained due to the fact that they were nOH MS sufferers

and they gave no indication of marital tensions prior to the onset of their

disability; naturally, it was impossible! to pu::'Sue this point furth"r.

However, the evidence of tension and strain in the marriages of all the

married respondents does illustrate the need for counselling of l~S sufferers

and their families.

It was noted that financial considerations did play a significant part

in that problems associated uith disability were not nearly as onerous in

the cases where the respondents ,·'ere financially well off and able to buy

such additions as convenience. foods and goods, for exar;,>ple, a deep freez", or

Kenwood mixer.

It is acknOWledged in the literature that disability affects not only

the individual but also the whole family. All the respondents spontaneously

mentioned that they would have liked more information themselves about the

disease and in addition they felt their families needed a better understanding

of it. In recent years. \~riters such as Feldmilll (1974) have argued for a

new holistic model or rehabilitation in which the individual receives both

necessary diagnostic and therapeutic treatment, and rehabilitation care which

is orientated towards the psychosocial functions and meximuin quality of

life. The ~Iholeness of the model confirms the value of the patient as a

human being and places the meaning of illness as a personal event to the

patient. In America, a ne~r centre has been set up to cope with the rehabilitation,

in the broader sense, of multiple sclerosis sufferers (Harting 8t al, 1976).

It would, therefore, appear that successful adapt ion to disability

depends not only on the individual's techniqu{!s and 2bilities to develop

coping mechanisms, but also on the resources and the organisation of the

illl!lediate far"ily and the wider social structure. Despite the expansion of

the social services since the late 19605, 'the aim to meet all needs of the

disabled remains largely unmet. In this study, the multiple sclerosis

patients have had the opportunity to voice some of the problems and the n"eds
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of disabled people as they see them. They discussed the social reality of

dealing and living with disability. Ther<> are il number of areas which this

study has highlighted and which clearly requires further res9arch.

(1) There is the need to analyse the timing and process of

disclosure of the diagnosis such as multiple sclerosis.

In conjunction with this, there is a need to understand

the difficulties and reluctance of the medical profession

to pronounce the diagnosis to the respondent, particularly

in the light of the fact that the respondents in this

study stated that. before they can adapt or adjust to

their disability, they need to have their condition

legitimised by a clinical label or diagnosis.

(2) There is a need to study the availability and the nature

of information and supportive services currently

available to the I1S 5ufferers and their families and

to consider ways in which these can be improved. with

particular reference to exploring the possibility of

the development of self-help groups and discussion

groups involved in imparting information and advice to

fellow sufferers.

(3) To explore the possibility of establishing counselling

Services in which groups of MS sufferers and their

families could get together to discuss either

individually or as a group their problere resulting

directly from multiple sclerosis. It is possible

that, if these groups incorporated a train8d counsellor,

they may be able to develop teaching pl"or.rammes on the various

coping strategies and skills which disnb10d people can

use in interaction with others. It would appear that

an important part of rehabilitating any disabled person.

whether they are suffering from a progressive disease or

not, is to enable th8m to develop social and psychological

strategies of coping with social encounters. As Jor.n

!Jonne stated, '1{0 man is an island," and disabled people

need to be able to leam to manar;e their presentation

of self. They must learn to be able to control their

ability to conceal or reveal their devalued status.
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Although at this present time it is unknown whether such

skills can be learned, it would appear to be a very valuable

area to explore, as so many disabled people are socially

isolated because they have withdrawn from the social

world in which they feel stigmatised and, if they could

learn interactialal skills for coping with such embarrassing

or strained interaction, this would enable the.'D to lead

a much fuller life, and perhaps no longer feel alienated.

(4) There have been a number of articles (Warren, 1970;

Johnsal and Johnson, 1977) recOllllJlending the establish

ment of centralised medical and social services for

the disabled. The type and functions of the clinic or

centre are debatable. Johnson and Johnson (1977) argue

for an assessment clinic offering regular check-ups to

disabled people and, in contrast, Warren (1970) discusses

a broader concept of a centre offering a broad range

of infonnatioo and advice to disabled people and their

families. It would seem an appropriate time to test out

some of these ideas in experimental clinics or centres,

and to eValuate their success or failure from the disabled

person's view-point. Some of the methods used to collect

data in the present study, with small modification, could

be used to evaluate such an experimental scheme by

providing data on the self-perceived problems and needs

of the disabled and comparing these with the data from

- the experimental centres.

-
-
-
-
-
-
-

Although these problems and needs have been identified in an exploretory

study of a small group of MS sufferers, their relevance is not specific to multiple

sclerosis. Diseases such as diabetes, rheumatoid arthritis or muscular dystrophy

could be explored within the context of ,these problems. The aim of this explorator:

study was to identify sorne of the self-~rceivedproblems of a small group of

disabled people. multiple sclerosis sufferers. The findings "f this study are

broadly consonant ·with the resUlts from a number ·of other studies of disal>le:l
people, for example, Blaxter, 1976; Topliss, 1975; and Sainsbury, 1970. Together

they can provide policy-makers and caring agents with insightful data about

the ways in which the services could be improved or changed to make
the disabled people and their families adjust and cope with -their disabilities

and to make their lives as nonnal and as worthwhile as p~sible.
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